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BOOK I. POLITICALARRANGEMENTS.
SECTION1. Jlanaqing .Authority.
1. The management of the coucerns of the poor, throughout South Britain to be vested in onet authority, and the expense charged upon olle fund.
2. This authority, that of a Joint-stock Company;';. under some such name as that of the
NATIONALCUARIT¥ COllPAl'Y.§
Sectron II. General Scheme of Pror-i$wn.
The whole body of the burdensome poor to be
maintained and employed, in a system of Industry-houses,1i upon a large scale,~ distributed
over the face of the country as equally as may
be, with each a portion of land *" (!Caste in pre-

ferenee) at least sufficient for the maintenance
of its own population.
Utmost number of
paupers that uould. remain to be provided for
III the proposed
order of things, say five hundred thousand :+t-number
to a house two
thousand ;-number
of houses two hundred
and fifty.tt
Section III. Ways and .lI eans. I.TIle whole
annual produce of the poor rates, taken at a.
period to be settled, (say the average of the
last three years,) or such part of that produce
as shall be agreed upon, but subject to such
contmgent reductions as herem-after mentioned, resultmg from a drvision of the profits.
(See Section 9.) 2. The growing produce of the
labour of all non-adult paupers, now exrstiug,
or hereafter applying for rehef, or on whose
behalf relief is applied for, beneath a certain
age, such non-adults to contmue bound to the
company m quality of af'Prenttccs-males,
till
twenty-one or twenty-three;
female', till twenty-one or mneteen: without prejudice to marriage.
(See Book ii. Ch. ll. ,s""aratiol! and

.. See the contributions to the Annals of Agriculture printed immediately above -Ed.
t Why III one undivided authority, embracing
the whole countrv, rather than m a nuaed multctude of independent authorities. III districts composed of parishes, parts of parishes, and set. of
united parishes, 3S at present, see Book YI. Ch. i.
and iri,
r! Why in a .i"'"t-stock subscrrptum company, .Ag.(]reqation-Ch. ill. Buildinq» and Land
such as the Banl: of E,,!,ianJ, Eas! India CO"... -Book iv, PAl'PER COMF)RTS.) For the value
panl!, &c., rather than Ill" branch of .Admuustraof this fund, and for the means of enlarging or
110": such as the Treasury Board, the A drmraft.'1 narrowing the influx of this class of hands
Board, &c.-Reasons.
1. Burden of raising the according to the ability of the company, see
capua! anmhilated, the contribut~on bem~
Book h. Ch. i. Classes "wst.ered: and Book
ferred from the unuulluu; to the wilhng. ~. Secu- v. Ch. ii. Pecumarp Estimates.
3. Ditto of
rity to the rateable inhabitants against aUYl1lRnta- I all others-none,
however, to be received, but
tum. of tile rafes gre~ter, by the amount of the 'on condition of continuing to work till the
capital subscribed. .t Probability
of tnri!.'! rna- I al
f thei I b
h 1,31
d th
nagement in every respect greater. [See Adam 'v ue.o
err a our as
~ce
e expense
Smith.]
4. Jealousy of mfiuence, &c., avoided,
ofreJ.lef-upon
an account t.~ken accordm~ t.O
5. Benefit of a distmet eheel, from the superintendcertam rules.
(See Book ll. Ch. IV. PrtllCting power of government, &c. ~C. [See Book vi.
Ch. 11.]
maintenance removed, and unexampled advantages
§ For the cOUTEe to be taken, in the event of an produced, by a new plan of construction,
See
inadequate subscrrption, see Book VI. Ch. vi,
Book ii. Ch. in. Buildings and Land.
II Community-maintenance, why preferable to
tt Grounds for estimating the numbers that
private?
See a subsequent work, entitled" Pautrould be to be provided for at less than five hunper Systems compared."
dred thousand.
See Book v. Ch.1. PopulatIOn
'Il Commumty-mamtenanee, on tlus larpe scale, expected,
wby preferable to a small scale?
See ibid.-and
!t Reasons why the houses should not be fewer.
see Book II. Ch. m. Bu.u",fI' and Land : Ch, nor III the first Instance more, than tw 0 hundred
iv. Prmciples of Manaaement ; ~ook v. Ch. v'l and fifty, and why, the number bemg given, the disProspect of S"CtXSS; and Book "1. Ch. I. Ma- tance between house and house should be as small
ftapt'fflel'lt,wl'.,!ln one AutllOr!ly, not several..
as may be. See Book u, Ch. ih, Buildings and
.... The disadvantages mcident to COUUDumty- Lands.
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and Ch. x. Book-keeping.) Such as are unable to balance the account
to work in as far as they are able ;-but without prejudice to the suitable relief of temporary
indigence. (See Book iii. Ch. iv. Temporary
Indigence relieeed> and Book iv. PAUPERCoMFORTS.) 4. Contingent resources vested at
present, in the hands employed in the management of the poor: such as compositions for
bastards, forfeitures, &c. 5. Voluntary donations, in as far as concerns the expense of
Extra Comfort». (See Book iv. PAUPERCOMFORTS.) 6. A capital to be raised by subscription, on the credit of the above annual and
permanent funds. Say from four to six millions. (See Book v. FINANCIAL
GROUNDS.
Ch.
Ii. Pecuniary Estimates.)
7. Produce of lands
purchased or rented with a part of the above
capital. See infra Section 6.
Section IV. Constitution.
1. Board of General lJirection stationed in the metropolis-directors, say twelve or twenty-four; a governor and sub-governor included. 2. Qualification for a Director as in the East India Company-3. Qualification for TOting at election of
directors as in ditto.-4. Qualification for voting in assemblies of stock holders, as in ditto.
5. Shares very small;" and determinate it say
£10 or £5.
Section V. CoercilJe POIMTs. Powers for
apprehending all persons, able-bodied or otherWIse,havmg neither visible or assignable property, nor honest and sufficient means of livelihood, and detaining and employing them till
some responsible person will engage for a certain trme to find them in employment, and,
upon their quitting it, either to resurrender
them, or give timely notice; and so toties quoties. (See Book ii. Ch. i. Employment
secu-

Habitual depredation extil-pated.)
3. Powers
for apprehending non-adults of divers descriptions, being withont prospect of honest education, and causing them to be bound to the
company in quality of apprentices. (See as
above Ch. iii.) 4. Powers for apprehending
insolvent fathers of chargeable bastards and
detaining them until they have worked oui
their composition money, as per Section 3,
BUpra,-also
mothers of ditto for a certain
time. (See Book ii. Ch. ix. Child Nursing.)
Section VI. Land-purtlhasing Poeers. Powers for purchasing or renting lands for the
erection of the industry-honses, and the maintenance of the population of the several houses,
in spots distributed as equally as may be over
the surface of South Britain. 1. Lands in separate ownership in each industry-house-district (250, or thereabouts) in quantities sufficient for raising food for the population of the
house (say 2000: chiefly aged persons and
children.) 2. Purchase or lease at the option
of the proprietor; if purchase, the bare value
to be ascertained by a jury, and (10) per cent.
to be added to that value, in compensation for
the compulsion. 3. If lease, term (say twentyone years) renewable perpetually at the opuon
of either party, at a fresh rent, assessed by a
jury; but not to be less than the preceding
rent.-4. Indemnification for existing tenants.
-5. Compulsion not to extend to land in occupanon of the proprietor; 6. nor to land in
the occupation of a tenant who has occupied
it (say twenty-one years.) 7. Disabilities removed for the purpose of purchasing with consent at any time. 8. In lieu of land in separate ownership, waste land to equal saleable
value, consequently in greater quantity-first
lease, say thirty-one years, or longer. 9. Timred. Ch. ii. MCl1dieity extirpated.
Ch. iii. ber, in both cases the property of the company:-the only party interested and able to
* Shareswhysmalll-Reuons.
1. Sat~ifactimt rear and preserve it. (See Book iii. Ch. x.
of concurringin a work of beneficence,the more National Force Strengthened.)
Section VII. Obligations. 1. Obligation of
extensivelydiffused. 2. The necessaryquantum of
capital, the more easy to obtain. 3. Pecuniary be- receiving and maintaining every able-bodied
nefit the more extensively dzffused, by brInging to pauper above the apprenticing age, &c., applylight small hoards, hitherto barren, and enabling ing for relief, on condition of his working out
them to bear an interest. 4. Frugalzty promoted, the expense of snch relief, as per Section 3,
by giVIngadditional security as well as value to supra: continuing to him such maintenance,
small savings. (See Book iii, Seetion 5, Frugal.ty as long as he chooses to accept of it upon these
asszsted.) 5. Content promoted, by gmng, to the terms. (Highest necessary expense, not so
frugal amongthe self-maintainingpoor,an interest
in the economicalmaintenanceand dueemployment much as 4d. a day: average value of the lowof the burthensomepoor. 6. National quiet pro- est paid species of labour per day, not so little
(See Book v. Ch. ii. Pecuniary
moted, by gi VIng to some of the classesmost dis- as Is.)
posedto turbulence,an interest In the prosperity of Estimates; Ch. v. Prospect of Success; and
the proposedcompany.and ofthegovernment under Book iii. Ch. v. Frugality assisted.) 2. Obliwhich it acts-c-as the national debt ~ave to the gation of receiving every sick pauper, as above,
public creditors an interest in supporting the title applying for relief, and maintaining him till
of King William.
cured; on condition of his working out the
t Shares why determinaie1-Reuons.
To avoid expense of relief and cure, as above. 3. Oblithe perplexity that would attend the paying divi- gation of receiving on the footing of an apprendends of interest upon fractional sums. 2. To
hold out to frugalzty a determmate mark to aim tice, (as per Section a,) every non-adult pauper
at. 3. To facilitate the allowance of interest, as beneath a certain age, if presented by the
between seller and buyer, aceordmg to the number fa.ther or other natural guardian for that purof days elapsedsince the payment of the last divi- pose. 4, 5, 6, and 7. Obligation of exerersing
the several coercive powers, as per Section 5,
dend, as in the case of lndza bonds,
ples of Management;
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supra. 8. Obligation of indemnifying the rateable inhabitants
against all further increase
of tIM poor rates, during the existence of the
company.
9. Obligatioa of sharing with the
rateable inhabitants the half-yearly profits of
the company, in a proportion to be fixed upon,
by an abatement in the quantum of the poor
rates for the succeeding half-year.
See Section9,infra.
10.0bligationofpublishing,at
weekly or other frequently recurring periods,
complete statements and accounts, exhibiting
the whole of the company's transactions,
ineluding a complete state of the pauper-population throughout South Britain, for the satisfaction of all parties concerned.
(See Book ii.
Ch. x. Book-keeping.)
II. Power with, or
in some instances, without obligation, in regard to the applying the system of industryhouses, on the company's account in respect of
profit and loss, to the several collateral purposes following; mostly for tile benefit of the
poor, and among them chiefly of the self-maintaining c1asses:* viz. I. Employment registeroffices and gazette-See
Book iii. Ch. i.
Emvloyment secured. 2. Charitable loan offices
-See
Book iii. Ch. iv. Temporary Tndiqenoe
relieud.
3. Frugality
banks-St-e
Book rii,
CIl. v. Frugality
assisted. 4. Superannuation-annuity
banks-See
ibid.
5. Widowannuity banks-See
ibid.
6. Post-obit-benefit
banks-See
ibid.
'[, Charitable
remittance
office-See
Book iii. Ch. vi. Pecuniary
Intercouree facilitated, ~:c. 8. Frugality innsSee Book iii. Ch, vii. Con~eyaneefacilitated,
9"0. 9. Frugality conveyance-houses-See
ibid.
10. Delinquents'
pass-houses, See ibid.
11. Poor debtors' pasa-bouses=-See
ibid.
12.
Charitable dispensanes--See
ibid.
13. Lyingin hospitals--See
Book iii. Ch. xi. Rate of
In/alit fnortalti}l reduced.
14. Midwifery
lecture-schools
(for females)--See
Book iii.
Ch. xii, Useful KnolCledge augmented and
disseminated. 15. Veterinary or cattle-disease
lecture schools-See
ibid. 16. Militia exercise
schools (for the male apprentices-See
Book
iii. CIl. x, National force strengthened.
17.
Marine schools (for the apprentices in the msritime industry houses)--See
ibid.--12.
Obligation of providing indemnity for such interests, if any, of third persons,as may be affected by the change.-The
weight of all this
business, very inconsiderable. in respect to Its
pressure upon the intellectual
faculties of the
Board of Directors, in comparison with that
which is sustained by the East India Direction, (See Book v. Ch, v, Prospect of Success.)
Section VII I. Restraints.
1. Precautions
against the sudden acquisition of 1JOteS, to serve
electioneering, stock-jobbing, or other sinister or
temporary purposes, to the prejudice of the per.. All these services might be rendered In each
spot, in one and the same industry- house, and,
(with very inconsiderable additions) by the same
hands that compose the official establishment of
the house.

I
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manent duties or interests of the company-e-restraints grounded on the regulations made in
this same view in the instance of the East India Company.
(See infra, section II. Direetor's Oath.) 2. Precautions against applying the
capital to purposes of speculation: buying articles for the purpose of selling them at high
profit, in the same shape, instead of consuming
them, or work:mg them up. (See ibid.)
3.
Precautions
against applying the capital to
purposes of monopoly:-pourIng into any particular channel of production so large a proportion of capital and stock of hands as to
overstock the market, and by a temporary underselling ruin individual competitors.
(See
Book ii, Ch. iv. Principles
of Management
-Principleof&lf-supply.)
1. Power expressly
reserved to Parhament for limiting the quantum of stock infusible by the company into any
such channel, either in the '/rhol" kingdom, or
in this or that part.
2. Power to the King and
Council to make temporary regulations in that
view, with the consent of the DIrectors, and
subject to the pleasure of Parliament-3.
Or
WIthout consent, tnne being given them to be
heard by counsel.
4. Precautions
against
bulJbles. (viz. contrivances for giving the stock
an apparent value, over and above the real, in
the view of enablmg those who are in the secret
to sell out at a high price, to the defraudmg of
the purchaser.)
I. Dividend to be declared
(say three months) before payable:
2. Power
meantime to the KIng In Council to reduce it,
stopping payment of the excess.
3. The company to be heard by counsel, without prejudice
to the exercise of the power of stoppage in the
meantime.
5. Declaration
of drvideud void,
unless accompanied or preceded by a publication of accounts, according to a pre-established
form: i. e. digested under pre-adjusted heads.
These forms might be Inserted In the act of
parliament.
or the charter of incorporation.
(See Book ii. Ch. x. Book-keeping.)
6. Power
to a committee of council to examine directors
and all other persons, upon oath, touching the
truth of the matters set forth in the accounts.
7. Directors, or their paymasters, paying dividends after notice to the contrary from the
council-board, responsible as for embezzlement.
8. Mandalllus,at the instance of the AttorneyGeneral, or any individual, for compelling, on
the part of the directors, the performance of
any of the obligations with which they are
charged: costs, by the party moving-by
the
directors out of the company's fund--or out of
their own pockets-c-at discretion of the court.
Section IX. Order oftheDimdends, or Disposal
of the growing Receipts.
1. Rent-di-cUkndpayment of the rents of lands taken on lease,
as per Section 6. 2. Bond-dit>idend-payment
of the interest of monies, if any, borrowed on
bond. 3. Maintenance of the pauper-community
4. Interest-dl-ridend-payment of common interest (five per cent.) to the stock-holders, upon
the capital subscribed.
5. Projit-diridenddistribution of the profit, if any, made by the
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undertaking :-Branches
of this dividend.
1.
('ompany's profit-dividend (say forty per cent.)
Parishes' profit-dividend
(the remainmg sixty
per cent.}--Branches
of the parishes' profitdividend.
1. Proportional easement (thirty out
of the sixty per cent.) accruing to the several
parishes
in proportion
to their respective
charges: 2. Ourburden-easement,
(the remaining thirty) applied exclusively to the benefit of
the o?Jerimrdened parishes, begmning with the
heaviest burden" of all, and striking off' the difference between that and the next heaviest,
and so downwards;
striking off', for example,
the 6d. per pound from those who pay 18s. 6d.
before anything lS struck off' from those who
pay but 18s.-Standard
rate, the assessed rate,
not the rack-rent-to
avoid disputes and murmurings.
None can have much reason to complain, where all are gainers.
Section X. Prorieion forexistinq Interests.-l.
Arrangement with the parishes and incorporated districts, who have already loaded themselves with the expense of buildings and stock.
2. Arrangement
with the county and other
horpitals.
3. Indemnification
for persons enjoying lucrative Situations in the management
of the existing local estabhshments,
Then experience a secunry for their being taken into
the new establishment upon terms of increased
advantage, the undeservmg only excepted. The
number of existing poor-houses upon a large
scale much inferior to the number of the proposed industry-houses.
List of them, in form of a table, to be given
in the work at large.
Section XI. Director's Oath.-Not
vague and
general, but pomted and particular :-serving
as a check upon personal interest and affection,
in regard to such points of duty, the infraction
of which IS least susceptible of bemg ascertained for the purposes of penal or coercive lawa guide to discretion, and a buckler against external solicitation.
Examples:
1. Abjuration
of personal interest, favour, and ill-will m the
choice of lands for the subject-matter
of the
powers of purchase, compulsive, or uncompulsive. (See above, Section 6.) 5. Abjuratioa
of Elecuoneerlnq, Speculation, Monopoly, and
Bubbles.
(Sec above, Section 8.) 6. Promise
to consult the local attachments of the pauper,
as far as shall be compatible with the discipline
of the establishment, in respect of the place at
which he shall be mamtained.
(Sec Book iv.
Pauper Cctmforts.) 7. Pronuse to execute, with
unremitting
vigilance, the coercive powers
given for the suppression of mendicity and habitual depredation.
(See above, Section 5,
Coercire POlfers.)
8. Promise to adhere, with
unremitting strictness, to such of the p"inciples
0/ ecooomy as constitute the main pillars of the
system : unless in as far as any departure from

.. Instances have been produced, of rates as high
as 19s. III the pound; but this (we may suppose)
was not upon the rack-rents.

them shall have received the sanction of Parliament.
(See Book ii. Ch. iv, Principles oj
Management.)
BOOK II. PLAN OF MANAGEMENT.
Chap. II.* Separation and Aggregatioo.The
task of separatwn incomplete, unless that of aggregation be combined with it. PURPOSESfor
which Separation may be necessary or useful1. Preservation of health from infection. 2. Preservation of morau from corruption.
3. Preservationofdecency.
4.Preventionofunsatlsfiable
desires. 5. Security (reciprocal)agamst
annoyance, by bad smells, bad Sights, norse, quarrels,
scolding, &c. 6. Concealment (oecasional) of
the governed from tbe censorial eye of the governmg class. 7. Security (particularly
to the
governmg class) as against personal injury
from the evil-disposed among the governed.
8. Distmctness m point of education, for moral
purposes, and for the purpose of experiment,
as between the tndigenous, quasi-Indigenous,
extraneous, and coming-and-gulng stock of the
non-adult class.-PuRPOSES
for which APPROPRIATE AGGREGATIO~
may be necessary or useI ful. 1. Matrimonial society. 2. Family soI ciety, 3. Nursing attendance.
4. Medical
I attendance. 5. Moral supermtendence.
6. InI struction and direction of labour. 7. Intercommunity of work and labour.
MODES and
DEGREES of separation -as
against contact,
smell, hearing, Sight. MEASS of separation.
I.
In some cases separate huts or cottages. (See
Ch, ill. Buildings
and Land, and Book rv,
PAUPER COMFORTS.) 2. In general, in the romI mon building,fonlt of the buildmg-c-divrsions,
separate and uncommumcating.
(See the plate,
and sec Ch. ui, Buildings and Land.)
3. In
out-door employments. mode of laying out the
land. (See ibid.) 4. In spots that require to
I be occupied
each by divers classes that require
to be kept separated, separate hours- ex. gr.
I 1. Baths:
one serving thus for both sexes.
I (See (,'11. xii. Pauper Educationand Book iv.
PAUPER COMFORTS.) 2. Staircases, &c. 5. To
indicate transgression,-conspicuous
distinctrons in dress. 6. Against infection, separation
IIOt merely as between class and class, but as
betweenindi,idualandindlvidual.-Infirmary

I

I

* Chap. I. Classes mustered, is here omitted ;
room not being to be spared for it in an abstract
thus compressed. The chief object of it is, to brmg
to view the several heads of mqUlry, which a reader
would expect to find touched upon, in relation to
the several classes of hands that might naturally
be looked for in the population of an Industrvhouse; with references to conduct him to the pr~VISIonmade in relation to each head, and enable
him to satisfy himself whether anvtlung be wanting,
erther in the hst of cases, or In the prOVlBJOn
made
for them. Of the several Classes in question, a
tabular view has already been gIven In "Annals
of Agriculture," Vol. xxix, No. 167, (sec Pauper
Population Table,) which is supposed to lie before
him. The heads may mostly be collected from the
Table of Contents already given,
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huts, to serve when not so employed, as Pecu{Will huts.
(See Ch. iii. and Hook iv. PAUPER
CO'II'ORTh.) 7. Against oorruption, the corrupted and suspected separated from the unsuspected, and III some instances, from each
other, as between class and class : casual depredator." especially those under twenty-one,
to be kept separate from the «naeoued-emplou,,,ent hands, who are habitual depredators.
unekaete hands, from those of a SI/8N}Jt,h[e age,
of their own sex, as well as of the other: as
between individual and mdividual, to serve as
an obstacle to corruptive
communicanon,
appropriate aggregation, by intermixture
of
Guardian Elder." taken from classes rendered
corruption-proof
by good character, injirmity,
OT age.
The Elders secure against annoyance
-by the authority vested in them-by mutual
support-{there
being more than one III each
trord) and by their bemg stationed, by the
peculiar form of the building, generally within
Tieu:, always within call, of the governmg body
ill the centre of the building.
(See the plate,
and Ch. iii.)
II. For decenru, separation as between sex
and sex, at the usual times of repose, change
of dress, &c.
9. For pramlioll
of unsatisfiable desiresI. Separation at meal times, as between those
who have the homeliest fare, and those, who
in considoration of habit or infirmity, are indulged with choicer fare. (See Ch, vi. Did.)
2. Separanon as between sex and sex, from
the commencement of a certain age. 3. Separation of the wd'9<'1I011S and quasi-ind uienous
stock of the non-adult class, from the coming(I11<1-goillg stock, who might excite haukermgs
after emancrpation, by flattering pictures of'
the world at large.
10. For security against annoyance, 1. Separation as between the annoymg and the susceptible classes. 2. I nternuxture of guardian
elders. 3 Near vicinity and general presence
of the members of the governmg body, with
reference to the several classes of the governed
-the result of the peculiar form of the building, as above. 4. Lnfirmorp Hilts, moreable
H' atck-Houees, and other Peculium huts and
cottages, allotted to the classes rendered by
aile or past prosperity peculiarly susceptible of
annoyance.
5. The Hlsalle consigned to a set
of appropriate establishments.
(See CIt. xi.)
Concealment
[occasional) i. e. security from
ouserr«tioll--circum/crential
screens occasionally interposed between the governing body
in the centre of the building, and the governed
classes all round. (See Ch, iii.]
11. Security as against the violent and refractory among the governed classes.-1.
Between the central lodge, (the proposed station
of the governing body,) and the surrounding
divisions occupied by the governed, an atlnUlar area interposed.-2.
Intermixture of guardian elders with the dangerous classes, as before.
12. For distinctness in point of education,
separation (as above) as between the non-
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adult and the adult, and, among the non-adult,
as between the apprentice and the coming-andqoingstock; and, among the apprentice-stock,
as between the indigenous and the extraneous
--commg m after a certain age.
13. For appropriate cr:re, the insane in an
establishment by themselves=-or with distinct
estabhshments for distinct classes. For appropriate care and education, the deaf and.
dumb, in a set of appropriate estabhshments;
hkewise the non-adult of those born blmd ; or,
If in a common industry-house, collected into
groups, large enough to afford, each of them,
full employment to an appropriate tutor.
14. For the Union of matrimonzal society
with dccencu, separation, combined with appropnate aqqrcqation,
In the bed stages of the
married ward, double cells each for a married
couple, formed by high partitions, and alternatmg with cells of the same dimension, each
holding four small children (feet to feet) of
the innocent and unobserving age,say from two
to four, five, or six, (see the plate annexed.)
1.5. For exemption from annoyance combmed
with famil.lf society, power of choosmg an JIlmate, grven to the occupant of each peculium
abode.-(See
Book IV. l'ArPER CO)II'ORTS.)
YICINITy-General prmciple With regard to
arrangement, as between class and class, m
point of Tic!Ilitp. Next to every class, from
which any incouvemence IS to be apprehended,
station a class unsusceptible of that mconvemence. Examples : 1. Next to ra\mg lunatic."
' or persons of 1'ro.l141ateconrersalivn, place the
deaf and dumb, If (included III the same establishment, and) separated as to SIght. 2.
Next to prostitutes, and other loose 11"0111(11,
place the aged women. 3. Within vrew ,,1'
I the abodes of the blmd , place melancholy and
: silent lunatics, or the shockincly deformed, 4.
: Next to each married couple (as before) place
at bed-time a set of children under the age of
observation.
Barrier- lJ'ard-a
ward interposed for making the separation the more
perfect between a ward occupied by a class
consrdered as nuu,ome or dangerous, and an, other considered as sns(ejJti&ie: classes that,
I for one or other of the above purposes, require
separanon as between class and class,
Annoyance, the great source of discomfort
in the existing poor-houses=overbalancing
the
comfort from fare much superior to that of the
independent state.
This discomfort may to
a certainty be banished altogether from the pJ'Oposed industry-houses.
(See CIt. iii. Buildtngs and Land; and Book iv, PAUPERCOMFORTS.)
A separate establishment not necessary, as
agamst moral corruption, since, III an industryhouse of the proposed form, separation may,
as to this or any other purpose, be as perfect
m the same establishment, as between two
estabhshments ever so widely distant.
Chap. III. BlliMillgs and Land.
Sect. I.
Size, number, and distribution of the Industryhouses.-Number
of paupers of all ages, at the
opening of the instltution, say five hundred

I
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thousand: at the end of twenty-one years, by
the accumulation of the apprentice stock, five
hundred thousand more, at which period the
accumulation ceases: the ejJluents or outqoers,
equalling the influents or inc07llers. (See Book
v. Ch. i. Population
e.rpected.}---Number
to
a. house two thousand-number
of houses at
the opening, say two hundred and fifty: at the
twenty-one year's end, five hundred.
Number
of spots therefore to be marked out for industry-houses, five hundred:
whereof at the outset two hundred and fifty full, two hundred
and fifty vacant.-Average
distance accordingly between honse and house 10§ miles: viz.
the side of the square, of which four contiguons
houses occupy the angles.
DIstance of the
remotest part of each mdustry-honse
district
from the house, upon the supposition of an
exact equality of distribution,
7~ miles: being
the semi-diameter
of a circle circumscribmg
that square.s=Distanees
upon the supposition
of two hundred and fifty houses, miles fifteen
and 10!. Reasons of the above arrangement
-The
larger the houses the fewer; and the
fewer, the farther asunder.
But the fewer
the better, especially on the score of expense,
for the company; partly on account of there
being the fewer, partly, (as will be seen,) on
account of there being the larger: the more,
however, the better for the paupers, and others
resorting to the houses: partly because the distance is less between house and house, partly
because it is the less between each house, and
that part of the country which is at the greatest distance from any house.
The number of
the houses being given, the more equal the distribunon
of the spots the better, because the
maximu!l! of the distance between house and
house is the less, as also between any part of
the country and the nearest house.
Advantages from having the houses upon a
large scale, and thence from having themfew.
1. Saving in the article of salaries, in the instance of such officers of which there must be
one to each house, be the house ever so small;
yet not more than one, be the house ever so
large-sueh
as governor, matron, medical curator, chaplain, &c.* 2. Ditto, in regard to subordinates, where the whole of a man's time
must be paid for, though there is business for
no more than a pcrt : the smaller the establishments, the oftener this loss may come to be
repeated.
3. Saving in the article of building,
in the instance of such apartments,
of which
there must be one for each of the oificers.Bedchamber at any rate, if no other.
4. Ditto
in regard to such, of which there must be one,
at any rate, for each house, viz. Inspector's
Lodge or Officers' Common Room in the centre, Kitchen, Surgeon's
Room, Cha.pel, &c.
5. Ditto in respect to a walled yard attached
to the strong ward.t
6. DItto in respect to

* For an exemplification by ealculanona, see the
note at the end of this chapter.
t See the note at the end of this chapter.
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utensils necessary to every house, but which
need not be multiplied
in proportion to the
population of the houses: such as clocks, housedoor lamps, ladders, &c. 7. Saving in the article of 'l!e8sels,the proportion of matter to capacity diminishing as the vessels are enlarged;
as in kitchen boilers.
8. Advantage in respect
of the facuIty of carrying the dirision of labour
to the higher pitch, the greater the stock of
hands.
9, 10. Advantages
by ma.king purchases, and saving refuse of all kinds on a large
scale.
II. Advantage in respect of the security for good management,
by attracting
the
greater share of public notice and attention:
e.gr. on the partoftraulkrs,topograpMr8,&c.
-See, as to all these points, the next Chapter
-Book vi. Ch, i.-and
Pauper System,s compared.
Advantages from having the houses as near
to one another as may be :-1. To the pauper
community.
1. The distance the less for the
sick to walk, or be carried to the house. 2. So,
for all classes, in visiting their friends in their
natire parishes, or other places of prior residence, within the district.
3. So, for out-ofe'mpl0!l hands to go to the house for employment.
n.-To
the self-tnaintaining
poorThe less time and labour consumed in making
use of the nearest house, in its several qualities
of,!. Employment-Register-Office.
2. Charitable Loan Office. 3. Frugality Bank.
4.
Superannuation
Annuity Bank.
5. Widow
AnnUity Bank.
6. Charitable
Remittance
Office.
7. Frugality Inn. 8. Frugal Conveyance Stage.
9. And in visiting friends and
relatives in the house. 10. Stages Iikewise the
shorter, as between house and house, in the
character of frugality inns and frugal conveyance houses on long jonrnies.
IlL-To
the
Company, in respect of journies for transferring
the transfcrable part of the stock of hands ttl
SItuations where pro!'ision is dum}1, or the demand for labour in general, or for a partieular
species of labour, high. IV.-In
the character
of Poor Debtors' Pass Houses, and Delinquenta'
Pass Houses, to the public at large.
The thing to be desired is, that between
house and house the distance shall not be greater
than a man, or even a woman, of the labouring
class can conveniently travel on foot without
baiting: nor, from any place to the nearest
industry house, so great but that he or she may
travel to and fro in the course of the day without sleeping.
Section II. Plan of an Industry IlotUe,tDitit
its .Appurtenances.-Points to be attended to
on tlns occasion.
I. HEALTH; depending on,
1. Freedom from damp.
2. Facility of untilation.
3. Security against the spread elf i,...
fection-thence occasional faculty of separation. II. CoMFORT; depending on, 4. Exemption from excessive cold. 5.-Ileat.
6.-Bad
smells. 7.-Noise.
8.-ObBef'1JtJtion of superiors, when not necessary.
III. INDUSTRY;
depending (as far as the building is concerned]

on,9.-Sizc.

IO.--Form.

II.-Dimemio1ll;
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-and 12. LightsomelU!$Bof the whole building,
and of eachapartment, according to the nature
of the businesscarried on in it. 13. Compactncss,i. e.distance between apartment and apartment throughout-the shorter the better-as
well for the purpose of work, as for the purpose of book-keeping, (In which is included the
keeping account of work ;) and that the whole
establishment may be surveyed by the principal manager, and orders given, and answers
received by him, from cury part of it fDitlwut
change of place,
IV. MORALITY;
in as far
as depends upon, V. DISCIPLINE:
for the perfection of wluch there shouldbe, 14. Universal
transparency.
15. Simultaneousinspectabiltty
at all proper times. 16. On the part of the
inspectors, the faculty of being visible or inrisiMe at pleasure. 17. On the part of the
building, faculty of alfording separation, as
between class and class, to the extent of the
demand, as detailed in the last ehapter. 18.
Meansof safe cunod g, in relation to the dangerVIIS and other disre]>lIt4bleclasses. 19. SubserVlelICY
to the purpose of preventing intrusion
of prohibited cOmpa"!I. 20. GIving fcarning
of the approach ot apprehended intruders. 21.
Preventing the mtroductron of prohibited aTtides-such
as spirituous hquors, gunpowder,
arms, &c. VI. Rcccpuon and Accommodation
ofVISITERS.VII. ,"'{~t"tya9ainBtFIRr.. VIII.
t'ubserr;ene.1I to the Exercise of DEVOTION.
IX.
Ecoxosn. Expense as small as possiblein comparisou to me: degree of use being measured
by degree of subserviency to the several purposes above-mentioned.
All the above points provided for, and the
principal of them to a degree of absolute perfecnon, by a plan of architecture, governed by
a new and Simple principle-s-the central insl'cction principle. General form, c;rCltlar; or,
tor cheapness, circularly poligollal-say
in
twelve SIdesor cants, each constituting a di-I'
i'UMn of the building: each division divided
in height into five stories, viz. two long or
trltole floors,alternating with two sllOrt or narmit' floors, and a gallery above, divided into
six stages, rising one above another.- lVard,
the name of an occasional division,adjusted in
its dimensionsto the population of the class to
wluch it is allotted. The qorerned, (the panpers of all ages and classes) occupying the
several divisions at the circumference; the
gorel'nors,(theofficers,)the central part,tenned
the Lodgc,or In.8pection Lodge. (See the plate
annexed.) Any part capable of being withdrawn from inspection at any time, for comfort, decency, &c.,by circumferential screens,
parallel to the ollter front of the division, and
up to the height to which it reaches, closing
the ill1ll'1· front.
At the time of divine service, a stage. on
which are placed the pulpit, rearitll!l-desk,
derk's desk, and cotlllntlnion table, lets down
through the ceiling upou the floorof the lodge.
Balanced by counterpoises all round, a moderate force is sufficient to raise or lower it.
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The under surface of the stage, in fonn of a.
Ilattish dome, constitutes, as far as it extends,
the ceiling of the lodge. The descent of this
dome disclosesa set of circular seats above,
serving as a gallery for chapel visiters. The
pauper congregation are ranged, at the inner
front of their several divisions,on a set of'forms,
backed by the circumferential screens, which
keep the implements of work out of sight. An
interval of two feet all round, above the top of
the circumferential screens, serves for the admissionof the light.
Means
of Ventilation.
1. Between the
lodge and the dicisi01l$ all round, an annular
fUll covered by an openingsky-light, and clear
from top to bottom, except In as far as occupled by the staircase, and the two stories of
landing-place or gallery all round,forcommunication between the staircase and the several
divisions. This well will mamtain a draught
of air from the several stories of windows all
round (fivein number) whenever they are open,
as a chimney does from a door. 2. Chains of
4"(ntilatwn tubes, running from the bottom to
the top of each divisionc--Concerve
a square
tube, (like that used for conductrngrain water
from the top to the bottom of a house,)running
through the building, at bottom piercing the
floorof the lowest level or ground story, at top
piercing the roof. On the ground story, conceive a few inches of this tube cut away, from
the eeiling downward. This discontinuance
will give room for that part of the air injured
by respiration, which being the lightest, tends
to occupy the top of the room, (VIZ.the azote)
to escape through the ceiling,at the part where
the tube recommences: and (the height at
which the tube opens being somueh abovethe
height of a man standing III the room) will not
incommodeany of the inhabitants by the blast.
An equal part, and no more, is cut away, in
like manner, III the room immediately above ;
where, for the reason just given, the foul air
issuingfromtheroombelowwillnotbebreathed
over again by the inhabitants of the upper
room; not being discharged mto it, but at a
height considerably abovethat of their mouths.
Another chain, the converse of the above, for
carrying 01£ the heavy part of the foul air, (VIZ.
the carbonic acid;) the interruptions bemg in
this ease towards the floor, instead of being
towards the ceiling, as in the former case.
One division, allotted for officers' private
apartments, is exhibited in the draught: five
«hole floors, as in an ordinary house. Out of
the interior part of it IS taken the only staircal'('· out of the annular well, the galleries
forming the comfllullicatitlll between the apartments and the staircase. In the eentral part,
the lowest floor a little lower than in the eircumferentral, for the sake of getting two floors
of aore-rooi« under the lodge.
The height of the central lodge being, aefording to the plan, fourteen feet, and capable
of being increased, a qallery (not exhibited in
the draught) extending all round to a breadth
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limited by the circumference
of the dome,
would on week days afford a commodious station for any number of clerks, and on Sundays
would add to the accommodation
of chapel
tMiters.
Should any deflciency of light be
perceived in the lodge, a supply might be obtained by lining the mterior boundary of the
gallery on the outside here and there with
pieces of lookmg-glass, by which the light,
coming through the wmdows of the upper or
gallery floor of the divisions all around, might
be reflected down into such parts of the lodge
as it would not otherwise reach ; and by the
same means some parts of the upper floor or
gallery all around might be rendered visible to
some parts of the lodge, to which they would
not present any direct vlew.-Means
whereby
the lodge, notwithstanding
the centrality of its
situation, might at all times be subjected to
any degree of ventilation that would be required.-Two
hollow trunks, leading from the
outside of the building, through the radial
passage, one on each Side the door-way, forming each of them at its surface a seat, skirting
the passage the whole of Its length. Entering
the lodge, one on each Side of the door, they
terminate each in a hollow pilaster;
from this
pilaster the air may be discharged either at a
height approaching
that of the ceiling (as in
the chain of ventilation-tubes
for the apartments in the circumference)
or at any lesser
elevation, by means of apertures
opening or
closing at pleasure.
Continued up through the
chapel-miters'
gallery, they would afford ventilation to that part.
In general a sufficient
current would be kept up by difference of temperature:
but m a hot season, and a stagnant
atmosphere, the current might be accelerated
or produced by the action of anyone of a variety of machines, too well known to need any
description here.
The same room for all purposes-work,
meal, and sleep. Lodging IS thus afforded with
scarce any addition to the expense.*-Accommodation for sleeping.-I. SINGLEBED-PLACES;
i. e. places for single persons of all ages, from
about six years old upwards.
(See the plate.)
-A range of bed-stages, or frames, in a line,
running along each of the side-walls of each
room, as shown in the gronnd plan; the head
towards the wall.
Each bed-stage six feet in
width, and from six feet and a half to five feet
and a half m length:
the longest where the

* Systems which afford work alone, or work and
diet without lodging, exclude from relief those
whose homes are too far distant, and the homeless
classes, whose need of relief is the most urgent.
Want of a home is the result of extreme poverty in
any of the classes: but there are some to which it
is essentwl, others to which it ISmore partIcularly
incident.-Examples.
-1. Children deserted by
both parents. 2. Orphans (fatherless and motherIess.) a. Foundlings.
4. Bastards.
5. Strange
hands. 6. Stigmatized hands. 7. Suspected hands.
8. Unavowed employment hands.
9. Beggars10. Unchaste hands. 11. Disbanded hands.

room is broadest;
some holding three persons,
others four, with a partition
between every
two persons: height at the head, the width of
two boards; (a httle less than two feet) sloping down to the breadth of one board at the
feet; (a little less than one foot.)
Room in
width for each person-in
a stage holding
three, twenty-four inches ;-in a stage holding
four, eighteen inches: (seamen have but fourteen.)
Each bed-stage, being furnished (as in
the plate) with a counterpoise at two or each
of the four corners, might draw up to the ceiling in the day-time, to leave the space below
clear.
But if retersed; It would form a table
for working at, or any other purpose; the
extra-depth, which would be in the way of the
knees, being got rid of, by doubling up on
hinges: by means of a few cords remaining constantly attached, the beds and bedding would
pack up within the frame: the stand, composed
of two horses crossing one another, and turning round a common upright (the horizontal
section of it being represented by an X) would
be nearly Hat when the legs of X were brought
close, for the purpose of stowing the stand
away at bed-time, when not thus employed.
The partitiolU! furnished with proper stands,
might form each of them a bench to sit upon
at table; or two together might form a narrow
table. Variou! means of adapting the articles
in question to these changes may be conceived;
the particularizing
them :would require more
room than can be spared.
II. DOUBLE OR
MARRIEDBED-STAGES. (See the plate.)
Each
four feet In width, bounded by a moveable
partition or screen on each side, SIX feet and a.
half high.-Alternating
with these married
bed stages, sets of children's bed stages, for
children of an innocent and unobserving age :say from two to six years: each for two rows
of children, lying feet to feet: breadth, in
some, for two children in a row, in others,
for three.
In the two opposite ranges, in
the same room, the altemation
should be so
managed, as that each couple should have
for its opposite neighbours-not
another married couple-but
a set of children. In the daytime, these high partitions
serve for the circumferential
screens, employed as above at
chapel-times,
and at other times (still in the
same circumferential
situation) as anti-inspection screens, in vacation hours.- When not in
use, they stowaway
m the radial direction,
close and parallel to the radial walls.-For
the sets of cribsfor infants, see the plate, and
see Ch. ix, Child-nursing.
INFIRHARY. Persons labouring under inflrmities neither noisome nor contagious,
are
lodged in the uppermost or gallery Hoor: a
person labouring under an infirmity either noisome or contagious, occupies to himself an infirmary hut. Description of an infirmary hut. A
cube of seven or eight feet. Width of the door,
three feet: width of the bed, three or four
feet; space on the other side of the bed, one
foot. The door close-fitted and well listed:
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particularly
at the side by which it hangs on
the door-case.
As the door opens, it forms a
screen to the head of the patient, defending
him against the blast.
On the inside, a thm
board, as long as the door is wide, fastened to
the top of it, making with the plane of the
door an angle greater than a right angle, for
the purpose of directing up towards the ceiling
such of the air as, at the opening of the door,
comes In above.
To weaken the reverberation
of the blast, opposite the door, an oval hole,
closed by a well-fitted and listed shutter, playing loosely on a pin on which it is hung, and
loaded a little at the bottom, that it may the
more effectually overcome the friction, and replace itself In a position exactly vertical ;-the
fresh air, as it comes in at the door, pushes
before it, and pushes out at the aperture, a
part of the air which it finds In the room, and
which, were it not for the vent thus given to it,
would reverberate upon the bed. On the right
hand of the patient, as he lies in his bed, a small
window, not opemug, but closely caulked.
The bedstead on feet, one foot and a half above
the ground.
On each Side, and at the feet, a
fiap, runnmg the whole length, and reaclnng
to the ground, turning by hinges on tbe bedstead.
For warmth, the flaps are turned up,
and occupy a vertical position, enclosing the
patient as It were 111 a box, and keeping the
bed-clothes from being undesignedly
thrown
off: for coolness, they let down.
The ceiling,
mstead of being fiat, coces a little in two slopes,
corresponding
to those of the roof: at top
they do not meet m an angle, but in a narrow
plane, say a foot wide ; in the middle of rts
length, an aperture,
say about two feet in
length, closed by a slider, to let out the foul air
occasionally at the top, more or less frequently,
according to the temperature.
The convergescence of the roof, which may take place in
two directions only, or in all four, enables the
blast to sweep out the air the more clearly;
there being no corners where it can lurk unexpelled.
For equality of temperature, the outside covermg thatch. unless any apprehension
should be entertained of its harbourmg infectious vapour, in which case tiluu: or slatnu;
must be employed instead.
The door clogged
by a counterpoise, to ensure the shutting of it,
and to moderate and equalise the blast produced by opening it. In cold weather, to close
it more effectually at bottom, a roller hangmg
loosely by the woollen cloth by which It is
covered.
When not occupied as an infirmary,
each hut would make a comfortable abode for
two persons, at bed and meal times.
By putting four together, four walls out of the sixteen, or by putting together two, one wall out
of the eight might be saved, as in this figure, in
~
which the situation of the door
is marked by the short line:--but, on the quadruple plan, the
I
benefit of the vent for the blast
of the door is sacrificed.
In as
far as noisomeness is the sole ground of seques-

I
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tration (as in bad venereal eases) the quadrupl«
plan may be as good as the double or single;
and there seems no reason why the double plan,
at least, should not be upon a par with the
single, even in the most infectious fevers ....
Section III. ApPROACH ANDOUT-LYINGCoTTAGES.-The approach, an aunue bounded by
parallel walls; each wall serving as a support
or back to a pent-house roof, supported III front
by slender posts, forming thus a sort of covered
walk or corridor, tiled or thatched, paved with
brick or stone, according to the couutry. The
same wall forming one of the boundaries of a
hne of out-lying huts or cottages. The door of
each cottage opening into the corndor : a small
window, either at the top of the door, or in the
wall opposite,
Between door and door, a bench.
for the customers to the Industry-house, in its
quality of Employn"mt-I ntellif./e71ce-Ojfice: over
the benches the series of Employment-Gazettes
pasted against the wall.
(See Book in. Ch.
i, Emplcynumt secured.)
No cooking being to
be performed in any of these huts, each consistmg of but a smgle room, on a plan nearly
Similar to that of the I nfirrnary Huts, they
might be warmed by a flue running through the
line of them, as III hot !touses.t
CSe8 oj the A tenue.
This the only approach
-no introduction by stealth-c-neither
ingress
nor egress for anyone Without lus being exposed to scrutiny, the whole length of the
avenue.
Occasional barrier across the avenue
" Advantages from the transfer of the place of
sick-rehef, from an hospital on the common plan
to a company's Industry house.i=L In eontagioue
cases, separate huts as above. (See Aikm on Hospitals. )-2. In C&!!eS requmng confinement. confinement more effectually ensured , a point found to be
attended with great difficulty m the government
hospltals.-3.
Eaercise SUItable to convalescents,
(whether mere exercise, or m the way of profityielding employment,) facilitated by the stock and
personal strength of the house.--4 . .A '""g, m addition to exercise, facilitated hy the same means.
-5. Habits of md1tSlry thus maintained without
relaxation.-6.
Sav!n!l, (to the company,) byexclUSIOnof cases of pretended SIckness, and eonvalescence purposely protracted.:« Profit by the work.
t Estunate of the expense per hut, on the above
plans:
seven-feet cube.

1. On the single plan
2 On the double plan
3. On the quadruple
plan
4. On the running plan
for the outlying
cottages
- -

eight-feet cube.

8 14 0
7 15 0

£ s, d.
II 5 0
10 1 0

6 16 0

8 17 0

6 16 0

8 17 0

£ s. d

Except the first and last in the hne, wlnch
would be as on the double plan.
N. B. Chimney and fire-place are not included:
the most advantageous mode of warming, tor
cases 1,2, and 3, not having been detennmed on:
but will be in Book v, Ch, ii. Pecll.marll b.·.u-

mates,
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at one or both ends, to keep out the promiscuous influx of the empl(lyment-seeking hand»,
In the corridor, the bedridden and infant
part of the population might receive air and
exercise on a rainy Sunday, by being drawn on
drusk1cies (a vehicle in use in Russia, consisting
of a board mounted on wheels) by the stout
part of the children of their own sex; the
non-existence of windows towards the avenue,
wonld preserve the ancient inhabitants of the
cottages from being incommoded by the noise
and promiscuous resort of the Employmentseeking hands: and if, on this or any other account, it were an object at any time to cut off
such communication altogether, the access of
those visrters might be confined to hours when
the inhabitants of the cottages were at their
employments in the house.
Section IV. bleansofSeparati01l.
Uncommunicating floors in each division, three out of the
five: each short floor communicating with the
long floor immediately underneath
it. Divisions, eleven out of the twelve: the twelfth
being reserved for the officers: three, multiplied by eleven, gives thirty-three
uncommunicating apartments.
Three and thirty classes
may thus be kept in a state of perfect and constant separation from each other, yet all of
them constantly present to the officers in the
lodge.
Between whatever classes a separation
is kept in the house, it must be equally kept
up without the house: the land must, therefore, be separated into uards, as well as the
house.
Between class and class, the barriers
will be constituted by roads, not to be crossed
by either class, nor to be made use of as roads
by both at the same time.
Barrier against
strangers, a double fence all round: the space
between fence and fence a belt planted with
wood.
It may be termed the sequestrati01~ belt.
The land divisions radiating in continuation
of the house divisions: the house not far from
the centre of the land, that the land divisions
may be equal as well as the house divisions;
or If one ward requires less land than another,
the land division may, on that side, be so much
the shorter, and the house so much the nearer
to the extremity of the land.
Difficulty of framing the conception to an
adequate comprehension of the central-inspection plan, and of the effects it would have upon
the management.-If
in a building on this plan,
anything of disorder is supposed, it must be,
because though in words, the adoption of it
may have been admitted, the state of things
that would be the necessary result of it, is not
present to the mind.
The disorder supposed
is supposed to be out of SIght, which in fact it
never could be. From the want of this advantage, proceeds that anxiety, the intensity, and
at the same time, the inefficacy, of which is
apparent in every page of the rules and orders that one sees. "Officers frequently to go
into the tt:ards-frequently
to hear complaints
-master
frequently to go into eeery eard, and

01l8pectthe person» therei'l,on a particular

da!1

of the week especially-Twice
a-week tl~ m<lt~
to inspect e'lX!r!lpart of the kouu-PauperB
to
be kept clean-OfficeTB frequently to take a
of th.m- Paupers to eome doum into the dininghall to be mustered and employed--d()()T' to be
locked, that tkey may not harbour in the tCardi!
in the day time--Nurse-ckildren
frequently to
be ",isite~nce
a-month at least-Apprentices
frequently
to be
by tke Messenqer."This, from the regulations
of one of the firstrate Poor-Houses-All
this an attempt-and
th3ot, probably, in a great degree, an unavailing one--to
effect by great exertions, not a.
hundredth part of what on the central inspection plan would take place of itself, without a.
man's stirring from his chair,"

mew

wited

" Rough calcula.tions, to exemplify in a few of
the simplest Instances, the expensiveness of a set
of industry-house establishments upon a small scale
(that of the Suffolk industry-house taken for an example, as being an existing one) in comparison with
a large scale, such as that proposed.- The proposed
scale (two thousand to a house) may be set down
as ten times the magnitnde of the Suffolk scale:
for A 0 179"2,1780, and no more, was the number
in the nine Suffolk houses, as per observation of
Mr Ruggles. Had it been 1800, two hundred to a
house.-Numbers
they were built for, or might
hold, 349&-almost double t-e-an excess, and thence
an extra expeme, not to have been dispensed with
in a set of unconnected establishments, instituted
and conducted hy,ndependent authorities.and maintained out of independent funds, since under such
a system the overllowmgs of one house cannot be
received into the vacancies of any other.

I. Official Establishment.
Pay on the two scales (salaries and board included) of four of the officers, of which upon each scale
there must be one, though there need not be more
than one upon either: VIZ. governor, governess or
matron, chaplain, and surgeon. Suffolk salaries,
as per information from the houses: board, where
allowed, estimated by supposinon, at lOs. 6d. aweek for males, and 7s. 6d. a-week for females.
On the proposed plan, persons of superior talents
and education bemg required, an augmented rate
of salary is allowed on that account. Average of
Suffolk yearly pay-Governor
and matron (not
given separate) £91, 16s. 9d. ;chaplam, £3"2, Is. 6d.;
snrgeon,£109,9s. ;-'i'0ta.!,£233, 7s.3d. Proposed
pay. Governor and governess or matron, £400;
chaplain, £100; s~eon,
(or rather medical curstor,) £200; tota.! £,00.
£ s, d.
Amount of the four salaries, at
Suffolk pay, on the Suffolk scale,
for one house
233 7 3
Amount of four salaries at Suffolk
"Day in the SuJfol!. scale, for the
whole of Sonth Britain, £233,
7s. 3d. by 2500,
583,406 5 0
Amount of ditto, at SujJUlk pay,
on the !!roposed scale, for ditto,
583,40 12 fi
£233, IS. 3d. by 2.50,
Possible saving,
Amount of ditto, at the proposed
pall> on the proposed scale,
Saving proposed

5:15,0h5 12

{;

]7.';,000

0 0

4011,.106

5
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Section V . Means of eztention.
First method
-If the purpose, for which the extension is

wanted, be such, as a floor of one of the divisions of the house will suffice for, apply it accordingly, giving a proportionable
increase to
II. Workmg and A,ring Yards for Strong Wards. the line of arenue, or out! ying cottaqes : for,
Suppose on the Suffolk scale, a
£
s. d. (per estimate,) when once provision has been
made for the two thonsand npon the central insq'.nre rood (having for its side
a length of 104.ft. 4 m.) to be
spection plan, outlying cottages, at two lodgers
necessary for such a purpose.to a cottage, may be built at an expense not
Amount of the walling for one
greater per head than the expense of the mam
bouse, a.e per estrmate,
208 13 4 building.
This plan of extension may be purAmouut of ditto, for South Brisued, so long as there is an assurance of a cortain, upon the Suffolk scale,
521,666 13 4 respondent number of mhabitants, so circum£208, 1:30. 4d. by 2500,
stanced, as that they can be made to do as
Amount of ditto, for ditto, upon
much work in value, out of the main building
the proposed scale, if the space
as in it: being employed, for example, partly
were not increased, £208, 135.
52,166 13 4 in out-door work, partly in such m-door and
4d. by 250,
-----sedentary work, as they may be trusted WIth,
Saving on this supposition,
469,500 0 0 and would be capable of doing, in such a conAmount of ditto, for ditto, upon
fined and ill-lighted situatton : to which may
ditto, if tbe space were increasbe added, such farther number for WhICh room
ed in pro portion to the populacan be found in the main buildmg at the intion of the house--i. e. multidoor working times.
TIle additional stock of
plied by 10.- Walling for a
comfort afforded by this method, will be no
square plot containing 10 roods,
16.5,000 0 0 small recommendation
to it.-Secund method,
£660, by 250,
by whieh an extension may be given to the
356,666 13 4 main building to an unlimited amount, for any
Saving on this supposition,
Amount of ditto, for ditto, upon
purposes in relation to winch the benefit of the
ditto, if the space were to be
central i1tl'],ectwn principle is not wanted:increased in the proportion supBefore, and parallel to, that drvision which
posed to he neeessary.v-vrz.
fronts the avenue, add a Jlr,~,·ctill" front, comdoubled.x-Walhng
for a square
mumcating WIth the mam building by a narplot contaimng 2 roods, £:!!l5,
i3,iM 13 4 row passage :-length
of the passage, such as
35. 4d. by 250,
to save the division from having It, light rnaSaving proposed,
44,,1;,';
(} 01 ------------------------------would not equal the difference between the London
III. bvlustry Houses, exclusive of the strong-ward
pnces of this trme, and the Suflclk Pt lees of those
yards,
times, (See Book v, Ch, ri, Pecumarn 1::.IIIII<II"s.)
Farnung burldmgs do not belong
the account,
Average expense per house, upon
there bemg nothmg that can be called JW IILlIlg III
the l:luffolk plan (as per mforthe Suffolk estabhshments
Illation from the housesj=-Savmgs reeapuulated.cbuildmg alone, exclusive of fits. d.
tmg, furnishing, and stocking,
4111 :) 3 1. Amount of annual salaries,
at the low prices of those times,
&.c., of four of the ofhcers, the
Expense of building for South
value put mto the shape of
Bntain upon the Suffolk plan
pnncipal
money,
at hve per
«lui scale, £4111, 2... by 2.';tlU, 10,2ii,ibO
(l ()
cent. to match' with the twu
Expense per house. on the proother artlcles,-£408,40G,
58.
posed plan and scale, as per aubv:..l(J 3.1(IB,I:!~j II 0
nexed draughts, and the esti, 2. w orking and airing yards, for
mate thereon grounded (both
strong wards,
44i",ll,5 u n
by Samuel Bunce, Esq., Archii.!t!1I,i5U () ()
?~ Mam buildmgs,
tect to his MaJestv's naval
works) the prices being the
o 0 Total of saving on these three
London prices, A 0 179i,
arncles alone,
11>,.';36,750 (l 0
Expense of building for South
Britain, upon the proposed plan
This is hut a part of the difference in point of
and scale, £9428 by 250,
2,35i,000
0 0
economy between the two svstems ; it is to be observed, however, that of what concerns the buildSaving on the proposed plan and
scale,
i ,9'20,i 50 0 0 1I.p, a very great part IS the result of the pecuhanty
of the plan, not of the amplitude of the scalf.
The average number of panshes to a Suffolk
In the estimate according to the proposed plan,
are not included, I. The iufirmary huts. 2. The out- house being rweuty-eigbt, <JIu~rc,what would be
lying cottages. 3. The sheds, that may be requi- the total saving upon the proposed sy<tem, in comsite for out-houses, 4. The descending and ascend- parison with a system of uorkino-sckool» for smgle
ing stage of the chapel, and the benches above. parishes, 14,500· III number, WIth liberty, indeed,
But the main building holds considerably more of uU1tin~, but so as not to be so wide asunder, but
than the 2000, exclusive of infirmary huts and cot- that children of the lowest workable age may go
home at bed-time, and at meal-times?
tages; and the amount of all these articles together

to
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teriaJly obstructed by the projecting front: for
which reason, so far at least as that division
extends, the projection should consist of but
one :floor: the roof low, and if flat, so much
the better. *
Chap. IV. PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT.Necessity of finding a name for each leading
principle, for the purpose of reference.-The
newspaper mode of naming parliamentary
bills,
a precedent, and an example of the use. To
each prinoiple corresponds a rule, given at
length in the work at large, with the requisite
Iimrtations and explanations.
Section I. MANAGINGHANDS--Meall$: 1.Separation
and Aggregation
principle.
(See
above, Ch. ii.) 2. Central Lnspeotion, or I nspection-arohitecture principle.
lSee above, Ch.iii.)
3. Ample Scale principle-Push
to the utmost
the advantage derivable from the amplitude of
the scale-For
applications, see infra.
1. Labour-di1'U!ion principle.-2.
Whole-sale purchase principle-Refuse-employing
principle.(And see IJ'Upra, Ch. ii.)
4. Management~eleotion principle.
Under each head of management, observe in what industry-house
the
management in relation to that head, is better
than In the rest, and introduce it into the rest.
5. Tabular-statement
principle.
In each industry-house, reduce the system of book-keeping to the form of a table, inspectable at one
view, and at each period, from the two hundred and fifty particular
tables, form a general table.
(See infra, Ch, x. Book-keepina.)
The use of the Tabular-statement
principle, is
to facilitate the application of the ~[ana.lJementselection principle.-No
close and persevering
comparison, but when the objects are on the
same surface of the same paper, or of divers
papers ranged in the same plane.
6. Uniformmanagement principle.
Keep up the same plan
of management
In all the industry-houses,
in

all points, which present no particular reasons
for variation, as between house and house.
Frame for this pnrpose at the outset, a set of
blank books or forms, to be observed in all, improving them from time to time, according to
the suggestions of experience.
7. Local-consideratwn obser1Jing,ore.rception-obser'tling principle-a
memento, not to push the principle of
uniformity too far-so far as to keep the management the same iuauy two establishments, in
regard to any point, in respect of which the influence oflocal circumstances requires a difference.
Section II. MANAGINGHANDS-.JI"otius·
8.
Duty and Interest juncnon
principle.N0
means to be omitted that can contribute to
strengthen
the junction between interest and
duty, in the instance of the person intrusted
with the management :-i. e. to make it each
man's interest to observe on every occasion that
conduct which it is his duty to observe.
A pplication
of this principle to practice-All
means of acting upon a man's interest, reduceable to the two heads of punishment and reward.
-Punishment,
commonly so called, IS out of
the question here, being provided by the general dispensations of law-applications
of reward are left mostly free in transactions between individual and individual.
But money
(mcludmg money's worth) is, in point of effect,
the matter either of reward, or punishment, or
of both at once, in so far as it lies in the power
of one man to cause It to pass into, or to pass
out of, the hands of another.
A given mass of
reward is the more ealuable (because the more
certain) where it attaches of course upon the
conduct intended to be promoted,
without
the formality of legal investigation,
directed
expressly to that purpose.
The duty of the
manager of an industry-house
has two main
branches:
duty towards those under his care,
resolvable into huntanity-and
duty to his principals, (the company,) resolvable into econol1ty.
'* What is still better than faeilttatlnp extension, Publicity, the most effectual means of applying
is the reduction effected in the demand for exten- the force of moral motives, in a directron tendsion, to the degree that has Just been seen, by the ing to strengthen the union between hIS interest
substitutron of the law of umoersai settlement to the and the humane branch of Ius duty; by bringlaw of local settlement. ThISdepends on the distinc- ing to light, and thus exposing to the censure
tion (already glanced at in the paper prmted in No. of the law and of public opinion, or at any rate
167 of the Annals, see above, p. 364) between the of public opinion, every iustance of contraventransferable and untransferable stock of hands. For tion.
For enforcing economy, what IS called
a moderate and Iimited time (suppose a year or two) contract; IS the most efficacious species of arany persons may be considered as transferable to any
part of the country, except persons beyond a certain rangement, where the case admits of Its being
contractor standing to the .rhol e
age, who have never dwelt for a certain length of adopted :-the
time together, in any place more than (
] miles loss (the apprehension of which operates like
distant from the parishes III which they were born, the fear of punUlhJllent) as well as to the whole
or settled ever since [
] years old.-I. Hands profit, (the expectation of which operates like
transferable without reserve-s-Children not above the hope of reuard. }--Next to that,l'artnenJ,il';
years old, bemg, 1. Deserted by their parents. in which a man stands to only a part loss and
2. Orphans, fatherless and motherless. 3. Found- part gain :-the union between interest and
hngs. 4. Bastards. 5. Insane hands.-II.
Hands duty being of course the stronger, the larger a
transferable WIth less difficulty than others, though man's share: (regard being had to the sumnot altogether WIthout reserve.-l.
Strange hands.
total of his property) especially since the larger
2. Stigmatized hands. 3. Unavowed-employment
share, the less the differhands. 4. Suspected hands, (including children a man's partnership
of stigmatized and unavowed-employment hands.) ence between the whole of any profit which he
might make to himself infraud of the partner5. Beggars. 6. Unchaste hands.
7. Disbanded
ship, and the share that would come to him
hands. 8. Children of disbanded hands.
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fairly, IInder the partnership.
Next to that, a tor, and nurses, the shape of bead-money, payshare of profits, without any share of loss. able for the survivors only of the nun-adults,
Danger to be guarded against, where share of from year of age to year of age, either during
profit is confined to particular articles=-tempthe whole of the apprenticeship (viz. to twentytation to increase, to the prejudice of the partone) or only durmg the age of extra-mortality.
nership, the amount of the partnership transac3. Give In all like manner an extra premium
tions in these articles-and
so per contra in the or bounty to the governor, matron, medical cucase of Zo,... Sa[ary,anexpedlenttoberecurred
rator, and nurses, of such of the industryto no otherwise than as far as contract orpartnerhouses (In a certain number) m which the
$ltipare inapplicable.
Salary, however large,afsuccess of the management
in this particnlar,
fording no motrve for the habttual discharge of shall, withm a certain period.Isay yearly,) have
tile trust, much less for any extraordmary
exerbeen most consplcnous.The interest which a
tions III the view of discharging it to the best
member of the community at large, has in the
possible effect, but only for the sinale act of populousness of the community at large, is as
undcrtak1ll9 It, and thereby exposing one's self nothing, in comparison With the interest thus
to tho peuulties appointed for non-discharqe or created; VIZ. on the part of a member of the
111 a-ds» ..hal~/e of It.-General
receipt for con- ' company, and still more on the part of an offiuectnu; a man's interest With his duty-Cause
cer of a company's industry-house.
Tlus ISthe
a pront to accrue to Ium of itself, on the taking
only shape wluch genume and efficiellt humaniplace of the result proposed to be promotedty can take.
The notion, wluch msists upon
or a I"',or other prejudice, on the taking place
dISinterestedness (I. e. the absence of the species
of the result proposed to be averted.
For in- of motive most to be depended upon) as an instances of the apphcanon
of tlu- prmciple to dispensable
qualification,
or even thongh it
the '/rUI klllq and other sul.orduuu» hand" see were but a recommendation,
in the instance of
the several pruu-iples of detail, exhibited fur- a person beanng a part in the management of
tl-er on, under the head of WORKI'iG-I1ANDS-- such a concern, IS a notion respectable III its
J}[ut!res.-For
all instance of Its apphcauon to source, but the most prejudicial in Its tendency
the situauou of the local manager 111 clnef, (the , of any that can be rmagmed-c-Every system of
govcruor.) or other persons beunng part' III the: management w hieh has di-uiterestedness,
prem.mugemcut, see the next principle.
i tended or real, for Its foundation,
IS rotten at
!l. Ltfi'-.J.'$/Ir<Tllce,
or Lije-uurrantinq
prin- : the root, susceptible of a momentary prosperity
('Iple.-GI\C
to every one, on whose care, III at the outset, but sure to perish at the long
the mstauco of each clnld, the probabihty
of run, That prmciple of action is most to be deits life III allY de,;ree depends, an Interest. and
pcnded upon, whose influence IS most powerthat a pccumary and ncvcr-ccasmg mtcicst->ful, most constant, most uniform, most lasting,
III the prexerva non of rts Iifc.-App!tc.ltlOn
of ! and most general among maukmd.
Personal
tlu« pnnciple.
That the service of an average:
interest I, that principle : a system ot economy
child to twenty-one, possesses a clear valneI built on any other
foundation, is built upon a.
rcckoumg CVCIl from birth-much
more, from' quicksand.
any more advanced pcnod, is proved III an-:
10. Prmciple of PlIMu:ity,
or Transparentother plur».
(See Book v. Ch, 11, PfCUl1l<lrH
I 1IU11H1:/t!IIICllt principle.
'I'his regards tlwtlUSas
j,"/WUlI<S)
By giVllIg till' service to the com- I well as meal/s. The more universally the parpany, :III intr-rest 1II the wished-for result (VIL. ; ticulars of the management
are held up to
the pre-crv.inon of life to the latest period}" i View, the more universally the means of observIS 1(1\ eu to the
company: all interest,
from I Illg, and thence of adopting, whatever is good,
whu-h fiows the company's best and largest I and of observing, and thence of avoiding whatsource of profit.
It is therefore the company's
ever IS bad.are held up tOVICW:and the stronger
interest to communicate a share of this interest
theforce(becausethegreatertlteceJ'taint.lf)with
to such ofits several subordmates.on whose con- which the motives derivable from the popular
duct the result ill any way depends, in such or moral, as well as those derivable from the
share and quantity, as shall 111 each instance
}'<ilitical or leqal sanction operate towards the
be best adapted to the purpose.c=Examples:
1. insuring such adoption and avoidance. For the
Establish It as a rule, that the governor, ma- dependance of the degree of publicity on the
tron, medical curator, and female midwife,
amplitude of the scale, see slIpm, Ch. Iii.
shall, each of them, pay head-money, tor every
11. CU1!cour.'e-attractioli prmciple-e-a branch
woman who dies III child-bed.
2. GIve to a of the principle of publicrty.e=In
the contrivcertain part (the larger the better) of the emo-\ ance of the buildings, and the whole system of
luments of the governor, matron, medical curamanagement, neglect no circumstance that can
contribute to engage attention to the management, and attract to the spot a concourse of
.. For" g'ro<s Slim once paid, new-hom ilnf:mjts such visiters whose remarks may afford in-
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vi.luals, hy }'l'N>I" whose manazement h.is not .truchon, an their scrutmy a spur to Impro\~been cvpo-od to observation.
Tlns arraueement
ment, and ,a check to abuse.
(~~ C~. XII.
rllustr .•1<'. 1Il the way of contrast that which I. here Pauper
l~dllca/IV1,-alld
Book in, Ch. x.
recomrneudod.
A ,il':oU cIltld neither tell, tales, 11Yatwnal FUI'u str"llgtilt'l1cd.)
nor III an3' ,h.ll''' 1;I\C, trouble to any body,
Section III. WORKI:<.GH.L'ws--Enlp[oyment:

I
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and a.llotment of employments, remember to
improve to the utmost the room afforded by
the largeness of the seale for the division of
labour. Besides the saving of time, in respect
of the passing from employment to employment, and from place to place, the more operations a process is divided into, the more
simple .the several operations: and the more
simple an operation, the better the chance it
has of being brought within the competence of
the different classes of confir6ed-ability hands,
as just described.-Thence, 1. Time saved. 2.
Relative a.bility increased. 3. Quantity of the
scarcest sorts of employment increased.-The
extent of the advantage derivable from this
principle has no other limit than what is set
by the expense of conveyance, viz. the expense
of conveying the stock of raw, or less elaborated materials, to the spot where the stock of
hands is accumulated; and from thence, in a
finished or more elaborated shape, to the field
of consumption or demand.
15. Employtnent-cJtanging,
or BeTJeral-trade
principle.-Classes of employments proper in
divers points of view, to be assigned interchangeably to the same hand: 1. For health
and gain of working time, one laborious, another sedentary or unlaborious. 2. For health
and equal development of strength, (See Ch.
xii. Pauper Education,) one stationary, (which
may yet be laborious,) one ambulatory.
3.
For gain of working time, one out-door, or
fair-wather
employment; one in-door, or allweather employment. 4. For saleable profit
to the Company-to the puUte, despatch, and
saving of expense-c-one low but ctrtain-profit
employment for a peace employment; ex. gr.
improvement of land :-one high though temporary profit employment, for a tl'ar employment; ex. gr. shrp-building, and the trades connected with it. In the instance of the female
branch of the unripe stock of hands, by way of
preparation for matrimony, or private service,
the circle of family employments alternating
with the manufacturing, agricultural, and other
profit-yielding cmnmunity employments of the
house. Examples: Child-tending, sick-tending, cooking, washing, making, mending. Inattention to this pomt among the existing
community-establishments.
16. Principle of ,eif-supply.-In
the whole
stock requisite for the maintenance of the establishment, there will be few, if any, sorts of
articles-even raw materials included, as well
as workmanship-that might not be produced
by the working strength of the establishment:
-if It be sufficient in quantity the whole expense of the present poor rates might thus be
saved. Advantages: Value in the way of me,
not susceptible, like value in the way of exchange of being destroyed or reduced by glut,
competition, stagnation,change offasluon, war,
or other causes; nor by imperfections in work.. In the work at large, lists of any-body's u'Ork manship aJlellting appearance rather than use :
employments, and imperfect-hand employments, -imperfections particularly congenial to such
will be endeavoured to be made out.
unpractised and feeble hands.- Under the
12. AU-employing principle. Reasons-Health,
amusement, morality, (i. e. preservation from
vice and mischief,) as well as economy. Not
one in a hundred is absolutely incapable of all
employment. Not the motion of a fingel'not a step-not a wink-not a whisper-but
might be turned to a.ecount in the way of profit in a system of such a magnitude. (See
below,Labour-diMlm principle.}-A
bed-ridden person if he can see and converse, may be
fit for inspection; or though blind, if he can
sit up in the bed, may knit, spin, &c. &e. Real
inabilIty is reiati'1J6 only-i. e. with reference
to this or that species of employment, or this
or that situation.-In the situation in question
employment may be afforded to every fragment
of ability, however minute. On the part of
the deaf and dumb, and the blind, the ability
is entire; requiring only to be directed into
particular channels. So, on the part of most
classes of the insane, requiring only particular
mean$ for the direction of it.-In
a limited
local establishment on the present footing, the
stock of ability lies oftentimes unemployed,
for want of those appropriate means and opportunities of employment which could not be
afforded to any profit in any other than an
establishment on she largest scale.
13. Employment-appropriatiQ11,
principle.Till the several classes of confined hands (i. e.
who, by reason of infirmity, are susceptible of
particular employments only, see Ch. viii. Employment) are provided, allot ro such employment to unconfined-ability-hands,
possessing a
natural capacity for eTery employment. Husband the stock ef anybody's trork tfllploymentB,
reserving them for confined-ability hand», according to the nature of the case, and expending none of them upon hands of all work. Examples: I. Allot not to males any employment
exercisable by females, tm the female stock of
hands is fully provided: 2. Nor to adults, orchildren of a superior age, any employment exercisable by children of the lowest workable
age, till the stock of hands of that lowest age
is provided: 3. And so with regard to the
deaf and dutnb, the blind, the lame, &c.: 4.
Nor to the willing, any employments to which
the earn-first principle is applicable, without
Imputation or danger of inordinate severity,
till the stock of lazy hands is provided with
employments of that nature. (See infra, Section IV. Earn-fim
principle.)
5. Nor to practised hands any employments to which ttnprac·
tiBed hands are competent, till the stock of
nnpractised hands is provided in like manner."
Any-body'B 'WOrk employments are such as may
be carried on by unpractised hands: imperfectiand employments, though capable of being
carried on by imperfect hands, may require
practice.
14. Labour-di'llision principle. In the choice
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principle of self-supply, neither market, i. e.
demand; nor capacity of production, arc exposed to milure.-Each
hand working, for the
most part, not only for the establishment of
which he is a member, but, in some degree,
individually for himself, natural justice holds
out its sanction to this arrangement, sympathy
belps to promote It, and self-advantage
to
sweeten It.-Acknowledged
community of interest will enable the willmg to spur the lazy,
without exposing themselves to the reproach
of offlcrousness or ilI-nature.- Working for
sale would, unless laid under restraints by
superior authority, expose individual competitors to universal ruin: self-supply injures nobody-aifords
ground of complaint to nobody.
In the case of an individual, indeed, the pnnciple of self-supply
IS repugnant
to good
economy, and is the forced resource of a nation little advanced in the career of opulence:
for in that case, III as far as the apphcation of
the principle of self-supply extend" the benefit of the labour-division principle IS foregone.
But III tins vast populous establishment.affording within itself the means of carrying the
division of labour-not
only to the ordinary
pitch, hut beyond it,-the
two prmciples act
in coujunotiou, and the operation of each is
favoured by the assistance it receives from the
other.
Seotron l V. WODKIl'i"GHANDs-J[otire s . End
view,--the extraction of labour to a." great a
value as may be, consistently With the regard
due to health, customary rclaxatiou,
and the
ob-ervance of relunous duties.
N. D.-The
prun rplcs exhibited in thi» secuon, as subserv rent to that end, are but so many appheatrous
of the j)lItp awl l ntcrcet-juncuo« principle.
17. S,'U-{ ibcr.n 1"11 prmciple. No relief but
upon the terms of coming IIItO the house; (i. c,
an industry housc.) nnd workmg out the expcnse ;-hll then 110 enlargement.
I H. Earu-fi r.t prmriple.- When ability adequate to the task IS certain, and lazuress npprchended, no meal given, till the ta-k by
winch It IS earned has been first performed.
The s('(f-liberation principle is suffictcnt, Without the earn-first principle, in the mstance of
adequate alnlit!! hands: such alone excepted,
if any such there be, who would prefer Idleness and confinement to industry and liberty.
For these the addition of the earn-first principle would be necessary; but principally to
those who, though habitually able to earn more
or less touards their maintenance, are not able
to earn the trltOle of it. Without this, or some
severer and less unexceptionable
spur, the
lazy among them would do nothing.
As to
those who come within the operation of the
self-liberatioll
principle, whether a man works
more or less, makes no difference to the Company: the better he works, the sooner he IS
out: the less he works, the longer he stays.
So far as the operation of this principle extends, the Company need never be a loser, but
may be a gainer if it pleases: utmost expense
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of maintenance per head per day, of an ablebodied male, not so much as 4d. average value
of the lowest paid species of labour, not so little
as Is. Humanity, however, will not be the
only check upon the abuse of ratmg the value
of the rehef too high, or, what comes to the
same thing, the value of the work performed,
too low: since, the worse terms the Company
afford to self-liberation
hands, the fewer they
Will have; the better the more. It is only by
the combmation of the self-ltberatiow principle
with the earn-first principle, applied, the one
or the other, according to Circumstances, that
Toluntary chanty is reconcrleable
with illdustry, or cO')nl'u's()r.~ charity with ,iustice.
Employment for la::y hands, (to be admnustered npon the earn-firs; principle.] should be
-1. Certainly performable.
2. Exactly measurable: ex. !Ir. turmng of a wheel for grmding, &c.-or tor raismg water-so
many turns
made, so much work done.-To
husband tlus
sort of work, give a new hand the option between a greater quantity of this sort of work,
and a less quantity of a. sort which is more
wanted, but, III respect to which the quantity,
or the relative abihty of the workman, 1& less
free from dispute: e.r. gr. dlgglllg, wheelmg
away, cartmg, hedging, gathermg, chaff-cutting, weaving, picking, sornng, .xc.
I!!. Puc.-u-ork ; or l'rul'urtwTlat./"-l'aq principle -The
appheanon of It seem> confined
to three cases: I. That of the relati re extr«abihty hand, among the permanent stock: i. e.
those who, though not capable of earning a full
maintenance elsewhere, are capable of earning
more than a maintenance IIIthis establtshmentthe Company keeping up a fund of employment,
such as IS not to be had elsewhere, and affordlUg mamteuauce cheaper than it can be had
elsewhere.
:? Among these may be reckoned
the ertra-abil its; part of the appre.illC<' stock;
who cannot earn a mamteuancc elsewhere, because they are not yet permitted to 110 elsewhere.
3. The case of encouragemellt-lIwlICP
given out of earnmgs.
If a man cannot he
maintamed in the establishment for less than
3d. and he cannot, in the way of piece-work,
earn more than 2~d. nothing IS to be got by
the Company by paymg him the whole of his
earnmgs, and makmg him puy for his board,
instead of findmg hun m board, and working
, him upon the earn-first principle.v-Caution
necessary m the application of tho pice, -uork
principle, where badness of quality may be
masked--a.
gr. in those parts of a house or
ship which are covered up-e-inside brick-work,
canlking, &c.-or where despatch, under the
spur of the reward, threatens to be productive
of bad Il'orkllwnship or!l'aBte.
Caution in favour of health, especially in the case of the apprentice stock. Many, under the spur of the
piece-Il'ork principle, injure their healths, and
shorten their lives. But the mischief is probably owing, in a considerable degree, to fermented liquors : by the use of which such excessive exertions are commonly accompanied
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and supported, and which would have no place
kere.

20. Pectdiar-pNmi_, prize-gimng, or oompetition-e.uiteme7lt principle.-Advantages:
1.
By paying one or a few victors, you get the result of the extra-exertions of the whole multitude of competitors. 2. This combines well
with the piece-trork principle:-nor does either
supersede the other; some being more taken
with the certainty of a smaller reward, others
with a chance of a larger one :-the degree of
excitement, and thence of exertion, ie thus
rendered greater than it could be even by the
certainty of a reward to the same amount, in
a. state of insula.tion.
21. Honorary-reward
principle. - This is
mostly an application of the Peculiar-premium
principle, and the class of hands, to the circumstances of which it is more particularly
applicable are, the unripe hands. In this
shape, reward costs nothing.-Examples:
1.
Superiority of Beat, at table or elsewhere. * 2.
Precedence in processions, or other public exhibitions. 3. Promotion to a higher clau or
form, i. e. to a form already occupied by children standing higher on the scale of acquirments, and mostly of a higher age. 4. Distinction in dreBB, with or without addition for
the purpose of decoration.-Query.
which is
the greatest! The good done by the exercise
of useful exertion, or the mischief by the suffering produced by the ferment raised among
the dissocial passions-disappointment, dejection, envy, jealousy, revenge.- The good is
supposed to predominate considerably: but all
possible care should be taken to reduce the
mischief to its minimum.
22. &parate-lJ)Qrk principle, or performance-distinguishing principle.- This ISthe baSIS
of the foregoing principles: without this,
neither punishment nor reward :~specially
no punishment. Rules: 1. Where tasks can
be separated, avoid gang-lJ)Qrk. 2. Where gangwork is inevitable, the smaller the gang the
better. 1. Because the fewer the workmen
whose work is thus blended, the easier each
man's share in the work may be distinguished,
2. Because, if a reward be given to the gang,
the smaller the gang, the larger the share
which each man's own exertion procures for
him. N. B. If the gang be not large, by shifting the hands from gang to gang in the same
work, the share contributed by each to the result of the joint-work, may be obtained separate. 3. Where the reward is divisible, to
spur a lazy hand, join him with a willing one:
viz. if the arrangement be temporary: for, if
it be permanent, despair and resentment against
injustice, will be apt to slacken the exertions
of the Industious hand, and reduce them to a

* Employedat Westminister and other schools:
boys of the same form taking place of each other
each day, accordingto the successthey have respectIvely had on that day in the speciesof competition
called challengIng.

level with those of his unindustrioUB partner.
4. In work for self-supply, allot to each individual what he has individually been eoncerned in producing: he will then be his own
rewarder and his own puuisher, according to
the goodness or badness of his work. 5. Giving him the la!t choice, may, in some -s, be
a means of bringing his workmanship to a uniform pitch of goodness. 6. In work for sale,
the price fetched by the work of eaeh gang,
and if possible of each individual, should be
noted, that the reward) if any, may be proportionate.
Section V. WORKING HANDS-Fare:
23_
Suitable-fare principle.-Charity-maintenance
-maintenance at the expense of others, should
not be made more desirable than A'-if-maintenance. Fare consequently the cheapest that
can be found, so It be nourishing and wholesome-for, if there be any cheaper in use, it
must be among the self-maintaining poor.LuX1.lry, being a relative term, is applicable
with as much propriety to the diet of the poor
as of the rich. Luxury, if it does not render
the condition of the burdensome poor more
desirable than tha.t of the self- maintaining
poor, fails of its purpose: if it does, it violates
justice, as well as economy, and cuts up indUlltry
by the roots.-This extends not to any who
may have earned, though it be in the establishment, more than the expense of their maintenance-since these are not burdemOflle, but
Belf-maintaining :-nor to any extra comforts,
purchased with any such peculium share of
ea.ruings, the allowance of which, is productive of a value more than equal to the expense,
although the whole amount of a man's earnings should fall short of the whole expense of
his maintenance, Example: Expense of maintenance, say 2s. a-week; ordinary earnings,
Is., if, by giving fifty per cent. encouragementmoney for extra earnings, you can make him
earn Is. 6d. you save 3d.; and the 3d. he spends
and costs over and above the Is. does not go
counter to the principle-although
it should
be clear that a self-maintainer of the same degree of ability without doors, would not earn
above the Is.
24. Habit-respecting
principle.-This principle is the antagonist of, and a check upon,
the former: its application is merely temporary, confined to the existing stock of oldstagers. How far, in consequence of habits of
luxurious fare, contracted under the existing
plan of poor-house provision, (how uncomfortable soever upon the whole,) the Suitabk-fare
principle should be departed from in the instance of tha.t stock, is a problem for the
humanity and discretion of the complIJlYto
solve. (See Ch. vii. Diet.)
25. Principle of Sobriety or N o-fermmted
liquor principle.-l.
Fermented liquor, even
of the weakest kind, is a drink not natural to
the human frame. 2. In as far as it is fermented, it contributes nothing to health or
nourishment. 3. In its abuse it is the most
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fertile of all sources of vice and misery.-4.
culture.
Examples:
Musical habits pnneiNo line can be drawn between the use and pally:-viz.
an extraordinary
fine voice, or an
the abnse.-Some
constitutions
are kept in a extraordinary
good ear, and thence affection
state of perpetual intoxication by small beer.
for the pursuit.
(In the instance of a natural
-5.
Perfect health reigns where fermented
taste for the arts of design, or of strength or
liquors are excluded,-proved
in the instance
comeliness adapted to dancing, or other theatriof the Pkiladelphla prison.
cal exhlhitions, supenority
is less manifest,
Section VI.DEAD-STOCK.-26.lJ
holesale-pwr- culture is less exceptionable in the eyes of a.
chase prinCiple.-27.
Refuse-employingor
Saeesevere moralist, and the object is of inferior
all principle.-These
are but applications
of account. )-Advantages:
Comfort and consithe ample-scale principle.
On a scale of such deration of this part of the pauper commuuity
magnitude
no species of refuse but has its increased.-Importance
and desirableness of
value; all animal-all
vegetable substancesthe condition of a Company's apprentice raised.
if good for nothing else, are valuable as ma- For the importance of music, as an assistant
nure. (See the paper of the Board of Agncu].
to Instruction, intellectual,
moral, and reliture on manures.)
But before their arrival
gious, see Ch. xii. Pauper Education.
at this state, many are the articles that may
31. Fellow-mstructlOn principle ;-80 branch
have gone through more stages than one in of the Indigenous-promotion
prmclple.The
the scale of degradation. (See Ch. x. Book- children themselves to be employed 1U the inkeeping.)-28. Use-multiplymfJ or Seeeral-use struction of their feiloue; the more advanced,
prmciple.-An
article being deemed necessary,
in the instruction
of the less advanced ;-ag
observe whether it may not be rendered ap- much of the instruction as possible to be given
phcable to more uses than one.-Examples:
upon this plan-in
time the whole of it may.1. Each room serving for work, meals, sleep,
Advantages:
1. Saving in the expenu of supeand devotron : the consecrated part being let rior instrucnon.
2. On the part of the pupils,
down from above at chapel-times.-2.
Marcomfort increased; the impression of awe, and
ried bed-stage partitions serving forcircumferen- idea of coercion being in great measure retial priMCY screens.-3. Single ditto, serving
moved.
3. Progress accelerated-the alacrity
for forms, working-tables,
&c.-4.
The bed- bemg increased, and the analogy of ideas bestages themselves all capable of serving for twixt teacher and pupil closer. 4. On the part
tables. (See Ch. vii.}-5.
Straw for beds, em- of the teacher.-Comfort
increased, in respect of
ployed first for men, and then for cattle.-6.
the pleasures of superiority and command. 5.
'fhe whole establishment applied to the several
Progress accelerated:
the knowledge acquired
different purposes of a poor-house-an
hospital
by tr:aching bemg milch more perfect than what
-a house of correctwn-a pruon--a pawnbrok- can be acquired by simple learning in the
ing estabhshment-s-a
bank for the poor-an
inn one case the mind being in good measure pasfor the poor, &c. &c., without prejudice to any, si1)e-in the other completely acti'l"e
.• To the
and much to the advantage
of many, of the eultivated mind of a master, the task of perobjects in vrew---For
the application of this
petually dwelling on ideas of no higher rank
principle to actions as well as things, see Ch, than those which are upon a level with the
xii, Pauper Education.
capacities of children, is a wearisome and fasSection VII. NON-ADULT HANDS.-29 . .Ap- tIdIOUS task. In the case of the pupil-instrucprenticeship prmciple.-No
relief to a pauper
tor, the task which he has but just ceased to
within the latest age at wluch it is usual for learn, in quality of pupil, is some time before
a child to be bound apprentice, but on the It has lost its relative importance in his conterms of being bound to the company till full ception in his new quality of tutor; and when
age. Advantages:
1. 'fo the child instruction,
it has, it is exchanged for a higher.
6. Preintellectual, moral, and religious;
inbred ha- paration for the application of the indigenousbits of systematical frugality-certain
security
promotion principle, by appointing the qU01lfrom vice and crimmality-certainty
of em- dam apprentice
to the higher offices of the
ployment during the apprenticeship,
and ever
establishment.
afterwards-ehance
of promotion to rank and
32. lndigenous-promotitm principle.-From
affluence.
(See infra, Indigenous-pronwtion the time that the institution
has been long
principle.)
Condition, upon the whole, more enough on foot to have laid a suitable foundathan upon a par in pomt of happiness with tion in pomt of education, none of the officers
that of an individual of the same age in the
(unless perhaps the chaplain)
to be chosen
viz.
world at large.
(See Book iv. Pauper Com- elsewhere than out of the establishment,
out of the apprentice stock.-Advantages:
I.
forts.}-2. To the Company, and its copartners
To the Company's wards, hope, encouragement,
the rateablq parishioner~a
fund ofincreasmg
and eonsideranon.
II. To the Company-I.
profit, at the end of twenty years, and ever
afterwards, more than equal to the amount of Certainty of fitness, in respect of suitable eduthe present poor-rates.
(See Book v. Ch. ii. cation, character, experience, and probation2. Savmg in respect of expense of salaries.
Pem.miarH .Estimates.)
A given allowance, administered
to persons
30. Talent-cultiration principle.-Natural
talents of any kind, manifesting themselves in whose habits of expense have been of the,.very
10" est rank, "all go proportionably
farther,
an extraordinary
degree to receive appropriate
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than if administered
to an individual trained
such mischief as would be irreparable, the uto
up in the profuse habits of the world at large.
of the chaplain or surgeon shall be sufficient
Chap. V. OFFICIAL EsUBLISHMENT. Section I. to suspend the execution of any order of the
OffieeTs-Numbers and Functions-the same in governor, until there shall have been time for
every Industry House.-l.
Governor. 2. Chap- the pleasure of the Direction-Board
to be made
lain. 3. Medical curator.
4. Schoolmaster, to known.-Examples:
1. Danger to the security
act likewise as secretary.
5. Organist to act of the whole establishment
by fire or water.
on Sundays as music-master,
and * on week-2. Danger to the safe custody of the spprendays as a clerk.
6. Governess, for the female
tice stock, or stock of self-liberation hands; espart. 7. School-mistress, for the younger part
pecially such as belong to any of the dangerou
of the female apprentices.
8. Matron, or head
or disreputable classe», 3. Danger of communurse, for the infant part-to
act as midwife.
nication of infection, or danger of life and limb
9. Husbandry bailiff.
10. Foreman and fore- to any individual in the establishment.-4.
woman, at first, for the several employments.
Danger of violation of the principle of separa-Impossibility
of determining with exactness,
tion, as between class and class.-5.
Mischief,
previously to experience, t~e exact number of by the cuttmg down, destroying, or damaging
officers requisite:
two functions may be exertimber, or other trees: the mischief In each case
eised by the same individual;
or several indi- being such, as, were it not for the uta, might
viduals may be requisrte for one function.
take place before the intimation of the pleaSection II.Pay.-Inmostinstances,thegreatsure of the Board could arrive.
Contracts of
est part of the emolument must wear the shape purchase, sale, hire, and loan, such as are made
of a fixed salary from first to last: the value
In the local establishment,
and not by the geof the service actually rendered by each indi- neral DIrection-Board,
to be made by the govidual, not being capable of being exhibited
vernor, but with the pririty of all the officers
in any such precise quantity, that the quan- of both sexes. In cases that will admit ot
tum of the reward shall be capable of being
suspension, power to be reserved to the Direcmade to rise and fall with it. Governors must.
tion-Board, to disallow any such contract WIth·
at the outset, be in great measure, if not altoin a Iinnted time; these, like all other acts,
gether, upon a salary: In process of time, as being reported to the Board in weekly or daily
the expenses and returns of the establishment
course.
No officer to be ever absent for a day
become ascertained
and known, they may be together, without a substitute chosen by himpaid upon the footing of contract or partner- self; but hable to be disallowed by the gover$hip. Till the apprentice stock has produced
nor singly, or by any two other officers-the
individuals ripe for tlus as well as the other
principal to be peculiarly responsible for the
offices, the emoluments being fixed, It might
conduct of the substitute.
The substitute to
be sold. by auction to candidates possessed of be, in the case of the chaplain, a minister in
certain qualifications:
power to the Company
holy orders: In that of the medical curator, III
to revoke the appointment at any time on pay- person who has undergone such tests of capament of the purchase-money.
The pncc a man city as shall have been estabhshed for the purgives, will be a proof of the degree of his in- pose.
Power to each officer to take an anisdination for the busineu of the office; thence tant or assistants, upon the same terms as speof his fitness, as far as depends upon inclina- I cified above, in regard to substitutes.
Each
tion.
The other exceptions regard the officers officer will thus have the faculty-not
indeed
to whose functions the application of the life- of appointing his successor, but of placing any
auuraltce principle is extendible-the
nurse
one whom he is disposed to favour, in a. situarecerring the whole of her emolument, and the tion which will naturally afford him an adMIImedical curator a proportionable
part of Ius, taqe in this respect.
The power of nomination
and so, perhaps, the governor and governess,
remaining in the Board, no detriment seems
in the shape of annuities on the lives of the likely to ensue from such a privilege: the choice
apprentice-children
under their care, up to a of a person, for whose conduct the chooser is
certain age. (See Ch. iv.)
personally responsible, affording as fair a preSectionIII.PolCerBand.Restraints.-Except
sumpnon of fitness, as a choice made by an iras nndennentioned,
the authority of the goverresponsible member of the General Board. Each
nor to be absolute over the whole establishofficer to be responsible to the Board, for every
ment; but no act to be done without the pri- Instance of misbehaviour, or proof of manifest
..nty of the rest of the officers: each being ren- incapacity, exhibited by any other, if within III
dered responsible for every act of the govercertain time he does not give information
nor to which he does not enter his dissent;
thereof by minute in the books; taklDg care
and the entry of each act bemg accompanied
that a. copy of the minute be transmitted
to
with a memorandum, stating what officers were
the Board.
The plea. of self-preservation
will
present, and which, if any, a.bsent at the time.
thus aWord a shield against the imputation ot
Cases to be specified in which, to prevent any officiousness and Ill-nature, All the official
acts to be exercised in the comtilOll room; viz.
* For the means of defraying the expense of the the central lodge.
Section IV.E_~IIts.-Rich
and honaa1a.Jt of the music-maeter without charge to the
Company, see Ch. xii,
ourable source of enconragemel1t, were it the
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pleasure of his Majesty to eonfer the honour
of knighthood on a select number of such of
the governors, as should have distmguished
themsel ves in the humane, upright, intelligent,
and dignified, exercise of their office :-also to
bestow some of the church sinecures on some
of the chaplains; but tenable only during their
continuance in the exercise of that laborious
and useful office.-MIght
not an arrangement
of this sort help to protect the church establishment from obloquy 1
The Company at the end of every year to
present pieces of plate, in the way of prermnms, to such of the officers of the two hundred
and fifty houses-governors
more particularly
-a.s shall have drstmguished themselves in
their respective SItuations.
The act of remuneration to be grounded, In every instance, On
lpecijic,aud specifled.exemplificanons
of merit,
with reference to the evidence presenting itself in each instance, as apparent on the face
of the books.
A thousand or two a-year thus
expended would go a good way, and probably
produce ample repayment in the way of zeal
and useful serv ice.
Section V. V u!lters.- All magistrates and clergymen, resident in the county, visiters ex ojlicio.
Power to inspect the books, especially the
complaint-book;
(See Ch. x, Book-keepmgj-«
examine persons, and make minutes.
The
pOID~r might be coupled with an obliqation, to
be performed (suppose once a-year) In the instance of those resident within the panper dIStrict, belonging to the industry-house.
In the
case of the ecclesiastical
visiters, especially
those resident at a distance, a small fee, fixed,
or increased with the distance, might be a
reasonable accompaniment
to the obligation.
The whole establishment,
with its two thousand members, being inspectable, and every
member of it examinable, sick or well, from a
single station, (the centre lodge,) the time thus
required to be bestowed will not be great.
Chap. VI. DIET.-Diet
about two-thirds
of the necessary qualitulIt of expense.e=Distmction between diet for the new-comers, and
diet for the old-staqers. *- Necessity, in respect of life and health, is the only standard
in the former case; habit may prescribe an
addition to the expense in the la.tter.
(See
p.384,Habit-re."]lectmgprinciple.)-In
the case
of the new-comers;--t.nimal
food-meat-Is
the great source of expense-The
greater
part of mankind use animal and ugetable together; many, however, use vegetable only:
e». gr. the Hmdoos:-some,
animal only, VIZ.
the Esquimauz:, and other inhabitants ofth e regions too cold for vegetation-also
some Tartar
nations.- It is not clear that the latter are
healthier or stronger than the former.-Whether a mi.rture, of animal food with vegetable,
be more advantageous
in point of health and
.. Those who, upon the opening of the establishment, are transferred to it from the ~
poorhouse&.
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strength, taken together, than vegetable alone,
and if so, what proportion is most advantageous, IS a matter of experiment in the highest
degree interesting, never as yet tned, but which
might be tried WIth the utmost advantage, in
the proposed establishment, In the instance of
the indi.qenous branch of the spprennoe stock.
-Bread
is uneconomical-not
only as bemg
the result of an expensive manufacturing process, but as bemg considered as an appendaqe
to meat, and thence Impressing the Idea of a
want of meat.
Bread and water, a penal diet
in England, more expensive than the ordinary
diet In Scotland.
1. NON-ADULTS: especially the Indiqenous
and Quasi-Indigenous
Classes.-Taklllg
the
cheapest food in point of qualit./f, experiments
should be made for ascertaming the most advantageous quantity.
The louest step In the
scale, a quantity greater, In a knowu proportion, than the least quantity consumed by an
average child of the same age amon~ the husbandry part of the self-mamtammg
poor in
Scotland-This
ascertainable, WIth great precision, from the observations
made by the
Guardians of the Poor at Glasgow.
The highest step, the quantity consumed by an a ...erage
child of the same age, to whom as much IS
given as it will eat. Gradatious to be marked
outat equal intervals between these two points,
-Difference
to be tried between two meals
a-day, and three-whether
any, and how much,
more IS consumed at three than at two ;-the
quality the same,--quant!ty
at opnon, as before :-and,
if more IS consumed, whether any,
and what difference in point of strength or
health be the result.-(jne
a-day, and four
a-day, hardly worth trying.-The
two sezes to
be compared to each other for this purpose, at
the different ages.-Health
being the mere negation of disease, If their be no disease in any
instance, (which IS the most probable, as well
as the most desirable, result,) no Indication in
this respect will be afforded: in that case, as
far as health is concerned, the emalles: allowance IS preferable, as bemg least eJ:p~1UWce.DIfference between geMral strength, and particular or local strength.
The human frame to
be examined in this point of view-Some
muscles stronger in some subjects, others in others
--even where, inpointofgenerai
strength, there
may be no difference.-Tests
of strength to be
established-a
single species of exertrou, such
as running, liftmg, rowing, tnrning a wheel,
&c.--each
taken singlY-IS not of itself an
adequate test of general strength, for all va.rieties in point of organization.-The
proper
tests for this purpose, are the exertions made
in the several employments in actual use:the experiment
havmg by this means a. direct
application
to practical nse.-The
effect of
differences in point of quantity being ascertained, another class of experiments may regard the effect of differences in point of quality,
i. e. species of food, each species taken apart ;
and another, of the effect of mi.1:ttlru.
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iii. Ch. xiii. V olUlitary Okarit!! asristeIt-and
Book iv. Poepe« Gomforts.}-FiM a contingent resource, III situations and seasons alfordinga glut.-Expectationsentertained
ofa mode
of curing, by which the benefit may be extended to all seasons and situations.-Conduct
with regard to the mode of retrenchment.-l.
Diminishing the fivmber of meat-days.-2.
Diminishing the quantity of meat on each day.
-3.
Diminishing partly the number of days,
partly the quantity on each.-Saving
by inferior pieces, a casual resource, dependmg on local situation :-the amount limited, since the
ratio of inferior to superior cannot be Increased.
The distinction being principally the result of
prejudice and caprice, differing widely as between country and country, any considerable
increase in the relative demand would raase
the price.
In great towns, many parts, considered elsewhere as delicacies, and in vain
coveted in country places, are degraded in saleable value, and even reprobated
as unfit for
man, by being denominated according to the
demand made of them for the use of inferior
animals.
The principle of self-wpply, though
applied to this article, would not altogether
supersede
the distinction
between
superior
and inferior pieces; since the superior, fresh
or preserved, might be reserved for sale, and
the inferior, in greater quantity,
purchased
with the price.
This mode of retrenchment,
a point of great delicacy: the settling of it,
as far as can be done, by resolutioll8, conceived
in general terms, a proper subject for the authority of Parliament.
The execution ought
not at any rate to be wdden: time should be
allowed to the class in question to accommodate themselves to their new situation, and
experience the benefit of it in otl.er points of
view.
Chap. VII. CwTHING, BEDDING, &c.-I. CwTHING.-Two
points to be attended to
-frugality
and distinction-the
latter, for the
purpose of separation and aggregatlOn--{See
Chap. ii.) - Frugality. - l. Matenals,
the
cheapest, so as to alford sufficient warmth.
2. Form, excluding all useless parts-such
as
skirts to coats and waistcoats-brims
to hats
-unless
it be in the heat of summer, for protection against the sun; for which purpose
straw would be preferable.-Neaelsity
and use
the standards-not
fa3hion--though
fashion
has of late been approaching nearer and nearer
to use.- Disti1UJtion, pnneipally by colourform being determined by frugality.
In default of a sufficient number of cheap colours
sufficiently contrasted, shreds of one colour,
.. Curious scale of fare compared with the quali- applied to a ground of another colour, might
ties of the persons D1&intamed-&lf-nuuntatnill.9
be employed.-Shoes
with trooden soles, used
poor, meat scarcely one day out of the seven-(Eden
in many country places, and even in London,
on the Poor pa8sun.}--Burdenwme
poor, upon an under the name of dogs, Saving on this score
average of seventy-seven houses, four days out of
alone, 3s. 6d. a head, in the instance of adults :
the seven. (Taken, on examination made in this
view, from Eden.) Gomncts of the worst species, about £40,000 or £50,000 a-year, in the whole.
and enemies, seven out of the seven. In the latter -In summer, no stocking.; bnt the leg covered,
instanee, quality advertised for, tlll! bert, and quan- or nearly so, by a prolongation of the breeches;
which at that part may be repaired by piecing,
ttty excessi ve,

II.A.DuLT!t-(NeID-COfTIIJ'rB.}-Afo;eddietary
would be irreconcileable
to economy; since
the proportions in point of price, as between
article and article, are subject to great and
continual variation.
So, likewise, a fiud allowance in _y;
since the same quantity of
money will purchase as much again of any
given species of food, or even of that which is
cheapest at the time, at one time as at another: and, by an improvident application of
a limited sum, famine might be produced.The following course seems the proper one for
the Direction Board to take.
Give a list of
ratio1u, of different sorts-the
more numerous,
the better-all
regarded as coming within the
price proposed.
Give to the governor of each
house the option, as betwixt thtlle several rations; allowing him even to employ, or at least
to propose, others :-but
on condition of their
not exceeding a fixed price.
III.
ADULTS.-Old-Stager,.-PauperiMp
habit, is the habit principally to be considered
in this case; the original habit, acquired during the self-maintaining
state, having been
more or less superseded by it. The paupership habit, instead of being less luxurious and
expensive throughout,
is, in the instance of
those maintained
in the way of communitymaintenance
(i. e. in poor-houses, howsoever
denominated)
invariably, and in an enormous
degree, more luxurious and expensive.-Original habits are determined mostly by professions, though in some degree by territorial
lituations :-the agriculturalist, the lowest paid
of all classes.
In community-maintenance,
the
habit has generally been adjusted to the habits
of the best-paid classes, though influenced more
or less by territorial
situation.
Difference In
this respect between bread countries and meal
countries; and among bread countries, between
wheaten bread countries and inferior bread
countries-viz.
rye, barley, oaten, and peasebread countries.
Meat is the great article of
excess in the existing poor-houses."
Whatever degree of indulgence it may be thought
fit, in consideration
of acquired habits, to extend to the old-stagers, they should be dieted
apart from the nelD-comers.-Briefly
thustwo table~-Nell! comers' table, and old-stager,'
table.
This to save the new-comers from the
pains of regret and pnvation, and from the
dissocial emotions and affections of envy and
discontent.
Should any retrencllment be deemed advisable, roluntarycharitywill
remain as aresource
for the amount of the difference.
(See Book
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more advnutageously
than stockings by darnill/-:. In winter, stockings might be added, or
rather hose : i. e. stockings of woven cloth, as
bemg more advantageously
repairable.c-At
the parts most exposed to wear, viz. under the
arm-pits, between the thighs, and at the elbows, lmiugs, for strength, of shreds of leather
-a species of frugality already in nse.-For
coverings of shoes, in place of, or in addition
to leather, the materials of cast-off coats and
waistcoats might be employed-c-or, for women's,
gowns and petticoats-such
as could not be
applied with more advantage to other uses.
H,,/dias wear fl11ifol·I.!.<, why not paupers 1
- those who save the country, why uot those
who arc saved by it? Not the permanent hands
only, but hkewise the comillg-alul-goin.'l hands
f hould wear the uniform while III the house,
fur order, distinction, and recognition, as well
a q for trdmess : being charged at a fixed rate
per day; reserving to them the option with
r, /-:ard to shoes and stockings.
('lotluug would be made, all of it, by the
sh cnuth of the estabhshment,
aecordmg to
the prmciple of se(f-supply:
but this would
iu.ike no difference in point of relative cheapIlC" and dearness,
as between material and
materml ; the quantity of labour requisite be1IJ~ the same, whether home-made,
bought, or
"old.-For
the particulars, see Book v, Ch. it.
Pccumaru Eetimatc«.
II. BWDll'G.-For
the Bed-stages, see above,
Chap. n.-Bed,
stuffed with strawt=-one SIde
covered with thc cheapest lmen or hempen
doth, for summer;
the other, With coarse
woollen for winter.--Stretchmg
the under
sheet on hooks, pins, or buttons, will save the
quuntrty usually added for tuckmg in :-m
cold weather, that the woollen may be in eontact WIth the body. the sheet might be omitted.
Hug, aud two or three blankets :-upper
sheet
of 110 greater width than the cell, and tacked
on to one of the blankets,
Bed, one for the
w hole stage, or a separate one for each cell ;
anti RO the under sheet.-The
advantages of
:,c1'.LratlOn arc.superior portabrlity ; each bnngin;.: aud stowmg away his own bed without
embarrassment
or delay ; and that in case of
uuclcanhness,
the annoyance may be confined
to the author of it.
Straw, the more fre(J~~clltly changed the bette:, particularly in ~h~
~o the extent of the quanti!!
wanted f~r httering
cattle, th e change WIll
cost nothing ; and beyond that quantity the
expense will be only the difference between
the value of the straw.us straw, and the value
of it, as manure.
Chap. VIII. E'1PLOYMEliT.-Tll('
grand point
is, to suit the natnre of the employ to the naturo of the hands.-The
only difficulty b to
.
.
fil!d.t'mploymellt of' a na~ure SUl~c~1 to tJ!e Vll"tfllll!! h.a~lds, and the infra-a/nltl.1f or inadc'1"a/c-a.inltt!l hands."
The quantum of tlus
----------- --- . ---.. TIIOFe who", 11frt"I',,1 abihtv, With reference to
l.rlv-ur, ·i, decidedly below the necessary expense

w arm months.-
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sort of employment requisite for the populabon (when complete) of each Industry-house,
will of course depend upon the population of
these two classes of hands.
A stock of easy,
or any-bod!l's-work employment, having been
found III a quantity adequate to the number of
difficu1t!l-employed ha.nds, the difficulty is at an
end. &(f-supplyisaprincipleparticularlyfruitful III any-IKldy's-work employments.e=In
the
agricultural branch, most of the operations being suitable to unexercised, many to feeble hands:
in the clothing branch, most to feeble, many
to unexercised
hands.
The stock of er:eryflian's-workoperatlOns being increased more and
more by the division of labour, (which in this
scale of unexampled amplitude may be carried
to an unexampled
pitch.) the stock of work
adapted to these confined-ability hands WIll receive a proportionable increase.
To afford the extra stock of labour suited to
the extra demand in time of war, or preparation for war, each hand, exercising a war-trade,
must be prevented from employing III it more
than a certain part of his time (say three or
two days out of the six) in peace : otherwise
whatever accession to the national stock of
1rar-clIlploymtllt hands were afforded by the
Company's apprennce-stock
of hands, would
only drive out, or keep out, so many free
hands; and there would be no more to spare
of the sort of labour in question-s-no greater
fund of capacity for that sort of labour lying
by and unemployed then, than there IS now.
The advantage
derivable
from the employmellt-mi.ring prmciple, is pecuhar, in great
measure to such a company and its hands: smee
"no titan can eerie two '/!asters," nor, III general,
the same muster-man carryon, Without disadvantage, two or more unconnected trades.
Local advantages appurtenant
to the situations of the several Industry-houses,may
afford
employments, to a value which in part might
otherwise be lost; and those such as would be

I
I

of their maintenance.
This will include, 1, Feeble
hands-as to a consrderable part. 2, Unripe hands,
up to a certam age--younger or older according to
the management.
3, Sick hands=-duriug the continuance of the sickness.-The unnpe hands being
capable of pa)·mg, WIth a profit, before maturity,
and the sick after recovery, the feeble hands, together with such of the unripe and SIck hands as
die insolvent, (together WIth the few able hands
tha.t may chance to die in the same case,) are all
that contribute at the long run to the tu'£e<l¥lry burden m pomt of expense. All others may be ~rmed
adequale-ab.ldy hands' most of whom will, of
course, be cxira-ablil.ty hands.
Omfined-abdtty hands-those :who may be able
to do as milch work as able hands m general ;--only
It ~ust he of a certam sort-s-o: preceded or aeeomponied lw instructIOn or attendance of a certain sort,
are--l, Insane hands (divers sorts.) 2, Imperfect
hand-. :1, Sick-and-well hands. 4, Tender hands.
,S, Past-prosperity hands. (i, Ofthe dangerous and
other disreputable classes, such as have been bred
up, or conhrmed. m habits of idleness or dissipauon=-but tlns only for a time.
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less apt than others to interfere with private
trade. Examples:
Stone-cutting-brick-making-mining-fishing,
with the preliminary
employments subservient to it-such
as shipbuilding,' sail-making,
&c. The quantity of
work performable in these subserr:ient employments, might be confined to the supply of the
Company's own demand.-No
more vessels to
be built, &c., than what the Company employs.
In regard to husbandry-work
for individual
farmers, the Company might restrict itself, or
be restricted, to rates regarded as excessive;
say, all beyond double the ordinary rate: the
object being not to deprive self-maintaining
hands of any employment, nor even of any such
advantage as would be a reasonable compensation for casual want of work, and want of
adequate pay in winter time-but
only to get
this or that work done, which might otherwise
not be done at all-not
being capable of being
despatched in time, with all the labour that
could be afforded by the obtainable stock of
eelf-maintammg
hands.
With regard to the pouring in hands into
our-paid employments, whether 11l the view of
taking the benefit of the excess, or (what
would be the necessary consequence) for the
purpose of reducing it, this advantage would
be open to the Company, as well as to private
masters, and private hands.
The fund of information created by the Employment-Intelligence-Oifice plan, would be alike open to all
parties interested,
See Book iii. Ch. i. Employment secured.
In regard to the choice of employments, and
the prudence of hazarding the necessary expense of such parts of the dead stock as might
be requisite to a certain branch of industry,
and could not, without loss, be transferred
to
any other branch, much will depend upon the
permanence of the stock of hands capable of
being allotted to any such employment:
that
is, In the instance of each hand, on the assurance of his continuance upon the establishment
for a term not less than a certain time. The
great and general uncertainty
1lI relation
to
this head, is one of the most powerful and 1lIsuperable obstacles to productive economy in
poor-houses, in the existing order of thIngs.(See Book v, Ch v. Prospect of Success.y-«
Hence an important division of the population
ofa proposed Industry-house,into-l.
Comingand-qoina, or sltart-staying stock of hands=-z.
LOllf/er-staying stock-3.
Permanent, or standing stock."
..I SllOrt-slaytng,or comtng-and-gomgstock.-l,
SICk hands. 2, Clnld-burdened hands. 3, Casual!ta.gnatlOn hand -, 4, Penodical-stagnation hands.
5, Out-of-place hands. 6, Disbanded hands. 7,
Strange hands.-lI.
Lon.ger-sta!/tng stock :-VIZ. as
lymg under difficulnes, With regard to the obtaimng
of employment, over and above what exist in the
preceding ca&e.-I, Superseded hands. 2, StIgma.tized hands. 3, Sllsrcted hands. 4, UnavowedemploYlIlent hands. , Beggars. 6, Unchaste hands.
-III. Permanent or standzng stock: composed in

LAW.
Owing partly to the permanence of their
situation, partly to their aptitude for receiving
a suitable education, it is the labour of the
stock of unripe hands, in their quality of apprentices, that would constitnte the chief basis
of the Company's profit-seeking arrangements.t
one instance of those, who, by positive institution,
are proposed to be fixed within the pale of the establishment for a long and determinate hme; and as to
the rest of such as, in virtue of their natural state
and condition, are likely to remain for a time altogether undetermmate, and not likely to be of short
contmuance, and, in some instances, not likely to
termmate but with hfe.-I,
Unripe hands, or apprentice stock, 2, Among insane hands, all whOM
cases are looked upon as incurable. 3, Feeble hands.
4, Imperfect hands. 5, SICk-and-well hands (some
sort). 6, Teuder hands. 7, Past-prosperity hands.
t According to a calculation, III which the value
of earnmgs was taken a.t a. rate supposed to be too
low, and the expense of maintenance, a.t a ra.te supposed to be too high, the neat va.lue of the service of
a male elnld, from birth up to twenty-one, a.fter all
deductions on the score of death and sickness, appeared to be £23, 3s. 5d. and a fraction, paya.ble at
birth ;-increasmg, of course, WIth each year of a.ge,
up to a sum amountmg to £66, 12&. 5d. anda fraction,
at the commencement of the eighth year of a.ge:
-from which period, on account of there bemg fewer
and fewer years of posztwe value to come, it went on
dimimshmg, In this calculation, there i. nothing
but what IS perfectly consistent with the known and
indisputable fact of the urn versa! burdensomeness
of children, III the existing order of things, in all
rank. of hfe, and III particular among the self-maintammg poor. In the early sta.ges of the period of
non-age, a large proportion of the natural value, or
capacity of yielding a clear profit, i. lost, by Iylllg
unemployed, for want of time, opportumty, intelbgence, and capital, on the part of the parents, to
tum It to account. III the latter stages, by the dissipation of the produce by the minor himself, (rendered independent of hIS parents by the faculty of
self-mamtenance.) III the habitual purchase of Inxuries, to an amount which is more than equal to that
of necessaries ; as IS demonstra.ted by his being
obliged and able to dowithoutthem, when, out of the
same earnings, he has a wile and children to maintain, m the married state -(See Book 111. Ch. ii,
ll-fe,uilCzt.1! erurpated ; Book v Ch. v. Prospect
of Success; an" Book ill. Ch. v. Frugaltt!/ asstsied. )-U nderthese circumstances, no wonder that
the pecumary value of a child, reckoniug from the
beginning to the conclusion of this period, should
be generally regarded 80S nepailvc, in this country;
especially considenng that it really IS so--in a high
degree, and without any exception-in the case of
the superIor and hberally-educated classes :-that
IS, 10 the experience of all who either wnte or speculate upon the subject.s=For the particulars of pront and loss upon this part of the Company's stock,
see Book '1. Ch. ii. Pecusuaru EshmaUs:-and,
for the mode of taking account oi It, see, III the meantime, the heads of a. Non-adult- Vaiue-Toble; by the
author, in ANNALS, No. 167, vol. XXIL (supra,
p. 365.)-To qwe a P081tzvc tJalue to an a~
c1,ild-IS a problem, the solution of which would
be an inexhaustible source of wealth, population,
and happiness, to the state.-The proposed system
bids falr to be-and it is the only one that, 1U the
nature of thIngs. could be-equaJ to the iBak.
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What the Company supplles itself with, will vious to the formation of the plan.
8. Attenbe gam to the Company, without being loss to non sharpened by the Life- ABBUTanoe principle
other traders:
since, whatever be the value
by premiums, and by the honour of publicity.
that is thus produced by the Company, value
Rate of vitality among suckled children the
to the same amount is saved out of the poorstandard.
Two children to be snckled by each
rates.
If the whole expense of the pauper
woman delivered In the house, the woman
commumty-saythree
millions-were
thus de- being supphed with extra nourishment for the
frayed by the labour of the pauper-community,
purpose :-mothers
of bastards might be deand the Committee were but as trustees for tamed (say for six or twelve months after
the rateable Inhabitants
to the whole of the dehvery) for that purpose,
The great object
amount, the whole of the three millions would
of endeavour will be to reduce the mortalItv
be saved to the rateable mhabrtants, and they
among weaned children, to a level WIth that
would have so much the more In their pockets,
of suckled
cluldren-s-what
if still lower!
to layout with individual traders of all sorts.
Liberal premiums every year to the nurses,
Divided, as it IS proposed to be, between the &c.,ofa certain number of the houses..m which
rateable inhabitant.
and the Company, the be- the rate of mfant mortality has proved lowest:
nefit to individual traders WIll be the same:
emulation consequently among all the houses.
the only difference being, that the part which
To show how much has been owing to local
is gained by the Company, will be laid out by situation, and how much to management, if an
and for the benefit of the members of the Com- industry-house,
m which a premium has been
pany ; while that part only whieh is drvided
gained twice running, be in a srtuation deemed
amongst-that
IS, saved by-the
rateable in, peculiarly healthy ,-as III the Welsh mountains
habitants, will be laid out by and for the benefit
=-traneter this part of the official establishment
of the rateable mhabitants.
to a situatrou III ill repute for health,-such
Chap. IX. CHILD-NURSD1G.-Great ad van- as the hundreds of Essex ; or to any other intagestheCompany'slIIfantswouldhave,incomdustry-house,
If there be any other in which
parison with those of private families,-even
mortality has been Ingher: It, under this disof the most opulent, much more of the indigent, : advantage,
the success be SImilar, augment
-1. Medical curators, as well as head-nurses
the premium in proportron.s=For
the savings
and nursery girls, prepared by the most enu- I to be made in the expense of child-nursing, as
nent lecturers III tlns hne. 2. Unmterrupted
I compared WIth ditto nnder the existmg sysmedical atteution.
3. Uninterrupted
nursing I tern, see Book v. Ch.ll. Pecumaru Estimatesattendance :-nurses
constantly
SItting upI and see Book ill. Ch. XI. Infant .Mortality
no avocanons=-no
over-laying.
4. Appropridiminished.
ate exercise, admimstered
by the help of ma-,
Chap. X. BooK-KEEP!:\,G.-Pecu!iar
extent
chinery, in whatever quantity may prove most
and Importance of the system of Book-keepadvantageous-not
stinted by the portion of ing III an establishment
of this sort-Besides
time and labour that can be spared from other: bema, in every case, an indispensable basis to
occupations.as m private fannhes =-Examples:
good management, It IS m the present case an
The infants danced, as they lay in their cribs, : indispensable
security for the due discharge
in numbers at a time -(See
the plate.)
The' of the several obhgatious, wluch the DIrection
labour performable by the slight exertion of, of the Company. and the several agents m the sea feeble hand, the weight being taken off by a I veral local estabhshments, will have taken upon
counterpoise.
For amng, in conjunctiou with ~themselves, WIth relation to the various parexercise, an open carriage being provided, . ties mterested-c-viz. the paupers-their
mdiviupon a principle as simple as that of the : dualthend~,therateableparlsilloners,thestockdroskky spoken of in ell. Ill.-the
cribs (which· holders, government, aud the public at large.
for thrs purpose should be eapa ble of belDg!
In a small and sin:7{" poor-home there may
separated from each other) may be suspended : be neither the demand for a full and perfect
from horizontal poles, supported by proper i system of book-keeping,
nor the adequate
uprights.
They might be drawn about in this: means of satisfymg any such demand:
the
way in numbers by a single ass; or lD smaller . difference between the best and the worst
numbers, on smaller carriages, on the same' management that can be expected may hardly
principle, by some of the bigger children.-5.
: be sutticieut to make up for the expense of an
A system of experiment,
for the purpose of ; adequate system of rcgrstrauon ; that is, of
improvement,
constantly
carrying
on on a : engaging persons competent to the task.
In
scale covering the whole kingdom, and re- I a S) stem of poor-homes of the proposed extent
corded according to an umform plan of regis- ' and magnitude, good book-keeping IS the hmge
tration, pursued alike III every industry-house.
I on winch good management will turn: the de-(See
Ch. x.) 6. Attention, uniform, syste- i mand rrses to the lnghest pitch; and so (it
matical, governed by principle :-not exposed I will be seen) does the sufficiency of the means
to be relaxed by casual want of affection ; 01" ! at command for satisfymg it. -WIth the into be misguided by ignorance, prejudice, or struction, and under the check, of an adequate
caprice.-7.
Best mode of bringing up by ! system of book-kocpmz. the management may
hand, a particular
field for exp£>rlm£>lIt--The . he better conducted by the most oro mary
great medical authontios to he consulted prehand, than by the ablest hand without that.
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-(both branches included-the samllY or preser'IJati1'e, as well as the producti'IJe or auqmelltatiu)
compose the list of objects in view
in the present instance. In relation to all
these points, and at each period, it is equally
necessary that it should be known what, at
that period the state of the management is
and has been, in order that it may, in no future
period, be suffered to grow !Corse, but in every
future period be made to grow better and better
in as high a degree as may be.
The unprecedented multitude of establishments, all requiring to be conducted upon a
plan in most points exactly the same, (say two
hundred and fifty, spread at equal distances
over the surface of the whole kingdom,) is
another circumstance which enhances the importance of the process, and at the same time
grves an unprecedented tum to it. In ordinary economical concerns, the whole system of
management is single and insulated: here
everything is comparative; under every head,
the management in each house presents an
object of comparison to the management of
every other. In relation to each head, the
management in each local estabhshment has
therefore two hundred and fifty times the
chance of being advanced to the highest possible pitch of perfection that it can have, in
any insulated establishment standing upon the
ordinary footing. To profit by this advantage
it is necessary that the system of book-keeping should in each house exhibit, with the
ntmost precision, and in the utmost detail,

what the management is :-as, for exampleunder the head of pecuniary economy, what
the rate of e.tpense is on each of the articles
comumed or used; and what the rate of
expense, on each of the articles produced:
that it may be seen in which of all the
houses the management, in relation to each
of those heads, is most advantageous upon
the whole; and thence, with a view to practise, that the management of the most successful house may be taken in each instance
for a pattern, and copied in every other. To
book-keeping in its ordinary form must therefore be added, in the present case, a new and
peculiar branch, which may be styled oomporati'Ce or tabular book-keeping. To that comparison between period and period, which is
so instructive, as often as it IS made, in the
case of any private concern, may here be added
the companson between house and house.
The plan of registration-at
least the plan
traced out in the first instance-cannot be too
particular :-multiplied by the number of industry-houses in the kingdom, (two hundred
and fifty,}-by the number of souls in an industry-house, (two thousand,}-or by the number of souls in the whole pauper population,
(five hundred thousand,}-the minutest article
may swell into importance. The supposition
to set ont upon is-that everything IS to be
registered, for the registration of which any
use whatever can be found; then to strike off
the list such heads, if any, of which the use, it
is supposed, would not pay for the expense.
Multiplication of the number of the books
would render the business-not the more complex, (as at first glance it might seem,)-but
the more simple: as in manufacturing establishments, the several operations, separately
considered, are the more SImple, the greater
the number of the hands amongst which they
are distnbuted. Allotting to each article a separate book, would save the wnting the name
of that article as many times as it would occur
in a general book. The quantity of matter to
be entered being yiun, no addition is made to
the labour of entering by any addition made to
the number of the books. Books in any number may be given in charge to one hand; so long
as no two, that are designed as checks to one
another be given to the same hand. ~[uhiplication of books, is but di'lJision of the contents."
Under the proposed system of management,
as the demand for a copious system of bookkeeping is in an unexampled degree urgent
and extensive, so are the facilities afforded to
the process of book-keeping, by the peculiar
plan of architecture, equally unexampled.
Compactness and simultaneous transparency

.. Book-keeping is one instrument in the hand
of economy,archuecture (as we have seen) another.
In all these branches of art, the hst of objects to
he aimed at is, in the present case, the same, in as
far as their respective fieldsof action are co-extensive.

.. The names of the articles, and other heads,
WIll be predetennined, and a.lready entered on
written or printed forms: the scribe will have little
or nothmg to do, but under these heads to setdown
zndimdual objects by their names, and ufJ9rtfJf1ks
hy their quantities.

advantage; and the good management accidentally introduced by an able hand, would
vanish with the hand that introduced it. Without
this advantage, everything would be too much;
with it, nothing would be too much. Without
it, any single one of the collateral benefits
hereinafter proposed, might be deemed visionary; with it, all of them together would be
found practicable, easy, and secure.
In book-keeping, the heads-as in management, the principles of the system-will be
governed by the objects or ends which it has in
view. Of the objects or ends of action requisite on this occasion to be kept in view, the
list will, as far as it goes, be the same in the
one case as in the other; and will not be
much less extensive or diversified in the case
of book-keeping than in that of management
itself.* Pecuniary economy, 'lUually regarded
as the sole object of book-keeping, will here
be but as one out of a number; for the system
of book-keeping will be neither more nor less
than the history of the system of management
in all its points. Health-comfort-industrymorality-discipline--and
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-both
of which properties it exhibits in perthe order of time merely: in a methodical book,
fection=-are the principal points upon which
by some other order, according to the purpose
the advantage turns.
Elsewhere, the knowit is designed to serve.
Entries of the elemenlege of the matter of fact requires to be com- tary kind are generally entered in a chronolomnnicated to the manager in chief, often g'ICal book, in the first instance;t
and from
through a variety of channels: here, it is pre- thence copied either in their separate and elesent to all his senses, and requires only to be mentary state, or in aqqreqate state and exprespres/!"~d.-No
false musters-no
running to sion, into a book of the methodical kind. Eleand fro-no mislayings and huntmgs=-nocrossmentary entries are of course the foundation
ings and justlmgs, for the purpose of survey
of the aggregate :-an error in an elementary
and registration :-every
person, and every
article cannot but be productive of a eorrething, within view and within reach at the spondent error m the aggregate in which it is
same instant.-A
degree of minuteness which
included: an error in an aggregate article may
might elsewhere be impracticable or unthriftyexist, without any error in an elementary one.
(costing more than the amount of any advantage
Considered with reference to their subjectthat could be made from it )-would
be without
matters, the books may be distinguished into-obstrucnon, and Without objection, here.*
l.Populati(\n-books-~.
Stock-books-(mcludChronological and Metlwdi(Jal-Elementary
ing accounts of articles received, issued, and
and Aggregate-are
the natural and fundaconsumed)-3.
Health-books-4.
Behaviourmental distinctions between book and book, in books-and
5. Correspondence-books.
The
a set of books, having for their common sub- plans of the population-books and stock-books,
ject-matter
the transactions of the same estab(elementary and aggregate ineluded.) includhshment-and
they apply, not ouly to books
mg also in each instance an indication of the
in which pecuniary ecot/omy is concerned, but ' use, would take up so much room, that they
to all the several books that respectively bear
must either be omitted altogether
out of the
relation to the several other heads of managepresent outlme, or posted off to an appendix.
ment here concerned.
IIIa chronological book,
Of the health-books a sketch WIll be given in
the arrangement
of the entries IS governed by Book hi. Ch. xii. Ilseful K nmrledge augmented, g-e.-To the class of behaviour-books may
*
•
.
be referred-I.
Complaint-books-2.
Misbe.
I~ the form called the Italu;lll, book-keepmg
haviour-books-3.
Black or punishment-book
18 a SClenCB
of itself, and a most intensely difficult
-o _
.
'
one. Happily it is not here a necessary one. It is -4. ned, or merIt~book. _
.
not practised in any of the existing poor-houses;
I.dea of a complam~-book-I.
~eet$
of comnor (what is much more material) on any of the OC-, plaint to the pauper inhabitants of any house
casions m which national accounts are delivered m -1. Fellow mmates of the same hou~e-~. Offito Parliament.-Thus
much seemed necessary to he cers of ditto-3.
The general plan of manageintimated, lest a large number of professed book- I ment-e-as mamfested either by the established
keepers thorougbly minated m the intricaeies ofthe I practice, or the rules and orders of the house
Italian mode, should b,: regarded as a ~ecessary --4. Paupers of other houses-5.
Officers of
art of the ofheial estabhshme.nt of e:-'ch industrydIttO-G. Strangers at large.
II. Complainouse, and an ~quamtance WIth their language a ants acainst the pauper himself may be--I.
necessary condition to the faculty of understanding
F 11 e
t
f tl·
h
" Offi
the accounts :-on the former supposition, the exe ow mma es 0
10 same
ouse-vz.
cers
pense would be great indeed; and on the latter, the of ditto-e-S, Paupers of other houses-4.
Offiseeunty for good management, as well as the sanscers of dItto-5.
~traDgers.-The8?
five last
faction to the public not a little weakened. If two cases may be considered as belonging to the
copies of one and the same original (the waste book) lIfisbehariour-bool..';:
III. Heads for a commay be of use in the character of checks,of howmuch
plamt-book-I.
TIme (day. hour, and minute)
greater use will not t'":o orlgJna; acco~ts be, kept -2. By whom-3.
Against whom, or whatby twouncommumca.tmg hands
For instance, m 4. Concerningwhat-5.
Towhom-6.
Bywhom
the case of :u:.leles transferred from house to house, examined into-7.
Witness or witnesses exathe transfer-imcard« book of the one house, and the mmed-8.
By whom decided upon-9.
Time
transfer outwards boo~ of the otber.-In the public when decided npon-IO.
TIme employed in
accounts, the mel/tad IS the method called tor by
the subject-matter and the occasion, and the Iangua.qe is the language in use with everybody. Would
To save the delay and danger of error that
public account. be rendered the clearer, by trans- mil(ht result from determining in the first instance
latmg them into a language composed entirely of to what methodical head they belong ~d
to
fictions, and understood by nobody but the higher
preserve a. constant assurance that nothing is omitclass of merchants and their clerks?
ted.
:::If there be an o.ffU:ers' ~oflr-boOl.,
it
The real use of the peculiarines which characterize
the Italian mode, might be a subject well worthy should he separate from the common mlSbehaviourof invesngatron,
1 mean in the SItuations in whIch
book, and kept by a separate hand. 1?e name of
in the case
it is at present employed; for here every purpose the offender need not be entered-nor
of the Italian mode might be answered, and an- of a tirst offence ought to he: the entry itself would
swered in perfection-(I
give It as the result of a be a punishment, and that a severe one. When a
particular and very laborious inquiry) by a set of baker IR fined for short weight, publication IS held
heads, taken exclusively from the ordmary lan- up to him in terrorem, as an ultimate punishment
guage.
for delinquency otherwise mcorrigible.
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the examination-H.
Decision-12.
Decision,
by whom executed-(if
it be a case calling
for execution)-13.
Time, &c., when executed.
Provision against suppression of complaints,
where a pauper is complainant.-Time
for complaming, a. time when the whole official estabhshment is assembled-right
of having the
complaint entered m the book.-Complaints
by paupers against paupers, will of course
have officers for judges.-An
appeal will ill
tha t case be a complaint against the officer who
a.cted as Judge.
At every visitanon (see Ch.
v. OjJicial Establishment)
the governor bound
to present to the visitors the books, exhibiting the complaints made by paupers, whether
against officers, or against the management,
for a certain time back.
Complaints against
the management not to be repeated by paupers
after having been decided upon by the General
Board.
Punishment for complaints adjudged
rash as well as groundless-still
more if maliciO'U., and made for the purpose of 'OOJ:ation.
Unexampled perfection, of which the system
of procedure is susceptible in snch a situation
-the
result, partly of the discipline, but principally of the architecture.
Delmqnency known
the instant of its being comnntted : defendant,
complainant,
witnesses-(if
distmct from the
complainant)-judges-everybody-on
the
spot :-delinqllency,
complaint, trial, sentence,
execution-might
all be included-and
WIthout injustice-in
the compass of the same minute." Punishment may here be the less setere,
in proportion as the certaintu of It is the more
entire: but in proportion as 'punishment is cer-

* The mode of procedure obserced by a wise and
good man in private life, in the character of a father
or the master of a family, wuhm the sphere of hIS
authority-the
procedure of the domestic ttl bunal
-is a standard by which the fitness of a system of
Judicial procedure-the procedure of pubhc tribunals
-may be tried :-the mode of procedure observable
in such a ttl bunal as that of the proposed industryhouse, is a standard of still greater sirnphcity and
perfection: the real difficulties, that in some ceses
obstruct the procurement of evidence, constitute
but one cause indeed, but that the principal one, of
the necessity which really exists In same cases of
deviatmg from these standards.--Compare
with
either of them the rcfusa.l to examine parties in the
conmum law coUrtS~IVJ! as well as cnmmal=-and
the practice of exammmg partres-s-but In wntmg
only, and after a SIX weeks" month's, and fortnight's time for fabrication-e-m what are called the
eqUl/.1J courts.-Delay ISspoken of, by Montesqnieu,
as if it were of the essence ofjustICe; and as if the
greater the delay, the better the Justice. But delay WIthout special cause-c-all delay that takes place
of course, and previous to the knowledge of the case
-is-so
long as it lasts--znjusttce.
Lawyers, under
the notion of coming at the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth-lawyers
of all nations-have, in the instance of certain classes of WItnesses,
(drffenng ill their list of these classes without end,)
refused to Judge whether the narrative be, or be not,
a true one :-assummg, that there are but two degrees of probity, in this respect, among mankindthat of the et¥Jr-'!"".Q, and that of the nPt'l',-i!lI1lY-

tain, tklinq_y will be rare. In ease of complaints of a serious kind, (such as those which
constitute a legal charge, civil or criminal,) the
Industry-house
itself will be a perfect, and the
only proper, sa.fe-cUl!tody house: by a common
jail, such as common jails are at present, a
scratch in the moral character would be mflamed into a death-wound.-{See
Book iii. Ch.
viii. Imprisonment,
eto.)
In case of a complaint by a pauper against
a stranger, if the strauger will not make up
the matter, or it be a matter not fit to be made
up, the consequence of a decision grven against
the stranger, will be a report from the house
to the general Direction-Board-of
which report, If confirmed, the consequence will be an
order to prosecute.-Unexampled
degree of
protectrou thus secured to the pauper-population :-thence
a degree of security, from which,
by the intricacies and expenses, partly natural,
partly factitious, of legal procedure, the selfmaintaining poor-that
is the great bulk of the
community-c-are
debarred.
(See Defence of
Usury, and Protest against Law Taxes.)
The black-book w!Ii be of use chiefly by its
name; the matter of it will have already found
a place in the misbehu1:iour-book. cases either
of hzgh delinquency, or of conspicuous pertinacity, (both classes rather Ideal than probable
in such a situation) will be the only ones proper to be put upon it.
lUd-book.The instances of the application
of the peculiar premium pnnciple, will constitute the ordinary matter of the red-book: uncalled-for, and unexpected marufestatrons
of
merit, the extraordinary.
The chaplain, the
" recording angel :"-one amongst other means
of encompassing with sentiments of love and
veneranon the Idea of this officer, the special
guardian of religion and good morals,
Chap. XI. ApPROPRIATE ESTABLISHMENTS-viz. for the Insane, &c.-In
the instance of
some of the classes, appropriate houses may be
b
of use: th.e appropriation
being special,
ut
not eJ:clUB%re;t~at IS, the complement of the
establishment bemg made up out of th~ ot~er
classes, rather than room or officers time
) should be unemployed :-the
central-inapecbon-architecture
obviating whatever inconvenience might result from the aggregation, if,
instead of being but apparent, it were real.
--Classes
requiring appropriate
establisht
I Th 1
II The D .~ nil
men s.- e 71sa.ne. . .
eaJ a
Dumb.
III. The Bll~d-m
some ~ases.
Reasons fo; collecting together, mto app~
pnate establishments,
persons atfucted WIth
the above mfirmities-I.
Reasons applying to
the curable classes of the insane.
1. Benefit
of appropriate
medical curation and attenand not considering, or not sufficiently considering,
that a refusal to hear any sort of wItness-how depraved soever-Is a license to eommit, 111 the presence of that sort of witness, all Imaginable crimes,
Apply these rules of maudibihty to a population
composed exclusn ely of convicted felons.
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dance. 2. Giving to the patients the whole time, whose case is so generally overlooked by the
and entire attention, of the medical curator,
writers on education : partly (it should seem)
undivided by miscellaneous practice.
3. En- as not being worthy of their notice; partly as
larging the field of his observanon and experinot lying within their reach.
ence. 4. Benefit of SUitable mstruction and
Education is the conduct of the individual
superintendence,
in respect of employment.
5. through the early part of hfe.
Ridding the ordinary houses of an annoyance.
The proper end of education is no other than
II. Reasons applying to the case of the deaf the proper end of hfe-u-ellbeing.
and dl~mb; also to the bluui, especially to
The wellbeing here in question is, partly
children born blind, or become so at an early
that of the mdividual to be educated, partly
age.
1. Benefits of appropriate education.
2. that of the parties at whose expense, and by
As well as attendanoe=-mstructron-c-and
su- whose care, he is to be educated-s-vrz. the properintendence-in
respect of employment.posed Company .-in respect of the wellbeing
The deaf and dumb are of sound mind, or upon of the child, they are as guardians,
m respect
the footing of idiots, according to the care be- of their own, they are as Masters.
stowed upon them at an early age.
From the commencement
to the conclusion
III. Reasons applymg to the case of the ill- of the period of education, (comprising m tlus
curably insane-:1pprOpriate
attendance,
and country the first twenty-one years of hfe.) the
(where susceptible of employment) instruction
field of education comprises the whole of the
and superintendence.
The insane of different ' individual's time.
descnpnons-c-sueh
as curable and incurable,
The time of an mdividual is employed, partly
susceptible and uususceptible of employment,
in acti'lle occupations, partly m repose which is
dangerous and innoxious, &c.-are
not to be the absence of them all.-LIst
of the ends or
eonsidered as necessanly allotted to the same object» to one or more of which all occupations
establishment, one class as another, by reason
ought here to be drrected.c-T. For the advanof their common attribute of insa7Ilt!/, but may tage of the Company, as well as his own. 1.
be aggregated to other establishments, and WIth Profit of the pecuniary kind, the fruit of proother infirm classes, according to the nature of ductive industry.-II.
For Ins own advantage,
their respective cases.
(See Ch. ni. Separa- m respect of his present condrtion in the aptioll and Aqgregation.)
prentice-state,
2. Comfort (meluding amuseChap. XII.
PAUPER EDUCATloN.-An in- ment.)
3. Continuation of existence (viz. by
quiry concerning the best method of providing
nourishment.)
4. Health.
5. Strength.
6.
for the non-adult classes of the pauper po- Cleanlmess.
7. Personal secnnty.-lIl.
Partpulation commg under the management of the ly for his own advantage-in
respect of hIS
proposed Company-that
is,for each individual,
future condition after emancipanon-c-parrly
dunng the period of his non-age-e-requires
for for the advantage of the public at large.
B.
its answer a complete plan of education, adapt- Faculty of selt-mamtenance,
9. Faculty of
ed to this numerous div ision of the community.
self-amusement.
10. Intellectual strength. 11.
The importance of the inquiry IS in the joint
Moral health.
12. Military strength.
13 Faproportion of the advantage to the multitude
culty of pleasing.
14. Re ligious affections.
of the individuals concerned, and of the deqree
15. Suitable mstructlou=-inerrucuon
In all
of influence wluch=-m
the situation in quessuitable pomts of art and knowledge.
tion-a
plan for this purpose may be expected
Among these obiects, some lead £0 others;
to manifest.
The In"ltitude included under
many are compassed by one and the same 00the denommation of the poor, compose the bulk
cupation -in some mstances, the connexion IS
of the community :-mneteen
twentieths might
necessary; III others, It 1<; dependent on maperhaps be found to belong to that class :-in
nagement, and presents a Wide field for nnthe condition of one of these twentieths, the provement:
and here comes in the application
plan in question would exercise a direct and all- of the sacral use principle, spoken of in Ch.
commanding authority;
and over the remainIv.-Examples-R<,pose
and comfort sweeten
der a very consrderable.i--and
finally, perhaps,
the time occupied 111l1utrition.*-Clfanliness
IS
an all-prevailing-though
less certain, and im- subservient to health, comfort, and the faculty
mediate, influence.
If, in point of real imporof pleasing.
Producure industr.~ IS naturally,
tance, the education of the rich can bear any
thouj{hnotnecessarlly,accompamedby(bodily)
comparison WIth that of the poor, it can only health, strenath, til,' faculu; of se(f-mailltenance,
be in respect of the influence which the con- and moral health -by
management, not only
duct of the former class has over the latter. In may the connexion between these objects be
the situation proposed, the conduct of the poor milch strengthened, but intellectual strengtir. anti
will depend-not
upon the remote and casual
comfort, (in the shape of amluement,) be added
inflnence of the rich, in the way of example or to the group.-Learnmg,
otherwise of little
casnal communication, but upon the direct and
value.s--unless by being subservient to intellecconstant exercise of plastic power. The influ- tual st>-eligth, is, (if suitable in kind.) capable of
ence of the schoolmaster on the conduct of the being made subservient to the faculty of se(fpupil in ordinary life, is as nothing, compared
lIlailltenance--tothe
facultyofselj-alllU8clnrnfwith the influence exercised by the Company
----------- - ---over these its wards. Yet these are the classes
" Concerning which, see Ch. Yi.-Dlct.
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to m<:ral Maltk-to
the faculty of pleming--and to religious affeotioflB.-MiJitary
strength
(of use principally to the public) is naturally
enough subservient to comfort, (i, e. to amusement,) and to the faculty of pleasing.-The
faculty of pleasing depends upon native comeliness, (the gift of nature, not of education,) upon
health, strength, cleanli7le8S, intellectual strength,
and moral Malth. * Of religious affections,
moral health is in tbis world the great use.
From suitable instruction
(Buitable art and
know/edge) these sublime affections, as well as
intelkctual
strength, may derive nourishment
and increase.-Amongst
active occupations
(occupations
accompanied
with strong exercise) there is one, viz. BtCimming, peculiarly
subservient
to personal security-applying
to
a danger, against wbich there is no constant
security by any other means :-and to this advantage IS added comfort, (mcludmg amusement,) health, strength, deanli7le8S, and even in('rease of strength (by increase of security) in a
military VIew.
Of diet and dotlting, (two of the efficient
causes of comfort and continuation of existence,)
mention has been made in the Ch. vi. and
vii.: -of ollCupations, considered as directed to
pecuniary profit, in the Ch. iv. and viii. :-of
the accession of military strength, that might
be derived from the apprenticeship
system,
mention will be made in Ch. x. of the next
book.-Of
the remaining principles of education, relative to these and the several other
objects, a compressed view may be exhibited
by the following RULES and OBSERVATIONS:
I. In the whole system of occupations, and
in each occupation in particular, the attainment
of the several objects enumerated, in the greatest possible number, and each in the highest
possible degree, (regard being had to their respecnve degrees of subserviency to the general
end.) ought to be kept in view.
2. Of absolute repose, considered as the total
negation of all active occupations, the quantity
allowed ought to be, the least that can be made
sufficient for health and strength.t
3. The efficient causes of positive dislXYfllfort
being absent, comfort (amusement included)comfort, even where it is but the collateral resuit, IS the natural concomitant, of the several
occupations wbich have for their objects or effecis-repose,(
especially after strong exercise,)
nutrition, health, strength, cleanliness, personal
secunty, the exercise of the faculty of pleming,
and the consciousness of possessing it; and, by
suitable management, it may be infused into
those wbich have for their objects intellectual
strength, moral health, military strength, religi.. In the higher hnes of Me, it is moreover culti vated by instruction of a particular cast, directed
exclusively to this object.
t Sleep 18 not life, but the cessation of life: lying
a-bed without sleep, is a habit productive of relaxation, and thence pernicious to bodily health: and in
as far as it 18 idleness, pernicious to moral health.

GUS affections, and ruitabk imtruetitm: and, towards the close of the period, the lists of comforts may be closed and crowned by matrimonial society; of wbich comfort is naturally the
object, though the continuation of the species,
with its attendant
comforts and anxieties, is
another fruit of it.
4. Strong exercises, seem in the instance or
most individuals to be, in some proportion or
other, necessary to the perfection of health and
strength;
and in particular, in non-adults, to
the development of strength:
and the greater
the proportion of such exercises, infused into
the mass of occupation, without excessive fatigue, or the support given by artificial stimulants, the better both for health and strength.
5. To answer in perfection the purposes of
health and development of strength, a system
of exercise taken together, should be general
in respect of the parts concerned in it, not local: It should find employ for every limb and
every muscle: it should not be confined to particular limbs, or particular motions of the lunbs.
6. Of the occupations which, having profit
for their object, come under the head of productive labour, health, and strength, (supposing a due admixture, as above of the different
species of labour,: )-health,
strength, and even
comfort, will be the natural, though but collateral results.
7. In the choice of occupations (due provision bemg made for health and strength, as
above-mentioned)
productive Ia.bour ought to
take the lead: and that to such a degree, that
no part of the time allowed by religion to be
employed in productive labour, ought to be
employed in any occupation directed exolusrvely to any other object, the portions of time
allotted in each day to repose, nutrition, cleanliness, and religion, ouly excepted.
8. In particular, no portion of time ought to
be directed exclusively to the single purpose or
comfort;§
but amusement, as well as every
other modification of comfort, ought to be infused, in the Ia.rgest possible dose which economy admits of, into every particle of the mass
of occupations by wbich time is filled.
9. The period preceding the birth of the faculty of productive labour, with the addition
of those intervals of time from which, though
not occupied by religious services, productive
labour stands excluded by religious prohibitions, compose the time proper to be bestowed
amongst the several other objects.

:::Out-door, with in-door-Ioco-motive,
withstationary---strong, with gentle exercise.-8ee
above
Ch. iv, Pn'TWtfJles of Management.
§ Make amusement, (s.e, comfort,) the sole end
in view, regardless of those other objects, /I, sacrifice, not only of those other objects, but of comfort
Itself, will be apt to be the result. Those children
are by no means the happiest, whose amusement
is the most studied :-in particular, whose amusement is studied and provided for at the gt'eate~t
expense. The faculty of leading to profit, either
at once, or through the paths of dexterity and Skill,
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10. Instruction considered in the lump, the
time of its commencement should be the earli.-st possible : and, in determining the earltest
time possible, the commencement of physteal
capacity, (ascertainable by experiment as well
as observation,) not usage--should be the guide.
11. In determining
the quantity of instruction to be administered
within a given compass of time, practicability-not usage-should
be the measure. *
12. In the choice of subject.matters of instruction, utility-not
usaqe-&hould be the guide.
13. In regard to the order of commencement, as between study and study, natural facihty, not usage, should be the arbiter.
14. The utihty in view ought to bear refereuce-s-in the first place to the situation of the
individual. during the appreuticeship;
in the
next place, to his situation in the world at large,
after the cxprration of It.t
BOOK III.

COLLATERALBENEFITS.

INTRODUCTloN.-Taken in its narrowest extent, the object or scope of a system of provrSIOn in relation to the bnrdensome part of the
poor, Is-the
affording mere subsistence to all
persons actually in a state of indigence, and
willing to accept of relief upon the terms on
which It is thought fit to be offered.
An establishment
being instituted for the purpose,
whatever further benefits-to
the burdensome
poor, to the self-mamtaining
poor, or to the
public at large;
whether
in the shape of
employment,
pecnmary
assistance,
security
against depredation, or other moral eVils-security agamst death, or other physical evilscomfort-aceommodation
-useful
instruction
is a property that may destroy the value of an occupsnon in the character of an amusement, III the
eyes of a fond and prejudiced parent, but will not
so much as diminish It in the estimation of the
child. Forty pounds is no uncommon price for a
house provided for the lodgment of a waxen child,
and for the amusement of a human one :-forty
pounds, by which, on the proposed plan, lodging
for ever might be provided for eight children such
as he: while his very amusement, duration as well
tntensity taken into the account, might have been
mueh ~etter provided for by his bemg led to take
:' part In the makmg of the house, than. by a!l the
mdu~
that could be employed In gettlllg him to
look at It, when brought to him ready made.
* Not but that usage may With advantage be
taken for a mark to aim at-pronded
it be not
the most geMral but the most adrantaaeous usage:
-&lid 80 long as'the quautlty afforded 'by that best
usage be taken-not
for the ,na.rimum-but for the
minimum. That the greatest quantity administered
aJly'!here, may be administered every where, is
~:
that & yet [!Teater than that greatest quantlty may be, ~lllistered
everywhere, I~probable.
. t The 'JuestIOn whether any lll~ruetlOn of the
lIterary kind ought to be administered, and the
det&ils of the system of instruction which, If any,
would be the properest to be administered in such
a situation, must be reserved for the body of the
work.
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--{)r in any other shape,-may
be found capable of being ingrafted on this stock, may be
termed, with reference to that direct and principal object, collateral benefits.
Under every other system that has been
either exemplified or proposed, the task, even
in its narrowest extent, is too great-by
much
too great, for any means that can be spared.
Under the proposed system-Under
a Company, instituted on mercantile principles, with
an undirided. authority,
extending over the
whole field of aotion=-furmshed
with a competent stock of land and caplfal-acting according to the system of management, and that
management
registered and made pubhc aecordmg to the system of Book-ki;eping, above
pointed out+-nerther
the extra-business
here
about to be proposed, nor a superstructure
even of much greater extent, would be too
broad for the foundation.
Of these extra benefits, or collateral results, some take place, of
themselveS--{)thers
by means of a particular
direction given to labour, without any addition
to the quantity of it.-Those
which require expense, in most instances either find or provide
ample funds for the detraymg each of them its
own expense.
Some may be found to be pure
sources of profit-considerable
and Increasable
profit, over and above the expense, or even
without expense :-while,
of such as may be
attended with expense, the neat expense, takmg them all together, would be as nothing in
comparison with the sum of pro tit deducible from
the rest.
Considered with regard to its pressure on the intellectual
faculties, the whole
burden of management
may be pronouuced
light and mconsiderable.m comparison with that
which has been sustained wrth so much success
by the East India Company, for such a train
of years, especially since the Improvements
made in the constitution of that imperial body,
b h
I
f l' I
t
y t e super-rmperia
power 0
ar ramen (See Book v. Ch. v.)--"'Isdom-true
wisdom
consists-not
in the seantilless of IIlmsuns-but
m the amplitude of Illeans.
Chap. 1. E\lPLOYMENTSECI'RED.-Certamty
of the Company's being able, (so long as land
is not wantmg,) to find employment for any
multitude that can present Itself.-Necessary
cost of mamtenance-for
men, not so much as
4d. a-day: capacity of yielding return of labo
tittle"
as ls.-return
treble the
ur, no so I
, .
expense.
For women, .cost of. m~llltenance
I not more than 3d. capacity of YIelding return
by labour not so little as 6d.-return,
double
the expense.
Non-adults, on the apprenticeship footing, on terms of permanency,
and
thence still more advantageous.-(
See Book v.
Ch. ii, Pecuniary Estimales.}--Were the balance on the profit side less, the hberation of
the individual would indeed be less speedy,
b t the acco plishment of the benefit in its'
u
m
'" '
d
utmost ~xtent,n~t the less certam.
ith Ian
and capital sufficient, worse t~an common ~anagement would suffice for this: and securities
for better than common management have been
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provided.-(See
Book ii. Ch. iv. and x.-and
Bee Book v. Ch. v.)--All
the hands here in
question, are able by the snpposition;
inability
being already provided for by the principal
and fundamental part of the system :-physical inability may, taking the country throughout, be considered as a fixed quantity,
not
snseeptible of ll.uctuations, as want of employment is.
Company's employment, however, is but a.
make-shift-s-a, dernier resort.-Free
employment is the primary and preferable
object:
preferable as to the employment-lacking
hands,
because liberty and superior pay go along with
it: preferable as to individual employers, because profit on their part goes along with it:
and because in their instance the supply of it
operates in satisfaction of a demand, which by
the supposition exists already, and wants only
to be made known.
This being the case, the terms given by the
Company ought not to be so high as the terms
given by individuals,
much less higher: because, in either case, individuals would every
now and then find their supply of hands narrowed by this means.
Ou the contrary, the
affordmg to individuals
a positiu assistance
in this respect, ought to be added to the list
of the Company's obhgations:
for otherwise a
number of profit-yieldrug hands, who, by means
of a. suitable channel of intelligence,
might
have been made to find their way to mdividual
employers, might fall to the Company's share.
The refuse of the population, a.ble as well as
unable, is the lot best adapted to the situation
of the Company.
It is natural that it should
fall to their share, because, a.fter experience
a.t least, it is natural for men to prefer liberty
to confinement, independence
to dependence:
it is desirable, on all accounts, that it should
!'a.1lto their share, and tha.t as little else should
fall to their sha.re as may be: it IS better for a
good workman to fall to the share of a private
employer, as well on account of the employer,
as on that of the workman:
it is better for a
bad hand to fall to the share of the Company
--on account of private employers, that they
may escape being troubled with him-on
his
own account even, because the Company possess such means of making him better, as the
private employer does not possess; and since
they do possess those means, the possession of
the workman, bad as he is when he comes to
them, will, so long as the Company prescribe
the terms, be no disadvantage to the Compa.ny.
Demand for labour might as well not eM,
as not be knoum to those who have the labour
to bestow: in as far then as, under the existing order of things, this demand fails of being
thns known, thus to came it to be known is as
.muoh as to create it. The thing requisite for
this purpose is a ohannel of intelligmoe-a regular and constant channel of intelligenceeo-extensive with the demand for employment
on the one hand, and that for la.bour on the
other.-Articles
requisite
to constitute
this

channel

of intelligence-I.

Gazette: a publication

Th6 .EtllpWymetJt

rendered accessible to
all by its cheapness: rendered cheap by being
cleared of all matter foreign to this purpose.
The Company could render it free of expense
to the employment-lacking
hands, by printing
and circulating it at their own charge, waiting
for their indemnification to a later stage of the
business.-II.
A system of EmplQyment-RegiBter and Intelligenoe-O.ffices, spread all over the
country at equal and convenient distances:a set of constant statutes, (as the term is in some
countries for those marts for labour, which serve
m that capacity fOTno more than one or a few
days m the year.)
These for particular inquiry: the gazette for offers of service, and
offers of employment, in general terms.-To
this purpose the system of Industry-houses
is
already supposed to be adapted.-See
Book ii.
Ch.vui.
Mode of Ad'Certising.-A
master-employer,
wanting hands, to apply at any Industry-house
most convenient to him, paying so much a-piece
(say Is.) for every hand he wants: this, lest
he should advertise for more than he means
to employ-for
the purpose of having the more
to choose out of, or of swelling the apparent
magnitude of hrs business :-fruitless
journies
after sham offers is an inconvenience that will
thus be guarded against.-Deposit
(say lOs.
each) to be returned for every hand, the acquisition of whom is mentioned in a subsequent
counter notice of supply. This, as before, to
prevent disappointment,
by preventing
the
continuation of offers which would not be realized.
This counter-notice should be inserted
by the Company in the next EmploymentGazette.-The
offers should be numbered :-to
indicate the total numbers, and for the purpose of being referred to in counter-notices
of
supply.
An employment-lacking
hand to pay
for insernon (say one-fourth) of the daily pay
he declares himself willing to accept: 1. To
prevent wanton offers, as above: and, 2. Because if it were known that employment-lacking hands might make known their offers without any check from the expense, master-employers would lie by in expectation
of such
offers, partly to save the fees, partly to get
hands on the cheaper terms, by receiving offers,
instead of making them.
The master is the
party from whom it seems best that the offer
should come: since, having a.n employment
already, and wanting hands for that employment, and that only, it is for him to specify
what it is :-what
an employm.ent-laokill9 hand
wants, is rather money than employment: many
will be willing to undertake,
With or without
reservation, any employment by which money
is to be got.-No
dep08it here; sufficient counter-notice being insured by the master's deposit, and the employment-lacking
hands not being alwa.ys able to a.fford it.-By
prcetice
(which might be anticipated
in some sort by
intelligence)
these advertisements
wonld, on
both sides, be thrown into settled forflfl; in tho
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framing of which, amplitude of matter and
conciseness of expression would be the main
objects in view: points oJ character would come
to be digested under heads :-general
heads,
of the moral cast, applying to hands in general: particular heads, of the professronal cast,
applying to this or that class of hands.-Examples of general heads-I.
Age. 2. Character in respect of honesty, sobriety, good temper, assidurty, despatch, dexterity, &c.
3.
Employment
desired, exclusively
or preferably.
4. Number of years' experience m that
or similar employments
(naming them.)
5.
Wages demanded, &c.
To the Industry-house
hands, the benefit of
the Employment-Gazette
nnght be given qraiis:
the Secretary, under the drrecnon of the Governor, and with the privity of the rest of the official estabhshment,
digesting and methodismg
their offers. The same matter In two different
fOrIDS:-1. According to the occupation~ in
which employ is wanted; 2. According to the
class of hands by which it is wanted.-Classes
to be distmguished
m this pomt of vlew-1.
Free hands at liberty immediately.
2. Selfliberation hands, at hberty after the debt IS
worked out. 3. Bonded hands-e-Hands not
suffered to leave the Industry-House
but upon certain conditions-for
which see Ch. ii,
Mendicity extirpated-and Ch. ui. Habitual
Depredation
ezurpated. - These, WIth their
drvisrons, as per TABLE OF CASES CALLING
FOR RELIEF.
4. Out-poor hands-viz.
selfmaintaming
handsnot belonging to any
Industrv-house.-The
numbers of candidates
for each employment,
w ithin a given period,
at (or, in the case of self-maintammg hands,
resuunt ne£Ir to) each Industry-house,
should
be noted.
Under both heads, notice of the
amount of increase or decrease, as thus1. Offers rematnwg on the last day of publication, so many.
2. Fresh offers, so many.
3. Gone off SInce the last day, so many.
4.
Remaining at present, so many .-Returns
from
situations distant from the place or places of
pubhcation, would of course come III later and
later, in proportion to the drstance : hence another source of drvision and arrangement,
regulated by the course of the post.-General
totals and balances, every year, or oftener.
The established CONI returns afford somethmg
like an example, though of course not near so
complex and volummous.
The press to be set
at one place only, VIZ. London, or at several
parts of the country at once, according to the
quantity of the matter.-For
example:
Home
Counties, northern, and western-a
place for
each.
Each Industry-house
would be a general repository for the series of these gazettes,
as well as a place of resort for the explanation
of their contents.
The walls of the approach
wonld be a proper receptacle for these gazettes,
if printed only on one side.-(See
Book ii.
Ch. iii. Buildings and Land.}-- Very small
fees for search and inquiry, (say 1d.) just sufficient to prevent wantonly-troublesome
appli-
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cations.
A receipt to this amount wonld be
sufficient for the expense; clerks being trained
up out of the apprentice stock, maintained or
paid according to the frugal plan of the house.
To render the provision perfect, by grvmg to
the benefit in VIew its utmost possible degree
of extension, would require the use of the system of Industry-houses
in their further proposed capacity of [ruaality-inns, and frugnlitytracellinq stages, whereby an employment-lacking hand, though penny less, would be enabled
to travel from any part of the country to any
other.*-(See
Chap. vll.)--Hence
one out of
so many reasons for placing the Industry-houses
at distances as equal as possible.
Less immediate effects and uses of the institution, over and above the more immediate
ones of affording subsistence and occupation,
on the most advantageous
terms, to employment-lacking
hands, and hands to masteremployers-I.
Promotmg the augmentation
of scanty wages. 2 Promotmg the reduction
of exorbitant wages. 3. Promoting steadiness
in the rate of wages. 4. Preventing combmanons among masters for smkmg or keeping
down wages.
5. Preventmg
combinations
among working hands for ral"mg or keeping
up wages.
6. Keeping present to their 'lew
tables of rates of wages, that (for themselves
and childrgn) they may make a timely choice
of the most profitable and least over-loaded
occupations.
7. Reducing the prices of commodiues, m as far as kept up by exorbitant
wages+
8. The Employment-Gazette
and
Regrater Will be a useful check; and, With the
help of the -r:isitation plan, the complaint-book,
and the all-comprehensiveness
and perfect publicity of the rest of the book-keeping plan, an
effectual check agamst contrivances
on the
part of the Company or its local agents, for
keeping out of free employment, and thence
keepmg to the Company and themselves the
most profitable hands.
The rate of a man's
pay IS public; the goodness of his performances
are open to inquiry : if he disputes, in any
point, the character given of him by the agents
of the Company, he may refer to other testimomals.:::

* At present, If a single man be a self-conveying
animal, a poor man WIth a family is Virtually immoveable: and if, without hIS family he goes 10
quest of employment, be is punished by the pansh
as for desertion, under the name of a vagrant.
t Exorbitant wages, and still more deep tluctuatmg wages, are the bane of happiness as well as
morality,
among improvident and uncultivated
mind>. Stagnanon IS ruin: a fall produces the
sensation of a tax: a rise drives a man mto sensual
excesses '---excesses which, in one who, for want
of education, has no fund of self-omusement; no
other tastes to gratIfy, a.re fatal to health, industry,
and content.
::: Even previonsly to the institution of the froposed Company, no ineonsiderable
advance might
be made towards the equahsanon and stabtlitatum
of wages, by Tables rf Trades, or (to speak more
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On the plan here proposed, maintenance
coupled wIth employment-preservative
and
improving maintenance, not corruptive, as in
the idleness of the present poor-house or pensioned cottage-is rendered absolutely secure
to everybody: of the sort most eligible to present feelings, as far as the stock of that sort
will go; and where that fails, it is only by
giving place to another sort still more favourable to morality and lasting happiness.
Additional .Matter.-Intelligence
capable
of being ingrafted on the Employment-Gazette; or rather on which the EmploymentGazette might be grafted, being more certain
and regular in its amount-Periodical
(say
weekly) pauper-popUlation reports: being abstracts of the population-books of the whole
system of Industry-houses.-(See
Book ii. Ch.
x. Book-keeping.)
The escape list (including
out-rtays from furlough) would answer a further purpose, if accompanied with statements
of identIfication marks, (in French Bignalemellt,) and rewards for apprehension.
The
benefit would be extended by admitting of
escape notices from witkout doors; in the instance of children-wards,
apprentices,
arm!!
and na",y deserters, prison-breakers, and other
fugitives from justice.
Promulgation.-The
lists of offers of employmellt and offers of sereiee, articles comprising
the principal matter of the gazette, may be
distributed to the parishes in the whole or in
parts, accordmg to the chance there may be,
in the instance of each parish, of its atrording
supply to either branch of the demand. These
papers may be conveyed either by the general
post, or by and from each Industry-house within its district: they may be directed to the
parisi, clerk, the only species of public officer

whose abode is permanent, and his residence
constant and certain; to be read by him, in
the whole or in part, and then stuck up in a.
certain place within or without the church.
The Pauper-Population Report might be read
by the minister, and, by means of suitable comments and offices,be ingrafted into the Liturgy:
-prayers (deprecatory) for the unprosperous,
thanksgivings for the prosperons part, of the
results. An office of this kind would come
home to the business and bosoms of the audience: it would be-congenial to that gospel, in
which the concerns of the poor are the objects
of such anxious and distinguished notice. The
gospel itself means, in the original, good !letDS :
this would be truly gospel news. By the constancy and universality of the attention it
would excite, it would be among the most
powerful of the securities for good management, particularly in regard to the points in
which humanity and morality would be more
particularly concerned. Briefs, which solicit
attention in behalf of inconsiderable fragments
of the mass of the poor, or pretended poor,
present a very inferior title to admittance.
1 ndemllity to the ReulIue.-The utmost possible degree of cheapness is essential to that
universality of promulgation on which the
utility of this part of the plan depends. There
seems no reason why a stock of intelligence,
instituted expressly for the benefit of the
poorest classes, should, in as far as it is nere,
be taken for a source of accession to the revenue. It is no small matter that charity,
and that of so useful a sort, be administered
without expense to government. That the
revenue may not be deprived of any part of
the supply at present derived from this source,
the Compauy might compound with the Stampoffice, paying, yearly and forever, the greatest
amount ever received in a year, reckoning
(suppose) ten years back, for advertisements
of this class: in the character of a newspaper
nothing, it not being a paper of general intelligence. Escapes from without doors might
be excepted from the composition: so offers of
service from, and of employment to, domestic
servants: ma.le town servants at least, who
may be reckoned among the ourpaid classes.
The benefit to them would still be great, by
the universality of the circulation.-An indemnity to existing newspapers for the 1088 of this
source of profit seems also to be requisite.
By no other hand than that of the proposed
Company, could this invaluable national benefit be created to advantage: by government
not near 80 wll: by a loose multitude of seattered Industry-houses, under separate mangement, not pouibly.-(See Book v. CoNSTITUTIONDEFENDED.}--Theexisting law of settlements, and the existing law of apprentioukipl,*
both join in opposing the circulation of labour.

comprehensively) of projU-yteldzng Occupations,
with their correspondent earnings:-an eXIsting
publication,professingto include this object, gives
but a very small part of the number of the trades:
the author of this having collectedas many again,
without supposinghimself to have gone half wav
towards a perfectlist.-J udgmgfrom the state and
comparisonof the classes of interests concerned,
so much at least of the plan as concernsthe reducnon of exorbitant wages, bids fair for being executed; inasmuch as the parties to whose Interests
it is favourable,are the major part, as well in number as in opulence and power. The classes to
whose interests it is advantageousare--l. The class
of C01IBUmerB (that is, everybody.)-2. The class
of maBter-employers.-3. The class of under-paid
hands.- The only class to which it is disadventageous,is the class of ooer-pasd hands: to these
it cannot but be confessedto be in a certain point
of view disadvantageous,since to their immediate
feelingsit cannot but be galling-however advantageous to their lastmg interests. It is only in
some such indirect and remote, in some such gentle and uncoerciveway, that government can occupy itself, to an., good effect,either in raising,
sinking, or steadyingprices: operating not by the
creatton of inducements,but by bringing into no* This latter has been materially amended by 54
tsce inducementswhich spring of themselvesfrom Geo. III. c. 96. A1! to settlements, see editorial
other sources.
I Note at commeneement.-Ed.
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The former would vanish of course: the latter
or to this dISgUSt,considered, there can be little
has ever been a nuisance, agamst which many
doubt but that the sum of these pains taken
have protested, and for which nobody has ever
together is greater than the difference to the
pretended to find a use.
beggar in point of comfort between beggmg
Chap. II. MENDICITY EXTIRPATED.--SeCand working.
3. Discouragement to industry.
tion I. Compulsion indispensable.-The
IndusEvery penny spent IS the reward of industry:
try-house system (the Company being invested
every penny given, a bounty upon Idleness.with the necessary powers) a certam means,
The luxuries seen in many mstances to be enand, in this country, at least, the only possible
joyed by beggars, are a sort of insult to the
means,of extirpating mendicity.
In this coun- hard-working child of mdustry : by holding
try, under the existing poor laws, every man him out as a dupe, who toils and torments hnnhas a right to be maintained, in the character
self to earn a maintenance inferior to what 18
of a pauper, at the public charge: under which
to be earned by canting and grimace. 4. Faright he IS in fact, with a very few exeeptious,
cihty afforded to real crimes.e=Mendicrty,
by
(amounting not to one perhaps m fifty,) mainthe removal of shame, removes one of the chief
tamed in Idleness.
But in tlns same country
safe-guards to honesty: and to tolerate begthe condition of the common beggar IS more I gars, would be to tolerate habitual depredaeligible, m his own estimation at least, than ','tors ; for those who are now uuaroued emplouthat of a pauper, maintained m Idleness; for, uieni hands, would then, If under that name
if it were not. he would become a pauper, hav- I subjected to compulsive industry.declare
therning it m his option so to do at any time.
It' selves beggars.
5. Unfavourable influence on
would be absurd, therefore, to expect that by i happiness, even III the instance of the beggmg
any management-at
least, by any good mantribe Itself, taking the whole together.-There
agement-the
Industry-house
provision could: are many, it IS true, who, for a time at least,
be rendered generally acceptable to beggars: ; would. unquestionably,
be no inconsiderable
that is, that a system whrch affords bare main- I sufferers by the proposed change.
But the
tenance-mallltenance
III the most frugal
and I greater part wonld be gainers III point of hapleast luxurious shape-ror
that otherwise than! pmess, at least in the long run' smce-c-Iit
on the condition of workmg, as far as ability
being a property of this as of other unlabonextends, to the full amount of it, should be pre- ()US professions to be overstocked )-f()r
one
ferred to a mode of life exempt from workmgprosperous and happy beggar, there are proto the condition of 111mwho is not at present the bably many unprosperous and miserable ones ;
lowest of those who are maintained III idleness.
wretches who, notwrthstandmg,
keep lingerIf, III any country out of England, plans for ing III their wretchedness; sometimes for want
the extirpatron of mendicity without compulof power, sometimes for want of resolution. to
sion, (i. e.WIthout bodily compulsion.) have met emerge from it. The discomfort would cease
with a temporary success, no inference can be at any rate WIth the existing stock of prosperdrawn from the success of such a plan III those
()UR beggars : the benefits would be everlasting:
countries, to the success of a Similar plan m and the disturbance
of the prosperity of the
England; smce, in those countries, beggars be- prosperous ones appears to be a sacnfice necesing liable to starve, and many, doubtless, being
sary to the attainment of the benefit.
starved. the question will have been, whether
Section Ill. Ptanforthe Apprehension of Begto accept of the proffered provrsion, or starve:
!I(lrs.-Power
to any one to apprehend a beggar,
-Whplf'aS here the question would be, whether
beg!\"ing III any pubhc place. and conduct him
to accept of it. or to be mamtamed III rdleuess.
either to a constable or to the next IndustryIf, notwithstanding
the adoption of the pro- house.r-e-Obhgauon
on constables and magisposed system in other respects, begging were
trates, With power of commanding assistance.
to be tolerated, the nuisance would be much
=-Rcward
100. or 20~. advanced by the GDgreater than at present:
siuce, of those who vernor, and charged to the beggar's account.
are now maintained m idlcness in the character
The whole to the constable, If he apprehends
of paupers, multitudes,
rather than be set to on view: If on SImple mformauon, the informer
work, would become beggars.
to hJ.\ e a quarter:
If on informatiou, accomSection II. Compulsio» :iust{li«blc.-Mischiefs
pauicd with apprehension, half.-Necesslty
in
produced by the practice of beggmg-I.
In tlus case of adnutuug
the mformer as good
the instanceofpas5engersllIgeneral.considered
evidence.
Power of eomnntmont to the goveras exposed to the importunity of beggars-to
nor, 0] else to the chaplain; the latter being
some, the pain of sympathy:-no
pain, no alms- without pecuniary interest III the management.
giving ;-begging
IS a species of extortion to -InterventIOn
of a magistrate
(unless the
which the tender-hearted,
and they only, are chaplain should be nonnuated
to the magisexposed.
2. Disgust; which mlly exist where
tracy) would produce complication and delay.
there 18 110 sympathy :-the sympathy experiand might render the execution of the Jaw
ences a sort of relief by ginng;
the disgust
finds no rclief.-From
the disgust excited ,by
.. This power exists already in the case of felons,
the presence of a filthy beggar, none but the and seem' in httle dancer of being abused ; since,
equally filthy stand exempted.
ThE' multitude
III exhibrtmg the beggar, a man exhibits himself at
the same time.
of the persons subject to this pain of sympathy,

I
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less steady.· Time of detention, till the beggar's self-liberation account is balanced.-(See
further on.}--Items for which the beggar is to
be debited.-l.
Reward for apprehension, as
above. 2. Expense of conveyance.f 3. Diet,
while in the house. 4. Use of clothing and
bedding, while in ditto. 5. Medicine, or any
other articles of separate expense. 6. Individual's share ofthejointexpense ofthe house for
the time. 7. Ordinary profit upon so much of the
Company's capital as is employed in the defraying of that expense. 8. Expense of life-assurance
in this instance: i. e. equivalent for the chance
of his dying before his account is balanced.
SectionIV.Prorisiona/terDischarge.-Beg-1

gar's offer of ser~ice, for any employment of his
choice, to be previously inserted in the Employment Gazette. No discharge, however,
WIthout a responsible bondsman, (a housekeeper paying taxes.) undertaking for the giving him a specific employment, not to be withdrawn till after (suppose a week's) notice to
the house: g:rvIng:notice also to the house of
the beggar's departure, on whatever day it
happens, or the next. The beggar to enter
into a corresponding engagement on his part
--not to depart from such service without
(suppose a week's) notice to the employer;
and, upon departure, to return that same day
to the Industry-house, unless provided with
another employer, on the same terms ;-and
so toties quoties. This probation period to continne (say) a year: and at the end of it, the
beggar to be entitled to his certificate of full
emanoipation.Failure of such notice or return, to be considered as an escape, and advertised as such m the Emplo!JfMnt Gazette, With
a reward quadruple to the original one. In
case of a relapse into the begging trade, the
original reward doubled; in case of a secoud
relapse, quadrupled: and so on, doubling it
each t1me.-The self-liberation account not to
be balanced by money, but by labour (otherwise rich beggars might, in despite of the provision, continue their trade) or, if balanced by
money, only in part. By coming In as a volunteer, a beg~ar will save himself from the
expense of b~mg pressed, and from. ~he cl?g
of the probatwn pario<!. The proVlSlOnWIll
tend so far to execute Itself.
Section V. Erosions o~iated.-Classes
that
mnst he considered as beggars, or the provisions would be nugatory. 1. Offerers of pretended services to passengers.-Examples:
Street and road sweepers-Layers of boards
over kennels-Link-bearers-the
two last are
to be .
f
..
apt
In con ederacy wlt~ pick-pockets,
2.Pretende?hawkers.--.-Hawkin~~obedeemed
a pretence, If the quantity remammg exposed

* In the Shrewsburyhouseof industry, a Similar
power is vested in the Board of Directors.
t As in case of a beggarunable, or pretending
to be unable, to 'walk; or in case of his being rafrsctory, and extra assistance hired. This will
render it the beggar'sinterest not to give unneeessary trouble.

I

II

to sale be too small to a.fForda profit equal to
a day's subsistence. .Licencill might serve to
distinguish the real from the pretended. Acceptance of alms, in a road, street, or other
public place, with or without previous petition,
sufficient emdence of begging :-dumb show
may be as expressive as words.
Section VI. AlrMgi'CerS unpunidable.-l.
Penalties on gi~er8 of alms would be fleed/as;
since if nobody durst take, nobody could give.
2. Unpopular: being penalties on the exercise
of what, in respect of the disposition and motive, or apparent motive, at least, could not
be denied to be a virtue. 3. Obstructi'!Je of the
end in view : since, in the case of begging by
dumb show, it would take oft' the only emdence.-Punishment is out of the question on
both sides: even in the case of the beggar,
what I. proposed to be done is no more a punishment, than sending a boy to school is a.
punishment. No pain inflicted on purpose, for
the purpose of operating on others by the prospect of it: and the duration of the discipline
is made to depend upon the exertions of the
party subject to it :-in the instance of the
lazy hand, as in the instance of any industrious self-liberation hand.
Section VII. ExistingRemediesifiCOfflpetent.Remedy Ist, Punishment under the Vagrant
Act, &c.(17 Geo. II. Ch. v.) The effect of this
provision is rather to obstruct the design than
promote it.-Whipping does not give employment. Imprisonment in a common jail, so far
from giving employment, excludes a man from
it: besides corrupting him, by aggregating him
WIth bad characters of all sorts, out of the
reach of all tutelary aggregation and inspeetion.-The prisons called house« of correction
are not universal; and where they exist they
afford little or notlung of correction but the
name. They either afford him no employment
at all, or an employment which will be no resource after discharge: an employment not to
be had elsewhere, because not a.fFordinga maintenance to the workman, together with an adequate profit to a master-employer.t
2. The
:::List of requisItes, the C01lCUrrence of which is
necessaryto the carrying on a branch of manufacturing industry without loss. 1. Building suitable
-in point of space--matenals-dimensions-and
diVlsions.-2.Landsuffielent.-3. Appropriatestock
of all kinds, in hand or at command,in sufficient
9.uan~ltyand value.--4. Scaleof the establishment,
m pomt of number of hands, &c., ~
enoughto
affordad~q~te recompensefor a suitably-qualified
manage~s tlme.---.'i.Modeor ~rmsof management,
mereantile-c-themanager having a sufficient peeuniary interest in the success.--6. Stock of hands so
circumstanced,as to be dependedupon for a contmuance.-7. AppropriateinstructlOnadministered.
-8. The managmghands,by education and habits.
qualified for the eharge.--9. A system of bookkeeping appropriate, adequate,and regular.
The existence of these united requisites,in here
and there an instance, would avail nothing,unless
it were universal; since the preparingfor the beggar, in one district, allace of receptionwhich was
not to his taste, waul but drive him into another.
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law is itle.reeutabk.-The
mere want of jailroom would itself be a physical bar to the execu tion of it. The spare room in all the existing jails and houses of correction put together
would scarcely lodge, much less set to eork; the
beggar' alone, Without reckoning the uRaoowedemployment hands, and other classes aimed at
by the act. Were it even capable of being
executed, the necessary parties would not generally concur with the degree of willmguess
requisite for the execution of it :-maqistrates
not, were it only in consideration of the useless expense to the public:
constahles not,
through compassion, and fear of odium: pnvate informers not, the reward being so small,
and, on account of the known disinclination of
the other parties, the trouble of the business
being so much more certam than the success.
Hence It is, that (excepting the punishment of
here and there an indrvidual who happens to
be particularly obnoxious) things go on as If
there were no such law: and the lnmts that
are set to the number of this tribe, are set-not by the operation of the laws, but by the
quantum of encouragement
afforded, within a
given space, to this mode of life.-If
the law
had any effect, otherwise than in the way of
casual and useless punishment, it could only
be that of driving a man out of the street mto
the poor-house: that IS, quartering hun upon
the tltllCilhng, instead of the wi/liny.
Remedy 2d.-PriMte
Bondage ;-by an old
statnte still existing, but scarcely known.-( 5
EIIz. Ch, iv.}-In
the case of males, under a
1!elf-appointed master, from any age not under
twelve, up to sixty.-Tlus
remedy, such as It
is, includes beggars no otherwise than as it ineludes everybody, certain denominations only
excepted.
2. Females do not lie quite so completely at the mercy of a self-appomted, master: servitude expires when beauty begins to
fade :-at forty years of age :-and the magIstrate has a control upon the choice. * The very
existence of a law like this, is sufficient proof
of the inefficiency of It; since the execution of
it would never be endured.
3. With all its
harshness towards the intended servant, it
holds out no adequate advantage to the intended master :-for
it affords him no adequate
means of securing either the service or the person of the bondsman.
While willmg servants
are to be had upon such easy terms,no man will
encumber himself with an unwilling one, without the power either of confining him to prevent escape;or apprehendmg him afterwards.
Parallel bettceen the proposed Remedy and the
~ing

two e.riatinq 01ltS.
RRmedy 1st.
• Proposed Remedy.

1. Whipping.

2. Scene

of

confine-

1. No whipping,
or
other punishment.
2. Scene of confine-

* .Appius, therefore, uuder this law could not
have poesessed himself of Vlr.QI1lia, without taklllg
the part that he took at Rome.
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ment, a. close prison.
3. Duration
not abridgable
by a
man's own exertions.
4. No means of industry.

ment, a spacious
country farm.
3. Duranon
abndgable by a man's
own exertions.
4. Means and habit of
industry
uninterrupted.
5. Future
lIvelihood
secured.

5. No means of future
hvehhood.

Existing

Remedy z«.

1. Term of servitude,
any
number
of
years up to fortyeight, according to
a man's age.
2. Master,
self-appomted-anybody,
be his character
ever so bad, and
temper ever so intolerable.
3. Scene,
a. private
house - unconspicuous-c-uninspectable.

I

I

I

Proposed

Reraedy.

1. Term, a very few
treeksordays more
orfewer,accordmg
to a man's own exertions.
2. Master, a man of
character and education, appointed
by a great pnbhc
company.
3. Scene, a public
establishment,
of
the most conspicuous kllld.-Management transparent, - inspection
uninterrupted
and
universal.

Chap. III. HABITt'AL DEPREDATIONEXTIItPATED.-Section
1. Measures the same in kind as
those which serve for the extirpation of mend icity, will serve and suffice, nor WIll any others
suffice, for the extirpation of habitual depredation. But here the reward may be greater, because the serrice is greater;
the mischief to
which it applies the remedy being greater, as
also the danger that may attend the rendenng
the service.
The reward being greater, the
self-liberation
period will be proportionally
longer, of course; and the probatwl1-period
may be rendered so. The necessity of compul610n is still greater here, because the repugnancy is still greater :-beggars
are so, because
they are above being paupers; habitual depredators are so, because they are above being
beggars.
It would be a sad inconsistency to
extirpate the undangerous habit, and leave the
daugerous habit untouched.
The habit of depredation may be inferred with the most perfect certainty, and without the possibility of
injury, from t~e want of honest means of livehhood, (sufficient property as well as honest
occupation included] coupled with the non-exercise of mendicity: for existence has no other
means of su pport. 'What is not known, is, whether a man ISa smuggler-a
sharper-a
coiner-a thief-a
highwayman-or
an incendiary:what is known, is, that he is one or other of
these, or several in one. This, though an in-
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direct, is an irrefragable proof-not
only of an least as many witnesses as there are parliet! to
act of depredation, bnt of a multitude of such it, and commonly many more. Under these
acts: a multitude sufficient to constitute a1tabit. circumstances, any the slightest indication of
If anyone of them were specifically proved in the want of honest livelihood may be looked
a legal way-in
the course of a cnmmal pro- upon as affording sufficient ground for puttmg
secution-a
man would be dealt with as a cri- the question-Halle
you any honest meam of
mmal: this proof being wanting, he can no li1!elihood, and if so, 'What is it 1
otherwise be dealt with than as one to whom
Indications that may be established as suffihonest employment IS necessary, and who IS cient grounds for examining a man, for the
not provided With it. The inference with re- purpose of ascertainmg
whether he has any
spect to the existence of the habit of depredasufficient means of honest livelihood;
and
non=-the ground of proceeding-is
therefore
thence. whether it shall be lawful and proper
still stronger, in the case of the unarou:ed- to consign him to an Industry-house,
in the
employment hand, than in the case of the szes- character of an unaTowed-employment hand.pected hand, or even the stigmatized hand. In 1. Conviction of an act of depredatron-e-followthe first case, there is certaiuui : in the other,
ed by punishment for a term, and the punishment undergone : (the case of stigmatized
it is but suspicion and apprehension .-unless
the suspected or stigmati~ed hand happens also hands.)-2.
Prosecution for ditto grounded on
to be an «naioued-employment
hand; a com- oath, though for want of legal proof not folcidence not unfreqnent, but nothing like urn- lowed either by pumshment or conviction; or,
versal.
The suspected hand, having been ad- by stretch of prerogative, the party withdrawn
judged unpunishable,
must not be punished.
from punishment :-the
case of the suspected.
the stigmatized hand, having been punished
hand.-3.
Accusation of an act of depredation,
sufficiently, must not be punished more.
But by a charge, which, though l!It'ecific, has been
this, it has been already shown, is not pun u<n- deemed insufficient in the character of a ground
ment.-The
remedy IS m httle danger of bemg of commitment for trial.-4.
Oath by a person
of a suspicion that
employed where It IS not wanted: for If a sus- of character, declarative
the party has no honest and adequate means
pected hand, z, e. a person discharged for want
of legal proof, be really innocent, and looked
of hvelihood.-5.
Even strangership
to the
upon as innocent, and of good character, bonds- place, if coupled with more than traveller's
men WIll not be wanting: even supposing hun stay, and WIth apparent indigence.
Examples of Heads of Interrogation.-l.
guilty, and believed to be so, if he be hut a
casual depredator,
not an habitual one ; for What are your means of hvehhood 1-2. What
a bondsman may then get him on reduced
has It been for (say one) year past 1-3. In
terms, and the reduction may be Ins mdemnity
what places have you served or worked 1-4.
for the risk.
Whom have you uorked tor, or serted under!
-5.
Whom have you worked Irith ?-6. With
Secuon II. Proof of Habitua: Depredation.
whom have you dealt for the materials and im-LIving
without any assignable and honest
source of income (an act of which habitual de- plements of your work 1-7. With whom have you
predation is the necessary consequence) being dealt for the produce, &c.-lf no answer, or no
a negati-re act, or rather habit, proof of It can- satisfactory answer, commitment to the next
Industry-house,
on the footing of an una-eowednot be obtained but from the party Inmself:
pOBitl-re acts offering themselves to sense, proof employment hand. The answer in such a case
of them may be obtained from those to whose seems not much in danger of containing falsesenses they have presented themselves:
nega- hood, the falsehood bemg in its nature so open
III case of falsehood, the antive ones, not offermg themselves to sense, can to disproof:-but
no otherwise be proved than in the way of in- swer being on oath, will be punishable as perof provisional commitment to the
ference ; viz. from the want of proof of the op- jury.s=Power
on declared suspicion of perposite and corresponding
positive matters of Industry-house,
Whether the rule prohibiting the exfact on the part of him, whose mterest It is, or jury.
is made, to furnish such proof; and who IS so traction, or even reception, of evidence deemed
circumstanced,
that supposing them to have sel t:crillunati1!c be reconcileable to the ends of
It be steadily observed by
had existence, he could not but have it in his justioe-s-whether
power to demonstrate it. To put the party to those who profess to regard It as sacred, are
no
the proof, is in such a case, to interrogate him. questions which have here no place-here,
pnnishment-no
cnmmation-c-no
Interrogation
of the party is therefore an in- cnme-no
dispensable mgredient in the proof of want of self-crimination.
honest livelihood.
Employment
supposes an
SectionIll. Families of the Disreputable
provision would be incomplete,
employer.
Honest employment does not shun Classes.-The
the hght, but court it; employment that does if the rising generation were left out of It; if
not shun the hght, supposes Witnesses to every it neglected the many, after providing for the
Non-aduiu bemg themselre» beggars,
circumstance belonging to it-the
place oper- few.-l.
ated m-e-the several subject-matters of the ope- stigmatized hands, suspected hands, or unavowed-employment
hands, might be bound on
ration-the
operations themselves :-so many
the footing of apprentices:
their respective acpartners to the operation-so
many WItnesses:
principle, not to
-and to the disposal of the result there are at counts on the Itlf-liberation
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open till their arrival at full age.-2.
Nonadults, being akildren of a beggar, and hving
with the parent, might for thllj purpose be penmed beggars, unleu an adequate, honest, and
industrious occupation be proved.-3.
So in the
case of the children of unavowed-employment
hands.-4.
Children of a stigmatized or suspected hand, to be presumed unavowed-employment hands, unless as before.-5.
Also children
of a confined hand, confined in execution for a
predatory offence.-6.
Children of a aonfined
hand, confined for ditto, on mesne procees, to be
consigned or not to the Industry-house,
till the
trial of the parent, on recommendation
of the
committing magistrate, at the discretion of the
chaplain of the House.-7.
Failing the father,
the mother or other next friend, being master
or mistress of the ahode 1U which the child resides, to be regarded on the footing of the father, for this purpose.-8.
Children (unless for
special reason assigned by the children) to be
consigned to the same house with the father,
for his comfort andsansfacnon.exposed
habitually to his -rieU', but, to preserve them against
eorrnption, not exposed to his conversation, unless in the presence of an o.ffiaer, or two or
three 'luardian dders.-9.
Provision of detail
against collusive apprenticeships.and
other contracts entered mto for the purpose of frustratingthe above provisions.- The general presumption-that
the parent is the child's best guardian-fails
here.
The parental influence would
be employed-not
in the support of morality,
but in the destructum of it. In the case of the
rwtorictuly immoral, the parental power may
require to be suspended till recovery, as in the
case of the insane; and for that purpose transferred, although involuntarily,
in the present
case, as it is voluntarily m the case of ordinary
apprenticeship.
The wife ofa beggar, unavowed-employment
hand, stigmatized hand, or suspected hand,
consigned to an Industry-house, might be consigned (if livmg With the husband) to an Industry-house likewise, unless by consent of all
three parties, the husband, the Wife, and the
Direction Board, (on report from the chaplain.)
it should be ordered otherwise :-and
to the
same house, unless on petition, by either husband or Wife, It be determined otberwrso i=and (unless on like determination, grounded on
like petition} the self-hbcrauon
accounts of
husband and Wife should then be consolidated
into one-that
when the parties go out, they
may go out together.
Cohabitation should be
received as presumptive proof of marnage, for
the purpose of justifying on the part of the
Company the exercise of power to this effect;
unless and until this presumptive marriage be
disproved, by a valid one With a husband or
wife living at the time of the proof
Section IV. B.fficicnry of thi« Plan. By this
plan might be accomplished-and
that III a degree little short of perfecnon=-upou
an allcomprehensive scale-and
not only Without expease, but with profit-what
at a vast expense,
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and with inadequate powers, a most respectable Society have so long been striving at, upon
a comparatively minute scale.
In 1795, numbers provided for, 131: rate of expense per
head, £28, lOs. a-year, over and above earnings. T(' tal cost of the pauper population, were
the whole of it provided for at that rate,
£14,250,000 a year.-Extirpating
habitual depredation, will not extirpate depredation altogether, but It WIll go a great way towards it:
=-casual is probably the smaller branch.
Section V. Ulterior Securitus.-To
give the
plan, even as against habitual depredation, its
utmost degree of efficiency, might require some
such institution as that of an utti'l'ersal register
of names, abodes, and occupations; with power
to magistrates,
in certain cases, to examine
parties as to the truth of their returns :-m a
word, Mr Morton Pitt'S CensuB rendered allcomprehensive and obligatory.-Fragments
of
such a work are growmg up as it were of
themselves."
Tlns and more IS done by government every half yea.r. in the case of the
affluent and undangerous classes, for the purpose of taxation:
those in whose instance it
would be doubly useful, are alone exempted
from it. 'Were the exammation even oral and
public, (wlnch, however, It need not be,) as
well as universal, the highest dignity would be
rather illustrated
than hurt by It.t
Leaving
the extirpation of casual depredation
to some
maturer age, which, WIth intelligence enough
to recognise the defects in the law, may possess energy enough to correct them, were the
proposed Industry-house
system now established, and the care of the police reposed, with
adequate powers, in hands such as those which,
WIth such well-directed
zeal, and such unexampled celebrity, we have seen employed in
depicturing the existing state of it. habitual
depredation might even now be confined within a narrow range.
Section VI. Existing Lawinoompetent.-The
Vagrant Act, (Ii Geo. II. c. 5.) couphng the
unavowed-employment
class with the begging
class, and WIth so many other classes, some
differently pernicious, some unpernicious,
IS
rendered incompetent to this purpose by the
causes that have been seen, and many more
beside.- It misdescribes the case-It falls short
of It-it overshoots It.-It
violates justice, by
punishing, as for delmquency, Without proof.
-A claus!' in the Police Act, (32 Geo, III.
.. London Drrcctoru-s-Fasluonable Falendar-«
BII 111lII.'I'mlit Dn ectoru, &c., Fmversal Bruisk 0"""Ior!! the last, a most COpIOUS and extensive
work, not yt>! completed, tbe object of a patent.
t 1I hat: Sir. rs 'l0ltT uamct=Oeoroe the Third,
your KiII:,.-1l7I<li is !IG"r fXcupalwTII-llfy occupat /(11/ /$-/0 .<101'('1'>1 uou - Alfred " law of decennary
aggre~atJOn

was an mfimtely

stronger

measure,

though so much praised. To notoriety of occupanon It added vicanous responsibihty, and that to a
degree "qual to VICariOUS pumshment-pumshment
WIthout offcnce.-Its roughness fitted the roughness
of the times,
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moveable property, possession not being suillc. 53.) grafted on the Va.grant Act, of infinitely
cient evidence of title, mortgage-conveyance,
superior texture, but tainted with the irremediable vice of the original stock, confines itself preceded by scrutiny into the goodness of the
to a minute and accidental portion of the mis- title, would necessitate an additional expense.
Were a law clerk to form a part of the estabchief, and punishes as for repeated depredalishment, upon a fixed salary, this might form
tions, without proof of one.
Chap. IV. TEMPORARYINDIGENCERELlEVED. part of his business; the learning as well &8
-The best mode of relieving temporary indi- labour of which might be reduced within 80
gence, on the part of the self-maintaining poor, narrow compass by fiud 100ms: in which case,
io-not by donations, but by loans.-Loans
pre- for the addrnonal one per cent. the mortgager
serve unimpaired the spirit of frugality and might be exempted from the expenses of conindustry; donations Impair It, by leading them veyance; which bearing the larger ratio to the
to transfer their dependence from their own property the smaller it is, in small properties
exertions to those of others. Gratuitous bounty,
such as cottages, would eat up a great part of
the value of what there is to pledge :-and, the
from the Company to the self-maintainmg
poor, would be inconsistent with the self·li,bera- goodness of the title being once ascertained,
the money might be advanced to him in small
tim! principle :-the
main pillar of industry
and economy. When those who have nothing
successive sums, as he wanted it, and after reare not relieved gratis, nor on any other terms
payment readvanced, all without addition to
than that of full payment in the way of work,
the expense, which on the present plan canit would be an meonsistencv to afford relief not be done.-'l'his
branch of relief would, if
gratis to those who have wh~rewithal
to pay exonerated
from stamp-duties,
require to be
confined, in its application to property, to value
for it. Gratuitous bounty IS among the shapes
which private charity may with propriety as- not exceeding a certain sum; and, m its apsume .-where the expense arises out of a man's
plication to persom, it might be confined to
own pocket solely, he will naturally be the labourers in husbandry, as, being the class
more attentive
to the justice of the claim;
lowest paid, most apt to possess Immoveable
when it comes wholly or principally out of the property in small parcels, and in point of affecpockets of others, (as it would do If bestowed
tion most attached to it.
on the Company's account by the agents of the
Reasons for supposing that six per cent. with
Company,) profusion has neither sufficient check
the above fees, would defray the expense.-At
nor certain bounds.-(See
PAUPER SYSTEMS Paris, under a government establishment, five
COMPARED.-Ilolllr-prorislOn )-By loam made and a half, and in some cases five, (before the
at a reduced rate compared with the established
Revolution,) used to defray it: SIX per cent.
terms, the Company might afford an immense
defrays it, and with a eonsiderable profit, at
mass of substantial and unexceptionable
relief,
Hamburgh;
where, before this public mstituwithout injury either to their own purse, or to tion, private pawnbrokers used to exact from
the morals of those whose momentary feelings
sixty to eighty per cent.
At Rome and in
they relieve.
In the instances in whrch dissiother parts of Italy, this branch of charity is
patron is promoted by money advanced in the or used to be administered
upon as cheap or
way of loan, it would be favoured still more cheaper terms.- In a proposed Industry-house,
by money qirr» without condition of repayment.
part of the requisites are already provided for
The Governor, with the privity of the Chap- other purposes :-a system of management,
lam, might be empowered and directed to ad- and a system of book-keeping-presidmg
local
vance money, either to all persons indiscrimiagents, the Governor and Chaplain-a
system
nately, or to any particular
class or classes
of general superintendence,
the General-Direcmeant to be favoured on the ground of the tion Board.
Other parts would be furnished
lowness of their wages: the rate of interest,
at a rate of expense prodigiously below the
little or not at all greater than what will be ordinary lVarelurnse-tnen and trorehouse-tromen,
sufficient to cover common interest, with the from amongst such of the elder members of the
addition of the expense of management, which community as would be fit for little else:(With the assistance
afforded by the official Book-keepers, from the apprentice
stock, of
establishment
and the population of the In- winch a sufficient number might soon be quadustry-house) might be very small :-suppose
lified for so simple a task :-both classes mainsix per cent. per annum in the whole.-To
pre- tained for less than £5 a-year a head, instead
vent wanton applications, a fee must be taken
of eight or ten times the sum, a.s under private
on admission into the office for the purpose of pawnbrokers :-in the meantime, such of the
borrowing, and again on redeeming, say a halfexisting transferable stock of
&8 could
penny or a farthing each time, the expense of write or read, might be distributed for the
hooking and ticketmg included. No loans bemg gratuitous, the fraction due on the score of
(or a day, a farthing is still the interest that would
interest in each account would require in every
be paid for it :-of course the least sum a man
ease to be raised till it amounts to the lowest
would ever borrow, would be the largest sum the
(jenomination of coin.* In the ease of im- interest of which would be paid for by a farthing,

ad.

* ThU3, if a farthm;; onl; ",ere lent, and only

at the rate of six per cent. per annum, (or the time
he borrowed it (or.
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purpose &8 far as they would go :-the
distinotion of the trust, seconded or not by a. small
addition to their allowance, would render the
situa.tion a desirable one. The only considerable expense would be a warMouse-room, the
central part of which would serve for the keeper"

offiu·

7. Marriage-fund
sioJLt
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provi-

7. Capital

for furnishing a dwelling-place, &c.,
and even building one, if there
be none to be
found.

Chap. V. FRUGALITY .A.SSISTED.-Section 1.
Ezige'llaies, operating as e,ffioie'llt aauses, or
Section II. Souroes of funds in store, com_roes of demand, for funds in store, in the mon to the self-maintainmg
poor-even
the
sphere of life in question, viz. that of the selfmaintaining poor; particularly the lowest-paid
classes, of which the greater part of the population is composed :-wlth
an indication,
in each case, of the form in which the supply
requires to be administered,
so as to satisfy
the demand.

I. Ezigencia operating as
_roes of demand.

1. Fo1'm8 of BUppl'!l correspondent to the demand.

1. Failure of employment.

1. Income, tem-

~. Sickness-which
includes
failure of employment in
whole or in part,and may
create a demand for extra
supply besides.
3. Superannuation.

4. Ostentatious
burial-(a
phantastic, yet generally
prevalent demand.)"
5. Child-maintenance-provision-in
the event of
death or superannuation
of the father, before the
arrival of the child at the
age of complete self-maintenance:
also in case of
the existence of an extra
number
of children at
once, below the self-maintaining age.
6.Widow.maintenance-provision-No
demand (distinct from child-maintenance provision) till the
superannuation
of the
widow.t

porary, during
the failure.
2. Income, temporary, during
the sickness.

3. Income,during
the remainder
of life.
4. Capital.for the
expense of burial.
5.Income,during
the inability,
or inadequate
ability,of each
child, in respect of selfmaintenance.

6.Income,dnring
thewrdow'sremainderoflife.

* These four first articles (it should be observed)
are eommon to married and single, and to both
sexes.
t These fifth and sixth articles, though peculiar
to married persons in respect of the uiItence of
the exigency, are almost peculiar to single persons,
in respect of the faculty of laying up the means of
supplying it, (i. e. the faculty of saving out of earnings a fund adequate to the purpose,) and for that
reuon apply almost exelusively to males. Supposing the widow to have lived, in eTery instance,
till tlie youngest of the children had attained the
age and fllt'lIlty of ~l'If-main~nante, and by that

lowest paid classes-I. DIfference between
customary personal expenditure
(of the man)
before marriage, (in England, nearly equal,
generally speaking, to the whole amount of
earnings,) and customary personal expenditure
(of a man) after marriage-the
latter equal, at
most, to no more than the portion of the earnings remaining after defraying the expenditure
of the other members of the family.
2. Difference (if any) between customary personal
expenditure
(on the part of the man) after
marriage, and necelllarg personal expenditure
(of the man) after the marriage.
3. Difference between custQTllary family expenditure
(on the part of the rest of the family) after
marriage, and neoeuary family expendIture (011
time to have arrived at the age of superannuation,
ehrld-mamtenance-provisron
and widow-mamtenance-provision
would both be consolidated, as it
were, into one efficient cause of demand, takmg

place immediately upon the commencement of the
WIdowhood, in the instance of thrs lowest class, as
in that of the superior classes :-and so long as the
widow and the children under the age of self-maintenance were all hvmg, whatever provision could
be made for the family would naturally require to
be managed and admmistered by the Widow, to
whom, as the children attained the age and faculty
of self-maintenance, the benefit of the saving resulting from this dmnnution
of the burden would
naturally accrue. Such sccordmgly
IS the fonn
naturally given to the provision made in favour of
wives and families, in the classes whose habits are
superior to that of ordinary day-labour, and whose
income alford. a surplus capable of purchasing a
provision in this way superIOr to the style of proVIsion connected WIth those habits. But, in the
day-lebounng
class, the surpluses being so scanty,
whatever supply could be provided would require
to be cut down and shaped as closely as possible to
the eXIgency. In the mstanee of the WIdow, it
would accordingly be to be shaped. not to the whole
of her remamder of life, but only to the helpless or
superannuation
part of it· and, m the mstance of
the children, not to an undefined multitude of cont."9ffll children, and thai dunng their respective
penods of nonage, but to each actual child, and to
him or her no longer than to the commencement
of the age of self-maintenance, which in tillS class
may take place before the period of nonage is half
ela~.
+ This seventh article (an article peculiar to
single persons) applies more particularly to males,
by reason of their greater surplus of earnings: the
earnings of the stronger sex being (as it should
seem) not only absolutely greater, but bearing a
greater ratio to the necessary expense of maintenance: besides that the f..rulty of obtaining employment appears to be mort' assured.
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the part of the rest of the family) after the portunities
of turning that faculty to ad vanmarriage.-The
sum of these differences will tage, are comparatively so slender and precagive the possible amount of savings capable of rious, as scarcely to present a ground tor calbeing laid up In store on the man's side, duro culation capable of being put upon a level with
ing celibacy, applicable to the defraying the the above.
first cost attending the marriage union, or to
SectionIII.D!ffioultyofIloardtng.-Difficulthe making provision for the several other exi- ties which the self-maintannng
poor are apt
gencies above enumerated.
Speakmg of what
to labour under, in respect to the laying. up
ig p08sihle, this proportion cannot be set down and impro'llement of their surplus monies.at less than three-fourths of the earnings of a 1. Want of physical means of safe-custodymale of the lowest-paid class, reckomng from such as lock-up places :-thence,
danger of
his arrival at the age of highest earnmgs (say i depredation and accidental loss.-Pocket,
the
twenty years.)"
only strong box, and that an unsafe one.-2.
As to the female of this class, though her Difficulty of opposing a never-yielding
resisphysical faculty of making eamings.rs perhaps
tance to the temptations afforded by the instruby not more than one-third or one-fourth in- ments of sensual enjoyment, where the means
terior to what It is In thc male; yet her op- of purchasing them are constantly at hand.3. Want of the means of obtaimng an equrva" Th
f
I
f tl
r.
lent, especially on safe terms, for the use of
e average eammgs 0 am .. e 0
10 auove
h
II
.
.
descnption (South. Britain taken throughout) can sue sma sums, either in the shape of Interhardly be set down at less than Is. a-d ..y, (the est, or 1Il the shap~ of a supply, adapted 1Il
year throughout )-68. by the working week msk- Its form and conditions to any of the several
mg, by the workmg year, £15,12, -In the ~ounty exigencies above-menticned.v-A
Bank, instiof Suthcriand, m Noril. Britain; £3· 13.5, and no tuted for the purpose of supplying ';hls defimore, IS the customary personal expenditure
of all I cieney, might be distinguished by the name of
unmarried man, according to a statement
reported
a trUilalitq-bauk."-4.
Want of a set of inhy. the Rev, Mr Jh~Ies, ll\ Ill, ('a." ot till' Poor, structrons and mementos constantly at hand,
p. 200 and the sufficiency 01 the allowance "Illpresenting to view the several aigelloies or
dubitable,
since, acconllllg to the same statement,
sources of demand for money 111 store together
nearly as much IS laid up .1S a fund fOI iLU1",'-kn'l'tl
. d t
f tl
•
I ·b'l
1119 and llUlrrla9c: notluna
18 set dO\\11 fOI './11/,
WI I an III rea Ion 0
ie most e Igi e. means
but then h,. is set down -lor merrp-makma, I c. of makmg prOVISIOn for the exigency III each
drinkma fermented hquors ; and the one, It ·,hould case, by means of a system of banks, supposseem, may be set agalmt the other. A fourth of mg It mstituted.upon
the plan exhibited below.
£15,1::!,. B £3,18, ,-'<' that what the Scotchman
Section IV. Properties to be 'Wished/1)" in It
spends IS not '0 much a-, one-fourth of what the System of Pruqalitl/-Banks, commensurate
to
Englrshman earns. ,,'k,t tho Scotchman doe» hl-' the whole population of the self-mamtamme
UpOIl by choice, the Ellgbhman
could hve ~!,Oll If poor, witlnn a tract of country such a" that
he cl,lObC· lor oatme,:l and potatoes, (the Scotch- herr III question=-vrz. South Britam.
man, ouly food III Suthcrlaud.~ do not cost Iess
1. Fauri sollll and secure -proof
again-t
there (It IS supposed) than III England. It seem,
'
.
.
probable, that, III point of seal cost, they would th:~ sev)eral cau,e, ,{.[allure, (If which b~low.
even cost least III Engtwd;
I. c. nught
be raised
1 lan of prUrlSIOII,
all-comprehrnsi rl' for less land and labour though, on the other comprchen.ave, as far as may be, of all sorts
hand, the rent that must he pmd for the land. l' of exigencies, and at all times, as well as of
r,robably hIgher III Engl,urd than in Sutherland.
all 1'eroo118, in the character
of customers:
fhe excess of expense on the one score, and the thencc the amount of thl' depostt transferable
deficiency on the other,mayperhap"wltlroutmueh
from eXIgency to eXigency, at the Will of the
error, be set the one agamst the other.
customer at anv tune.
At Gla.gow, indeed, the average cn>tomary.per3. Scale of d;alillg comm.ensurate to the pe_
S07l"/ expense of a marncd man of this cla-,s I; set
cuuiary fac . It' es f
h
t
..
as high as £4: 15. 4,-(8e(' Letter to the Cinzens
u 1 0 eae cus omer .-t. c. on
of Glasgow:-Glasgow,
Apnl 1:.l.l'83. attributed each occasion as large or as small as Ins COIlto the Rev. Dr Porteous )-It 18 natural that, III Yemen;c can requ~re.
.
and about that great and thrn mg commercial to" n,
4. 1 erms of deahng sufficiently adeaniaqeous
expenses should be higher than in the tlnnly m- to the customer:
(the more so, of course, the
habtted county of Sutherland but I cannot help better:)
regard bemg had, III the necessary
suspecting that the expenses of the man arc here
rated rather too high ; SIDee,in the same statement,
the expenses of the woman are rated at no more England. By the new Statistir.al Account of Scotthan £::!: 16: 4, not much more than half those of land, It appears that in Sutherland, day labourers'
the man; and the expenses of an average child, wages avcrage Is. :It!. per day.-Ed.
bemg one of a fannly of four children, are rated at
" Bankers, safe and even unpaid, are not wantno more than £ I. 8 . :.l,not more than half those of ing to the rich; without the aid of some special
the woman, and not much more than a quarter 01 insututrou.such
as that here proposed.such bankers
those of the man.-r A, WIll readily be expected, will always be wantmg to the poor, especially to
the circumstances hrought to view in this Note the lowest paid, who are the most numerous elasses ;
have been materially changed since 1797. In Glas- because a bank, capable of presenting adequate security, could not, on this petty scale, ever lind its
gow, labourers' "ages and expenditure differ but
blr"htly from those of the same employments in account in dealing on any such terms.
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degree, to Bolidity; and if views of pecuniary
advantage are admitted, allowance made for
the quantum of profit necessary to be allowed
to the undertakers.
5. Places of transacting business nitable'
adapted in point of ricinity, as well as in other
respects, to the convemency of the customer.
6. ~lode of transactmg business aooommodating: suited to the circumstances of the customer
in respect of times of receipt and payment, and
qltantum of receipt and payment at each time.
7. Mode of operation prompt: consuming as
little of the customer's time m attendance as
may be.
8. Mode of book-keeping, dear and satisfactory.
9. Constitution exempt, as far as may be,
from all collateral tnconrenunces, incident to
associatiun
a circumstance, in some shape or
other, necessary to the voluntary composition
of a common fund.
Section V. Plan for a System of FrugahtyBanks, managed by the proposed Companyand possessed of the above propertaes.-c-Mouey
to be received from a contributor in any quannties, paying each time a tnfie (suppose the
smallest com current) for registranon.
'I'he
benefit granted in the first instance, a benefit
adapted to all conditions and CIrcumstancesf'tz.
a superannuation
annuIty -this
benefit!
convertible in the whole, or III any part, into:
any other species of benefits, at any time, or
even capable of bemg Withdrawn in the lump,
at the option of the contributor ; and so toties
quoties, on pre-established
terms.
A contributor to be at liberty to pay in hrs coutrrbuuon
m small sums, according to hIS convenience: as
soon as It amounts to an even sum of'a certain
magnitude, [say ;£ I,) credit to be given him for
a superannuation annuity to a certain amouut,
to commence at such age as he chooses; the
amount being consequently adapted to the age
of commencement, according to a table previously constructed for that purpose: the option
being given to lnm on each occasion, as between the increasing the quantum of the proVision already made, or acceleratmg the commencement of it:-and
so for every £1. he contributes, at the same, or any other time.
Example of divers shapes into which contnbutions might be convertible, at the option of
the contributor, at any time, in whole or part.
1. An annuity for an existing Wife, in the event
of her becommg a man's widow, commencing at
her age of superannuation, or else at his death.
2. In the case of a married man, having or
not yet having a child or children, an annuity,
during the time that each child, or each child
above a certain number, shall continue under a
certain age, considered as the commencement
of complete or partial self-maintenance.
3. It might serve as a pledge on which he
might borrow money of the Company, to supply a demand created by any species of exigency that may chance to present itself:
whether It be ,·rguhtrl." accrllinq, such as the
above, or purely cosuol , and in either case,
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whether it be of the affiicti~e class, (such as
failure of employment, or sickness, as above,
or any other of the causes of impouriBhmem
as exhibited iu the Table of Cases caUing for
Relief,) or of the lucrati're kind-e-exigencies
constituted by the opportunity, or supposed
opportunity, of deriving a positive and extraordinary advantage from the use of a sum
thus required.
For this he may be made to
pay common interest, to cover which the greatest sum lent may be restricted to an amount
not quite equal to the amount of his contribunon.
If, at compound interest, the amount of
his debt comes at any time to equal the
I amount of his contribution, the annuity is
I thereupon
forfeited, but the debt is cancelled.
'When the money wanted to be borrowed, exceeds the amount of the least portion of purchase-money received-{ 'riz. the above-supposed £1 )-he
may have the option of selling
Instead of pled!ltng so many of hIS elementary
annuities as correspond to it: which would be
i the simpler mode, though, upou calculation, if
the lapse of time since the purchase has been
I considerable,
not quite so advantageous.
i 4. By selling a certain number of these elei mentary anmnties, a man would at any time
! be able to raise money, to sene as a 1naTl'lage
fund -nor
ought such alieuatton to be accounted bad economy; smce, to a bachelor, or
i a maiden, this nearer and more agreeable object would naturally be the foremost of the
two, the other of superannuation being chosen
at that early period m no other VIeW than
that of securmg the money, aud placing it out
to advantage in the meantame.c--The
age at
which the formation of such a fund may be
expected to commence, may be, in males. from
sixteen to eighteen or mneteen: when the
amount of earnings has got the start of the
amount of ph~ "leal wants, and the youthful
eye has begun to turn itself towards the opposite sex. The idea of the attractmg object,
especially 11' determinate, will be a neverfailmg encouragement to perseverence :--eontests may come to take place amongst suitors,
which shall have given the strongest proof of
attachment, by laymg up the largest marriagefund in proportion to Ius means. The publicity inherent to all transactions in which the
Company is a party, will of course (unless
otherwise ordered m the present case for special reason) give a correspondent pubhcity to
these exertions of individual VIrtue :-that
the
degree of exertion may be indicated, as well
as the magnitude of the result, the total
amount of the earnings may be iu a line with
the amount of the savings thus applied: the
degree of frugality being thus measured and
exhibited, a high degree may become proportionably honourable :-not to be upon the list
may even become disreputable.
A maiden
known to have lovers, may come to take a
pride in the magnitude of such their respective
sacrifiees ; and to make a point of honour not
to yield her hand till the degree of attachment
I

I

I
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thus demonstrated has risen to a certain pitch.
-Frugality,
being thus brought forward by
desire, as it were in a hot-bed, in the spring
of life, will maintain itself without difficulty
in the maturer seasons.
What has been withdrawn by mama,ge from the provision for old
age, will gradually be restored, and finally
with increase.
Throughout
the circle of domestic expenditure,
the future will rise in its
value in its comparison with the prue1/l,:in England, perhaps one day as high as in
Scotland it appears to stand already:
and
wha.tever is taken from the distant future to
be given to immediate comfort, will be invested in articles of durable use, rather than
Iarished upon the short-lived instruments
of
momentary gratification.
Section IV. Friendly Society Banks illatUquate :-shown
by reference to the above hst
of properties. *
I. Solidity-as against the several causes
of failure.-Causes
of failure to which a frugality-bank
stands exposed.-l.
Terms too
favourable
to the customer:
the result of
want of calculation, ill-constructed
calculation, or ill-grounded
calculation:
the last a
cause liable to take place in as far as the
accessible stock of data, or facts requisite to
constitute a proper and sufficient ground, happen to be defective.
To all these sources of
profusion, the solvency of the Friendly Societies, taken III a mass, appears to stand exposed.
For the principles of calculation, they have
access indeed, to the works of the respectable
authors who have laid the foundation of this
branch of traffic: but whether, in each instance, they have taken these authors, or any
other competent persons, for their guides in
these dangerous and slippery paths, or whether
they have taken any guide at all, any other
than the over-weaning
presumptions
of such
uninformed individuals to whose guidance the
rest of the members may have happened to
commit themselves, is a matter which not only
had been from the beginning, but after all the
attention that has been bestowed upon them
by government,
still continues a matter of

cha.nce. Against SO much of the danger a.s
depends upon the wa.nt of da3a, it is not in the
power of skill to afford any adequate assistance. In the case of superannua.tion-provision
and widow-provision (the two most important
of the exigencies for which provision is made
by any of these societies) the whole stock of
data known to exist seems deplorably deficient, nor is the deficiency such as can be
supplied without the aid of govemment.t

+

The set of facts that appear requisite for this
purpose are such as, taken together, shall afford a
sufficient indication of the rate of VItality or mortality, in the whole, and in each distinguishable
part of the territory of South Britain, as di versified
by local situation, age, sex, eondition in respect of
marriage, and occupation, But if place drffers materially from place ID healthiness, it is not the rate
of mortality in anyone place that can afford an adequate mdrcation of the rate of mortality for the
whole territory taken together, much less for each
separate part of it: if the proportions of mortality,
as between age and age in different places, are msterially different, It is not the proportion in any
one place that can afford an adequate indication of
the proportion for the whole territory together,
much less for each separate part of It. If the rate
of mortality, all ages taken together, is in all places
taken together, or m any particular place, different
as between occupatum and occupation, an average
rate made out from all occupations taken tog~ther
will not, in any place, SUIt the case of him whose
occupation is of the healthtest cast, nor of him
whose occupation IS of the unhealthiest cast. In
particular, so great have been the differences observed III the rate of mortality, as between place
and place, that there cannot anvwhere be that
place, the rate of mortality in which, how accurately soever ascertained, and for whatever length
of time, can present any tolerable assurance of Its
affordmg an adequate sample of the average or mean
rate for the whole territory taken together, much
less a sample that shall at once be adequate for the
most unhealthy and the most healthy situationsfor great towns, and for countryylaees-for
marshes,
and for mountains.c-The rate 0 mortality employed
by Dr Pnce, and adopted by Mr Morgan, is that
which is exhibited by Northampton: and the rate
pitched upon by these celebrated calculators, is that
which bids the fairest chance for being assumed, at
Ieast presents the fairest claim to be assumed, by
* The inadequacy of these institutions, compared each of the several Fnendly Socienes, wherever
as well with what have been, as with migld have situated. Y et, in Northampton, the number of the
been their objects, reflects nothiug like imputation
living IS to the number of annual deaths, (accordupon the members, contnvers, promoters, or pa- ing to Dr Price,) no more than as 26 and a fraction
trons, of these truly useful and meritonous associ- to I: but, at the same time, in the average of seven
ations, They worked, as they had to work, by the places reported by Mr Howlett, (See Howlett on
existing lights, with the existmg materials, in the the Poor, 1788, p. 93,) two of them in Su1folk,
existing state of things. [By the new system ap- and h ve in Glamorganshire, the number of the li vpheable to savmg's banks, by the 9 Geo. IV. c.9"2, ing was to the num her of annual deaths, as 54 and
and the 3 and 4 Wm. IV. c. 14, a remedy is ap- a fraction to 1 ; in the parish where highest, as 59
plied to several of the defects here noticed, especi- one-third to 1 :-population
of the seven places
ally iu the provisions for vesting the funds m Go- taken together, about equal to that of Northampvernment Stock. Like improvements have also, ton :-the probability of life consequently more than
to a certain extent, been extended to Friendly So- twice as high as in the spot which seems likely to
cieties.
The deficiency of uniform information
have been taken for a general standard. This is
mentioned in the Immediately following note, IS not a place to in"estigate the consequences of the
now in the course of being supplied by the Regtstra- error, supposing the IiIorthampton standard to be
tion system estahlished by the G and 7 Will. IV. c. an unsuitable one : but that it gives the rate of vi!la.-Ed.]
tality-the
probability of life-too
low for the
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2. Further cause of failure, embezzlement
or dissipation:
embezzlement in the ha.nds of
whole kinltdom taken together, ma'" be suspected
from the above instances; much mo~ for all country places taken together iu contradistinction to
toWD8, and still more for sitnatioDl! above par in
point of healthiness: and if there be an error, the
amount of it, may, it is evident, be very eonsiderable.-Dr Price (p, 140, 5th editiou) proposes a
plan for a society, in which surrannuation annnities are to be combined wit weekly payments
during sickness. .. If th!, probabilities of life" (he
concludes) .. are lower among the labouri~ poor,
than among the geuerality of mankind, thlB plan
will be surer of succeeding:"-meaning,
bymcceeding, not the formation of the bank, but the preservation of its solvency. This is as much as to say,
that if, in any place, the probabilities of life are
/tigMr among the labounng poor, than among. the
" generality of mankind," (i. e. persoDl!of all classes
taken together,) at Northampton, thrs same plan
will in such place be so much the surer of not succeeding. But in the seven places above-mentioned,
the probabilities of life, takmg the whole population
together, are, as we have seeu, more than twice as
high as at his standard place, Northampton.
What
elleet an error to thiS amount, VIZ.upwa.rds of cent.
per cent. (and which certainly is not by a great
deal the greatest to be found) in the general rate of
mortality, may have upon the solvency of a bank
of the kind m question, IS what I have not taken
upon me to investigate :-not so great I suspect as
upon this statement it may be apt to appear :-but
what we cannot at least avoid suspectmg is, that,
according to the Doctor's own notions, a society for
the purpose in question, instituted upon hi. plan, in
any of the above, or any other of the situations in
which the probabihty ot life is from tWice to thrice
as great as in this his standard place, would be
little less than sure of not succeeding. In these
seven places, it is true, the whole population of all
ranks IS comprised:-but
so is It at NC'rthampton:
--and as the labouring poor alone are to the whole
population in the one case, so are they, probably,
with little or no difference in the other: and since
in all places the labouring poor constitute the great
bulk ofthe population, the difference between the
rate of mortality among the sum total of the labouring poor, and the rate among the sum total of the
populatIon, cannot, in any place, be very great.-In
the case of provision for a widow, by annuity,
commencing at widowhood, the commencement of
the burden upon the fund being not only distant, as
in case of superannuation annuines, but subject to
contingency upon contmgency, self-partial-hope has
so much the Wider field to ran~ in. Of the several widow-provision banks which had been opened
before the entrance of Dr Price into this field of
inquiry, such as had arrived at the trying penod of
their existence, had all been broken up through the
experienced insufficiency of their fund, and the rest
have been broken up smee by the assurance of the
futnre insufficiency of it, as demonstrated by Dr
Price ; thongh constituted by societies of a. magnitude in many instances much superior to any that
appears to be common or even to have an example
among what are termed the FrUmdly Soetet_. (See
the histories of these failures in Dale and Price.)
The protraction of the solvency of a bank of thiS
kind too advantageous to the customer to be secure,
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some unfaithful member, or dissipation by the
insolvency of some third person to whom the
fund has been lent, for the purpose of obtaining an interest from it.
3. Another cause of fail~ssolution
of
the society, in consequence of disagreements
among the members.-Of
the influence manifested by these two last causes among the
Friertdly Societies, examples, but too numerous,
are to be found in Eden.
How sure a refuge
might not they have found in a bank, kept by
the proposed Company!
II. Plow of p1'01lisWn all-comprehenriu and
changeable at the will of the otutomer. Under
this head the plans of the Friendly Societies
appear to be considerably diversified, but where
the plan is most comprehensive, it is far from
being adequately so: and as to the faculty of
transmutation, it is probably without example.
The exigeucy provided against is, in some instances rickneu alone :-in
some, possibly,
iUperanlluationalone
:-in more, probably, rickflUB and BUperann'Uation
together :-in others,
Bicknus and tlidwkood together :-in others,
perhaps, all three :-m
some, (perhaps the
greater number,) these useful objects are unhappily combined with an ostentatious
and
expensive burial.
In no instance does the
plan extend to the affording a provision for
the expenses of marriage-agamst
failure of
employment, unaccompanied
by sickness-or
against the temporary burden resultmg from
an extra number of children under the selfmaintaining
age.
In the two first of these
instances, the smallness of the fund, in the
case of these local sssocianons, is an invincible
obstacle to the making provision for the exigency; since, in this lme of hfe more particularly, it is con'l'enient to a man at least, that
his contribution
be received from him in any
quantities;
and in the hst of exigencies there
are several demands to the satisfaction of which
It is _ntW
that it be returned to him in auy
proportion and at any time, he pleases.
But
a fund composed altogether of the petty and
unincreasable contributions of a small and determinate number of individuals, can leave no
such room for individual
will to operate:
whether the eontribunon
be in the form of a.
gross sum, or in that of a chain of payments,
or in a compound of both forms, no part of it
can ever be given back, but in the case of the
particular exigency against which it provides :
if it be a cham of payments, the cham must
depends upon the influx of succeeding customers:
if the influx eontmues copious and steady enough,
the original members, hy their representatives, reap
the benefit of the deception: if the influx fails at a
certain period, the deception recoils upou the authors. Of the societies instituted for secunng a proVISionfor ole!age, a great part, perhaps the greatest
part, appear .. ow to be exposed to the same danger:
-the sufferers in those past instance» amounted to
hundreds; the predestined sufferers lD these fotllrfJ
instancee may amount already to myriads.
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continue unbroken, and the links undiminished,
or all security is at an end.
But great as is the mass of population thus
provided for in the whole, it is still not near
so great as It might be, if the comprehensiveness of the scheme, in regard to persons, were
not reduced by a variety of conditions, limitations, exceptions, and exclusrons : some direct
and mtennonal ; others, indirect and nnthought
of. The members being to pass more or less
of their time in company WIth each other, they
must not be unacceptalle to each other; hence
acception of persons, and occasioual rejection
of individuals.
In some places, community of
occupation is regarded as a necessary bond of
union; in that case the benefit IS confined to a
few of the most populous occupations.
Differences resulting from sex, religion, party, and a
variety of other sources, add to the causes by
which not only scattered Individual", but whole
majorities are excluded: for if forty are nccessary to make up a society, and out of the only
forty whom the vicimty would have afforded,
a SIngle one stands excluded, the exclusion envelops In effect the other thirty-nine.c=Among
the unperceived, or at least undesigned causes
of exclusion, may be reckoned the comprehending under one association objects which In this
POInt of view are repugnant to each other: an
indivrdual who WIth reference to one of these
objects would be an acceptable associate, being
an unacceptable one WIth reference to another.
Thus a man, who by reason of occupation or
constitutron ISregarded as a bad life, would not

'*

on that account be a member the less acceptable, but the more acceptable, to a society confinmg itself in its object to provision for old
aqe. As It happens, -the only society within
his reach, is a society which to that remote object, adds the immediate .one of a provision
during sickness. But the same cause which
brings death pear, IS apt enough to render sickness habitually frequent.
Apprehension of a
man's adding to the immediate burden, occasions him to be regarded as a dangerous associate, and he thence becomes excluded from
taking his chance for the more distant benefit,
for which he would have been an acceptable
co-adventurer, had he stood alone.
When pro-'
vision for U"idolCS,to commence with the death
of the husband, IS confined with provision for
old age, 111 the shape of a superannuation
allnutty payable to the man, the case may be
much the same.
To a society confined in its
object to provision for old age, an unhealthy
man would appear a valuable member. on account of the apparent Improbability of his ever
reaching that age: but the only society situate
within hIS reach happens to umte both objects,
and the apparent goodness of hIS WIfe's hfe,
when coupled With his own unhealthiness. more
than compensates the advantage promised by
the apparent badness of his own life. The two
benefits not being to be purchased but m conjunction,
he thence becomes debarred
from
both, by his unacceptableness
WIth reference
to one."
III. Scale of dealing accommodated to the pc-

Comparotn
e "'leW ~f A'-;u-h.'11rS:-'-JJ1'01_'lszon.Superannuation-promsum,
and lVl(Jo'U'-}J1'Ot'/~IU1l plans, III
respect of tlu: requisites for thcu: belllY conducted
aidl: culcuntuqc, and tke,» fit lies. jor be!llYllIcluded
in one contract,

I. Stckness-Prcmsum,

II.

III. U-"luu-PrOVl>IOII.

SUl'eraIl1WaIWII-Prn1"lSwn.

1. Reqmres butasnwllfund
but that always at command.

1. Requrres a larocfund but
which, .•, to the capital or pnncIpal, need never be at command.

1. Require, a laroc fund
hut
wluch a to the capital or pi merpal, need nev er be ..t command.

2. Requires no stock of data, upon a nanonal "calc, '" grounds for
calculation.

? Requires a copunc, stor k of
data, upon a national seale, as
ground" lor l.11wl.,tI011.

~. Requires a copious stock of
daltl, upon a national
scale, as

3. Requires a strict scrutl1l.'l into a man's condrtion in point of
health, as a quahncation for ad-

110 scruiunt
a to
point ot I" alth, .1, a
tor adnnttance ; the
more unhealthv, the more heneticial a member, because the less
hkely to attain the supe,.."nnuJ.tion age.

:1. Requires

condrti on
quahtication

rmttance,

4. Requires (besides a scrutiny
into healthiness previously to admi-ston) a scrut"'!1 of the utmost
strictness into the tule to the receipt of the benefit, upon each occaston=-stncter
than can well he
expected on the part of the rnanagers of a fund instituted for any
other purpose.

I

I

III

4. Require' no other scmtin!)
into the title to the receipt of the
benefit than what concerns the
tune of the party's birth i-:« fact
of the <rmplest nature, and ascerminable at a penod prevwu< to
that of the contract ot adrmssron.

,,,,[I

.s. WIll have the better chance
.S. Its chance of heing
'·011of being well conducted, the smalducted has no connexion WIth the
fer the society, since, the smaller , magnitude of the society: but It

gi ounds lor calculutiou,
3.

Rt't}1lIfl''''

a ,..t rict

f,f·rutlll,1/

in-

to a man \~ condition In point of
hcalil. a\ a qualmcation lor admittance
more so than III ca....e
of su-knesx-prov ision, on account
of the ,upellor magnitude
ot the

stake,
4. Requires not a scrutiny of
any ruccty : after the scrutiny 1lIto he"lth' pre, ious to admi.>II111,
the only w{,;c'lund objects ot inquiry being matter>. of tact of a
nature little exposed to dispute->
viz. the celebration of m.u ruure
between two per-ens, and the
death of one of them.
5. It, chance of being 1("(·11,·.. /1has n" connexion WIth the
magnitude of the society. hut it
dueled
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~I/,niary faculties of each customer.
This property 18 scarcely possessed, or so much as capable of being possessed by a Friendly Society
bank: not only the original calculations, but
the current accounts, would be too complicated
for any hterary talents, or at least too operose
for any time, which such an associanou could
In I!;eneral be expected
to afford. The contributton IS paid at so much per week, or per
month, the same for each contributor, though
in some Instances the amount of the earnings
from whence It is drawn may be some number
of times greater than IU others.
In general,
compared to earnings, the amount of It appears
to be very small; from 3d. to Is. a-week, where
the earnmgs may run from (;s. to 36s. or more:
so that frugality, though mvited to raise Itself
to this low "Itch, IS m a manner kept from rrsmg higher: Its claims havmg been acceded to
up to this standard height, will be apt to be
looked upon as satisfied: and thus a man who
might by possibihty lay up above £90 a year,
and with comfort and decency £iO or £80 IS
supposed to have done enough when he has
laid up two and fifty slnllings.v-On the other
hand, small as the contribution is, It may yet
be too much for an indrvidual already burdened With a numerous family, and belongmg to
the lowest-paid class; hence another source of
unobserved exclusions:
though, for the same
individual, before marriage;a eontribution some
number of tunes greater might not have been
too great.
IV. Terms of dealinq sufficiently adraniaoe0". to tho! customer. Thl_ property antacon izes
With, and forms the limit of,the more Important
property of solidit.~ due provision bemg made
for that superior object. then and not till then,
the more advantageous the terms can be made
the better.
As to the Friendly Societies, It IS
not natural that they should be found deficient
under this head :-the
danger IS (as we have
seen) that of their promising more than they
Will be able to pay, rather than not so much.
The mischief resultmg from want of calculation, ill-constructed calculation. or ill-grounded
calculation, vibrates between these two dangers :-in one place too much IS allowed 1lI return for contnbunon,
and there bankruptcy IS
the consequcnce : III another, nut so much as
the society, the greater the mteterest wlnch prompt; to scrutiny.
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might have been allowed, and there a proportionable part of the benefit is lost.- The scale
of variation being so great, stretching from below twenty to one, to above sixty to one, the
co-existence of these two opposite mischiefs
seems an inevitable result of the assumpnon of
a common standard for all places, even though
that standard were the exact representative
of the national rate.
In the case of a national
Frugality-Bank,
such as that proposed, If the
standard be but just, both mischief, are completely obviated .,
V. VI. Y I 1. Place of transacting
business
SUItable In other points, as well as that of
I VICInity-Mode of transacting business prompt,
I as well
a, accommodatmf/,
in regard to times
I and quantities of receipts and payments. Amoug
the Friendly Societres, with few, or perhaps no
exceptions, the office of this sort of the Frugality-Bank is at a public-house
for here It must
be, or nowhere; this being the only sort of
house to which It IS convenient to be thus employed: at the same time, if there were any
option in the case, choosmg a tipplmg-house for
a school of frugality, would be like choosmg a
brothel for a school of' continence.
The saeriflee a man 1'; enabled to make to that virtue IS
, small and lmnted : the sacrifice he IS perpetu' ally sohcited to make to a habit which ts the
most formidable adversary of this virtue, has
no bounds.
The obhgation (commonly annexed) of spending at this office not less than a
certain quantity of money, (perhaps 3d.) for
: every shilhng saved, as well as a certain quan, tity of time, (an evenmg 1lI every month, or
I every week,)
would be a very heavy tax on the
contnbution to frugality. If the eontributron it, self were not so slight 1lI proportion to the
I means;
and If. either already, or in consequence
of a man's adnnssion into the society, the tax
were 110t so unhappily habitual and congemal
to mclinatron. as to present Itself as If divested
of all Its burdonsomeness.
Be this as It may,
here comes 1lI another addition to the hst
of unperceived
exclusions ; since, whatev er
may be the benefit, no man IS admitted to the
purchase of It, who "nil not frequent an alehouse.
A" to Ticinit.l/, the associations in question
are thus far exempt from disadvantage on that

I

i

j WIll be the

securer asamst msol- I Will be the securer against msolvencv th rnuzh ca-ual excess of i vency through casual excess of
mortality,
the larger the society. ' mortality, the larger the SOCIety.

i
6. A bank for this purpo'e may
6. A bank for this purpose can 1
6. A bank for this purpose can
be broken up at an.'! tune, withou; I ne>"(r I", broken up, without I "cur he broken up. WIthout
any breach of e1l!l"p,"nu'nl. and breach of en,'agemellt'. or with- I breach of (·ngagements. or W1~hWIthout prejudice to the eflectuout the utter frustration
of Its : out the utter Irustration
of Its
anon of the object, '0 long as It object,
' object.
lasts.
* Superannuation age. suppa<. si rtv-five . age of commencement of contribution. from twenty to
thlrty:-If
none live beyond SlxtV-IIH', the fund will go on aceumulatmg lor eyer; and If all were to
hve up to srxtv-five, It would accumulate but so much the I.,,~er -on the other hand, If all die
withl1~ a few years after they have begun contnbutmg, except those ,,~o live beyond sixty-five, and
they live on to elghtv or nmetv, the msolvonev, under a plan of calculation grounded on au average of
age$, and a s\lppo:'e,i regular seal., of mortality, as between af'c and age, "ill be certain and enormous.

I
I

I

I
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score, that the members, in their quality of
bankers, are in every such society sufficiently
within reach of one another, in their quality of
customers to the bank: but this circumstance
is in effect but another cause of exclusion, under the mask of a convenience; since, in as far
as this condition fails, the society fails of extendmg Itself.
At the same time, it may be
owing, in no small degree, to the difliculty of
collecting together members within reach of
one another, (that is, within reach of the common office, the pubhc-house.) in number sufficient to form a society for this purpose, and
capable of sparing the necessary proportion of
the workmg time, that the benefit, such as it
is, Ib mostly confined to towns.
As to the times for receiving contributions,
and paying allowances, these are points tha.t,
in the instance of these societies, must be fixed
by general regulanon, and in respect of which
httle or no indulgence
can accordingly
be
shown to individual convenience.
The contnbutton must be so much a week, or so much a
month. less cannot be accepted, for no further advantage
can be allowed :-the
time
must he the periodical time of meeting, and
no other.
AR to the Company's system of FrugalityBanks, III point of mere vicinity, if confined to
the system of Industry-houses,
they certainly
would be in no small degree inferior to the
system of public houses which officiate in that
capacity to the existing societies: but even
were no further accommodanon provided, the
advantages it would have in those other respects seem to be more than an adequate compensation for tlus head of disadvantage.
No
tax,-no
obligation to dnnk ;-neJther
obligation nor invitation to rob the domestic Circle
of a regularly recurring evenmg.
Ten miles,
the utmost distance :-times
more or less frequent, governed altogether by individual convenience:-the
time consumed by the augmentation of distance might, in many instances,
be made up for by the diminution in the number of attendances;
and the time of the week
might be the day (for wherefore should it not
be I) on which time, considered in a pecuniary
light, hag no value.
Should tlns not be enough, the vestry-room
of each place of worship presents an office as
near, and the clerk an officer, or sub-agent, as
surtable as can be desired.
The minister and
churchwardens
would be his natural inspectors.
In a place in which he is already stationed by his existing and more important
duties, the smallest coin current, multiplied
by the number of members, and that by the
number of times of payment, in the instance
of each, would afford a compensation
more
than adequate to his trouble.
For the service
thus rendered to morality, religion need not
go unrewarded:
attendance
on the service of
the day might be a condition precedent, and
its ojJkes rendered preparatory,
to the exercise of this virtue.
Money transactions
are

neither ill-suited nor foreign to the ma.in business of the day, when sanctified by the occarioft,
or the _:
witness surplice-fees, communion
offerings, collections on briefs:-and
if a money
transaction be sanctified by charib', why not
by a virtue which stands paramount to charity herself, by preventing the mischief for
which her best exertions are but a palliative.
VIII. Mode of Book-keeping clear and sati8factory.-In
the instance of the existing societies, the provision made in favour of frugality
being so inadequate, the plan of book-keeping
necessary will be proportionably simple: and
indeed so simple, that the stock of literary acquirements existing in each society does not,
it is true, appear likely to be found in many
instances inadequate
tv the task.
But the
proposed Company, in their quality of keepers
of a universal frugality-bank,
would not extend their scheme of provision without providing a system of book-keeping
altogether
competent to the purpose.
Under their management, that degree of competeucy, which at
present is exposed everywhere to contingencies, would be certain and universal.
IX. Exemption from coUateral Inwnuniences.-Collateral
mischiefs,
to which the
management
of the Friendly
Societies is
liable to give birth, (as appears by examples
from Eden.) and from all which, by the management of the proposed Company, the bUSIness would be cleared: 1. DrunJcenne8s and
Dissipation, as above. 2. Disagruments and
quarrels-results
mischievous to themselves,
besides operating occasionally in quality of
causes of dissolution, as above.
3. Combinations for sinister purposes, of a professional
or other comparatively primte nature :-sueh
as rise of wages, (always in favour of occupations already overpaid,) or diminution of working hours.*
4. Combinanons for simster purposes of a publIC nature-s-the raging malady
of the times.
Section VII. E:rigencit8to 1Xhichthe Company'.
Bank is least compet~nt.-These are such, and
such only, in wluch the result of the largeness
of the society may be the danger of its not defending Itself, with sufficient Vigilance, against
the arts of customers:
the interest of each
associate, in each transaction,
decreasing as
the multitude of associates mcreases.
Among these cases would evidently be to
be found those of simple failure of employment, Sickness, and provision for widows, on
the supposition that, in return for the consideration-money
received, the burden to an
unlimited amount-to
a value not limited by
that of the consideration-money
in each instance-is
to be borne by the Company-I.
As to failure of employment, the exigency itself is so absolutely dependent on the will of
the customer, as to be palpably unsusceptible
.. Combinations of this tendency, and of the
most pernicious kind, are said to exist among the
aocieties composed of Londo» _nls.
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of being insured against on such terms.
To a
man who luu an employment, which fills up
his time, and affords him the means of living,
it will not commonly be a. very easy matter to
appear to have none: but there is no man
who could not 80 manage matters as not to
have any such employment.
2. Sickness indeed is not altogether in this ca.se; bnt it is
too much so to be capable of being provided
against upon these terms, by so large a company, without an evident danger of incalculable
loss. 3. Even in the case of provision for
widows, though the e1)ont from which the
actual commencement of the burden takes its
date, is not to be considered as being (as in
the former cases) dependent upon the will of
the customer; yet the knowledge of the matter of fact, in regard to constitution,
occupation, &c., on which the probable duration of
life depends, and thence on which the terms
of the contract, or even the reception of a candidate, in his proffered quality of customer,
may be made to depend-and
therefore, in
this way, the probable commencement of the
burden, in each instance, are in no small degree dependent on his will." Against the danger
.. Child-maintenance provision, where the demand for it results from the eo-existence of an extra number of children under the self-maintaining
age, is an exigency not altogether incapable of being
thus provided for on its own bottom, and even In
the way of Insurance. For howeve- the reducmo
the amount of the exigency below any given amount
may, physically speaking, not be out of the power
of the parties, (such a result being attainable by abstinences repugnant to the object of the institution,)
yet the increlUtng the amount of the exigency, that is,
the number of the children produced by any given
marriage, is a result not subject to the will of the
individual, as marriage itself, apparent idleness, or
apparent failure of employment are. Whatever
were the chance, in respeet of the co-existent number of burdensome children found to obtain at any
period, mIght therefore be safely taken as the permanent amount of the chance; SInce no other cause
than the desirable event of a general increase In the
national rate of VItality could occasion it to be exceeded. But the calculations would be complicated; and the stock of data requisite in the capacity
of grounds for calculation IS such, as is not to be
obtained without the aid of government: inasmuch
as a complete enumerstion
of the whole population
would b. absolutely indispensable ; and when once
made, it were better, for thrs as well as so many
other purposes, that it should be regularly kept up.
At any rate the sale of annuities co-enduring with
this exigency, would, it is evident, be a business of
too much eompheatron
and delicacy, and would
require funds of too great a magnitude, to he witlun
the sphere of ability of any of the local associations.
But by the proposed Company, (supposing the data
to be but obtamed.)
it might be conducted with
perfect safety and regularity, to the great advantage
of the industrious and frugal individual, as also of
the Company, if the company thought fit to take
a share in it.
Among the cluster of donations, proposed with too
little thought of the ways and means, and among
the least exceptionable 1D its principle, was that of
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here in qnestion, in the ease of provrsion
against sickness, there seems to be but one
remedy, viz. the calling in the aid of the dlltyafll1r.iflterut juMtion principle, and taking for
sharers in the bargain some individual, or small
assemblage of individuals, whose personal interest In the event of ea.ch bargain shall be
adequate to the purpose :-in the case of provision for widows, there is, besides the above
remedy, that of reducing the burden of the
allowance to a rate adjusted to the supposed
utmost efficacy of the cause of disadvantage,
and for that purpose supposing the lives of
husbands (among the cnstomers of the bank)
to be as much worse than ordinary, and that
of wives as much better than ordinary, as the
purpose shall be found to require.
If the latter remedy be not employed, there remams
still unprovided against, in the case of this
mode of provision for widows, the danger of
a sinister and secret interest, on the part of
the agent, strong enough to overcome the
known and legitimate Interest by which his
fidelity is endeavoured
to be insured;
and,
upon the whole, these are the branches of the
trade of assurance which appear the least
adapted of any to the constrtution of the proposed Company.
In the case of a provision
for widows In no other shape than that of a
superannuation-annuity,
as the commencement
of the burden depends---not (as before) upon
the badness of the life of the man, but upon the
goodness of the life of the woman, the danger
of imposrtion has no place.
This, as well as
every other case of a superannuation-annuity,
is as competent to the constitution of the Company as any branch of assurance can be: and
as competent to the constitunon of the proposed Company, as to any other Company,
existing or proposable :-and
this is the only
shape In which prOVISIOnfor widows is adapted
to the situation of the lowest-paid classes, that
is, to the bulk of self-mamtaming
hands: for
surely it is not a matter even to be Wished for,
that a woman who dunng her husband's life
has been subjected to labour, should be raised
above it by his death.
In those cases to which the Company's management is applicable with least advantage, it
is not that this management is less competent
to the enabling an individual to make provision for the txtgefICY, but only as to the makmg provision against it in a particular tIIOdeviz. in the way of insurance :-for,
to a party
II gratuItous allowance for extra-children altogether
at the public charge. A bounty to a more supportable amount, upon that same principle, might be
afforded, by enabling the Company, at the public
expense, to insure a family agaInst the burden for
a premium in such proportion
inferior to what
would be an equivalent, as should be thonght fit.
But whether this expensive mode of affordIng relief
would be preferable to the unexpensive mode of administering it by the taking of extra-children
upon
the footing of Company's apprentices, the reader 18
by this tinIe in a coadmon to judge.
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who IS content to be his own insurer, the Company's bank, (as we have seen,) holds out
agamst this, as well as so many other exigencies, a provision not to be derived from any
other source.
If a man has tim" before-hand,
it enables him to lay up a fund of self-relief, by
means of which he may be provided for in his
own way, at his own time :-if, for want of
time, or otherwise, he has laid up no such fund,
at the worst It provides for him, on the selfliberation plan, in an industry-house.
Compared with self-insurance,
insurance by contract, as mother
cases, so, more particularly
in this, seems, It IS true, most favourable to
happiness upon the whole: the distribution of
good and evil being in this way more equable:
-for though what there is of personal suffering in the case is incapable of being distributed,
yet its concomitant, the pecuniary burden, IS
distributed by this means; and, by being distrrbuted, the pressnre of it upon the whole IS
lessened :-and the strength given by exercise
to the benevolent affections, and to the habit
of beneficence, is a kmd of indirect advantage,
which, in a moral point of VIew, is not to be
contemned.
To this mode of provision, the
Company, though it were not itself to embark
in the adventurous
part, might afford very
considerable
eucouragement
and assistance.
By undertakmg,
III terms
attended with no
risk to itself, but with a moderate advantage,
the receipt of contributions,
the payment of
allowances, and the charge of book-keeping,
the Company would case the associations of
all danger and apprehension of embezzlement
and d Iss/pat ion . It might release them of a
great part of the burden of attendance, and
exempt them from the dangers of discord. and
dissolution.
It would contribute,
III a great
variety of way .., to increase the amount of the
population thus associated : It might reduce,
the number necessary to the formmg an a500- i
elation, by taking for itself (which It might do
Without danger) a certam proporuon of the
shares i-as far as ten (suppo,;e) out of forty;
-by enabhng those to form a common ])urs<,
who, by reason of any of the cau-es of separatron above spoken of-(a", rchgion, party, private disagreement,
and the hkej=-nugh;
have
been prevented from formmg a common ([SSP'I}l/,/.~
-Ill a word, It might remove, alrno-t WIthout exception, the various causes of latent exclusion above exemplified or alluded to.
So III the case of associations bound for annuities to commence at Widowhood-the
Cumpany might perhaps not tlunk It advisable ever
to contract any obligation of that sort on its
own account :-at
any rate It could never
pJedge itself for the di;charge of obhgatrons
already contracted
011 this score of existmg
associations :-hut
it might take their funds
mto its OWll hands, keep account of the produce, and undertake
for the discharge of tile
engagements, as far as that produce extended,
and no further.
The benefit that has resulted from these as-

sociations is as important as it is extensive .
the principle of frugality being rendered popular, the foundation is laid, the chief difficulty
removed.
What, regards relief under sickness
is unmixed good :-thousands
and tens of thousands must have been preserved by it from
death, misery, and pensioned idleness.-But,
of what concerns provision against distant
contingencies,
the result is in the clouds.
It
is in vain to inquire into remote effects, when
the state even of existing causes is wrapt in
darkness.
Who can say to what extravagancies overweaning hope may not have soared, while unlettered
nnnds have been left to
wander m the field of calculation without a
guide I-Take
even the oldest of these bodies,
the past prosperity, were It ever so universal,
can scarce as yet have afforded any pledge of
future.
The oldest cannot as yet have reached the agf' of trral."
Meantime, safe or unsafe, how little they have done or can do towards sansfymg the demands of frugality in
their fullest extent, and m all their diversity
of shape, has been already seeu. The body of
collateral mischief of which they may prove
pregnant, appears not to be mconsiderable.fBut whatever there may be of danger in the
institution,
results from circumstances
that
are altogether
accidental to It-the
multrtudinous and unbridled concourse of rough and
uncultivated
minds :-democracy
is no more
of the essence of frugality, than It IS of prudence, tranquillity,
or science.
The benefits
result from the object itself, the disposition to
frugahty: the rruschiefs, from the means which
chance has hitherto furnished for the exercise
of that virtue.
Under the management of the
proposed Company, the mrsclnets would drop
off of course: the benefit would remain=-wrth
vast increase of magnitude, and ill Its most
perfect purity.
'Were the disadvantages
attached to these
petty Frugality Banks, a q compared with the
propu-ed General Frugahty Bank, ever so consrderable , It does not follow that it would be
abstractedly
useful, any more than honestly
practicable, to employ the hand ot government
Coicemmg the age of trial, see Dale and Price.
Whatever
mav he the amount of this collateral
rrnsehief, nothing
imprudence
or oversight can,
WIth ju-tu-o, he laid on this account to the score of
government.
Government did not make these FOcieties, It found them ready made. B) the special
protection It II01<b out to them, It has afforded Itself Its surest chance for their attachment,
as well
as a peculiar trtle to their allegiance. After all,
"hat It glyes as a boon to this pnvileged part of its
subjects m the shape of a reward for virtue, IS no
more than what government owes as a debt to all
subjects without drsnnction=-ccces .. ble justICe and
Idli'llN of residence th e last, a blessing, the 10ss of
which, the baneful fruit of the existing poor laws,
is a mistortune peculiar to thi-, land of otherwise so
Justly boasted liherty: a hle»mg which, by the
proposed piau, and by nothmg hut the proposed
plan, would effectually be restored,
'I'

t
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to break them up. The Company's General
Bank being added, and these particular banks
remaining as they are, the customer, in this,
as in most cases, could not but be a gainer by
the competition.
Whatever part of this business they chose should be done for them by
the Company's Bank, it would always be ready
to do for them on pre-adjusted
terms: whatever part they either found they could not do
or conceived that the Company would do for
them better than they could do for themselves,
they would of course give the doing of It to the
Company: and if, in any instance, the result
of their choosing to do their own business, instead of turning it over to the Company, should
be its being ill done, they could only have
themselves to thank for it. The cases in which
it is not better for a man to suffer by his own
will, than to be saved against his will, are
neither many, nor very easy to determme.
In
every shape in which assistance could be wished
-instruction-legal
powers-pecuniary
funds
-trust-worthy
hands-the
Company, with
its all-comprehensive
and omnipresent Bank,
would never cease to hold out to them a sure
and mexhaustible
resource.
Chap. VI. Pecuniary Remittance facilitated
to the Poor.-Dlsadvantage
the poorest and
most numerous classes labour under, III this
respect, the relatiee of expense of remittance
increasing as the sum to be remitted decreases.
A considerable proportion of the self-maintaining poor of this country are stationed habituaIly at a distance from their dearest connexions. In this humble line of life, so small a
sum as a crown, or half-crown, might be no inconsiderable assistance-i-from
a parent to a
child-from
a child to an infirm parent, or
grand-parent-from
a sister to a SIster, &c.There are individuals in this country, to whose
expenditure
£500 does not bear so great a
proportion as half-a-crown does to the expenditure of many an individual among the selfmaintaining poor.-Useful
arrangements taken
by the post-office relative to this head, since
the first penning of this paper."
But these,
arrangements
do not altogether come up to
the present purpose: neither the least sum nor
the retribution being quite small enough: nor
.. By a l"el1:Ulationof very recent date, the intervention of the different classes of officers, which
Government, for other purposes, has occasion to
station, in spots more numerous than those of the
proposed industry-houses, (though still not 80 numerous as the parishes,) have been employed for
t~e purpose of ena~ling seamen in the ,king's ~rvice to C?rresp?nd, I~ ~he way of pec~Dlary remittance, 'WItht~elr f..milies, w?erever SItuated. .The
benefit ~f this arrangement I~ beyo~d calculatlO.n:
-moralIty, as _well as convemence, IS served by It :
-m8JIY a family, which used to be a burden to the
public, derives now its nourishment from the natural source; and no inconsrdersble portion of national wealth, which used to be worse than thrown
away, is now applied to purposes of real and necesary use.
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does the post, in all places, reach the cottage
of the poor.t This part of the business of remittance might be managed by the assistance of the Company, in and from the several
mdustry-houses,
for the benefit of the lowest
paid classes, with proper checks, (such as the
letters being sent open, &c.) to save the benefit from bemg usurped by those who have no
need of it. Ti¥J accommodation will of course
be the more valuable, the more frequent and
regular the intercourse
between the several
industry-houses
and the parishes within their
respective circuits.
By the use proposed to
be made of each vestry-room in the quality of
a sub-office to the proposed system of Fruqality Banks, the demand for this intercourse
would naturally be increased.
Leaving other
days to casual opportunity,
Sunday, the day
of universal leisure and social intercourse
among the poor, might be a day of regular
communication,
between each industry-house
and the several parishes Within its circuit.
Special messengers would seldom be necessary.
The visits which the inhabitants
of each industry-house
would of their own accord be
making to their friends in the respective
parishes, would in general, be sufficient for
executing these and such other commissions as
there might be occasion to give them from the
house.-For
the facihties that might be given
to conveyance, see the next chapter.
Chap. VII.
Distant Conuyance facilitated
to the Poor.-Use
of the industry-houses in the
! capacity of frugality-inns and frugal-oonuy-i ance-staqes.-Mean
distance from house to
i house, on one supposition, fifteen miles; on
i another, but ten miles and two-thirds.
Inns
i are altogether unnecessary, where, comparing
t the distance between house and house, with the
ability of the traveller III respect of self-conveyance, he can make his way from house to house
without stopping for anight's rest. But houses
for stopping at in the day time are not necessary to the poor traveller.
Repose he finds,
at the worst, upon the ground; food he carnes in his pocket, from the industry-house
i where he slept.
The cheapest beasts of draught
i (asses) might be kept, at a small expense, in
sufficient number for those who by childhood
or infirmity were disqualified for self-convey-

I

ance.
.
I
I
I. U BeS tn the Mance of the nd~'"Y.-hOtUtl
Poor.-1. The tramfer~ble classes distributed
all over the country Without expense, whereever food is cheapest, or labour, such as they
have respectively to bestow, most in demand.
2. A pauper, on his becoming burdensome,
conveyed from his last abode to one of the
nearest industry-houses without charge; su1llcient conductors, where requisite, being always
to be found among the populanon of the house.
t Defects in the post-office arrangement hav~,
in this respect, during the present year, (1841,) 8JId
the immedIately preceding, been matenalIyamended by reducing the rate of commiJSion.-E'd.
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3. A well-behaved pauper,on his petinon.conveyed, by indulgence of the Company, to the
abode, or to the industry-bouse
nearest to the
abode, of any of his near connex.ions, whom
he wishes to visit, though it were at the remotest part of South Britain.
If able, no loss,
for want of his labour, need be incurred. Ten,
or even fifteen miles a-day, would scarcely
make too large an addition to his ordinary
day's labour, even if it were of the hard-work
kind; none at all, if it were of the sitting work,
or other alight-work kind. When not employed
for travelling, as above, the asses, attached to
proper vehicles, might serve for giving open air,
in conjunction with exercise, to the children
beneath the self-conveying age, and to the bedridden-especiallyon
Sundays.-(See
Book iv.

man were thus led to visit, so many establishments, alike prepared, in the capacity of frugality-bank.
and remittanee-ofoeB,
to enable
him to lay up, improve, or remit, whatever
savings he may have m&de.-(See
Ch. v. and
vi.)
IV. Confined Hand_PerBOm traulling I,.
CU$tody.-l.
Suspected hands, arrested, and to
be passed, on mesne process, or in execution.
2. Delinquents, by delinquencies of an inferior
class, arrested, and to be passed, on mesne process, or in execution.
3. Ddxors, arrested, and
to be passed.on mesne process, or in execution:
-the debtor having the option to bait at an industry-house, or at a public-house :-an important saving to poor debtors, and thence to their
poor creditors :-each industry-house
containing a strong ward, with provision for approPAUPER CoMFORTS.)
II. Use to the selj-maintaining Poor-Trapnate separation and aggregation,carried to the
velling all over the country, wherever their oc- utmost extent, (see Book ii, Ch. iL) and cacasions lead them ;-settingout
without money,
pable of affording assistance, upon occasion, to
and arriving with money in their pockets.* At constables and bailiffs.
Thus would be superpresent this cannot be done, because there is seded the necessity of irons for suspected hands,
nobody in a condition to give employment at and the expense of occasional extra guards for
confined hands of all classes. Debts tDOuld thus
such short tearning,in large or small quantities,
as it may happen, to persons unknown, coming
be payable by industry-houses,
though not by
the ensuing chapter.
in any number.
A man, having money in his prisons.-See
Chap. VIII. Imprisonment
rendered 'Unez..
pocket, might work or not work, as he chose:
causes of
-taking
the 'benefit of the diet and lodging at pensiu and ,·eformatiu.-Efficient
eorruption-l.
Idleness (i. e. want of/&onelt octhe cheap price of the honse, instead of using
a public-house, under the obligation of paying
cupation.)
2. Corruptive aggregation.
3. Exfor expensive food and liquors.
Domestic ties emption from tutelary inspection.
4. Access
would be strengthened,
and social affections
to the means of intoxication.-Efficient
causes
cherished, by laying open, in this way, to the of reformation, the reverse of the above.
1.
poor, those opportunities
of occasional interIndustry (i. e. honest and profit-yielding oeeucourse and uninterrupted
sympathy, which at pation.)
2. Tutelary as well as innoxious agpresent are monopolized by aftluence.
gregation.
3. Constant tutelary
inspection.
Persons 'Under engagement to, or in relation
4. Seclusion from the means of intoxica.tion.to whom this accommodation
might be partiThe preaence of all these causes of corruption
cularly convenient-l.
Soldiers;
2. Militiais of the essence of a prison: a few of the lately
men; 3. Seamen; 4. Marines :--on furlough,
improved prisons excepted, where an imperfect
or when disbanded :-and with or without their
dose of the efficient causes of reforma~ion, (viz.
children.-No
expense to the public-no
scan- industry, absence of corruptive aggregation,
dal of begging-no
danger of stealing or rob- and seclusion from the means of intoxication,
bing, on pretence of begging.
but without tutelary aggregation,
or constant
III. Persons not 'Under Engagement.-l.
and inspection,) is purchased, by means of separate
2. Welsh and Irish harvesters,
periodically
lodgment, and thence at an enormous price.
visiting-3.
Settlers and employment-seekers
The perfect abllinee of all the efficient causes of
from Scotland-4.
Accepters of offers of em- corruption, the perfect presence of all the effiployment in the several branches of industry,
cient causes of r1ormation-is
equally of the
to and from every part of England, as adveressence of a proposed industry-house:"
None
used in the Company's Employment-Gazetteof these requisites of a prison (except confine(See Ch. i.}-So
many industry-houses
as a ment) are to be found in any ordinary prison:
all of them would be to be found in eM'!I inPractical
consequenee-ecom* Expense of a day's maintenance for a man, not dustry-house.
so much as 4d. ;-but say 6d.:-worth
of day's mon prisons ought to be extirpated as common
work, not so little as Is. :-a, quarter of each day nuisances: and their function supplied by 110
expended in travelling from house to house ;-this
would leave three-quarters of a day to work in, and
earn 9d.-At this rate, a poor man might work his
Unceasing inspection, conjoined with approway on from house to house, any number of days priate se}l"'l""tlOnand aggregation, does "Whatever
together, without intermission, putting 3d. a day good sohtary confinement can do-c-does what it can
into his pocket to his journey's Jlnd, instead of be- not do-can he eonnnued for any length of time
ing at any expense.-In
the case of a woman, ex- without mischief-and
is free from the unsurpense 3d. ;-but My 4d. :~y's
earniags, 8d.:- mountable objections to which the latter is exposed,
three-quarters ditto, 6d. :-money in pocket each under the head of expense.-Solitary
confinement,
day,2d.
like mercury, is good, not for diet, but Co: medicine.
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Rrong fMrd in each of the proposed industryhouses.
An industry-house
would need no
Howard-no
Paul-no
Pitt.-Every
man
might be a Howard without danger, difficulty,
trouble, or merit.
Any man by looking at the
Company's Journal might know incomparably
more of t'M'!I industry-house, the prisoner-part
of its inhabitants included, than Howard could
ever know of any prison: the passing moment
filled the measure of his knowledge.-Terror
and safe custody are the only purposes answered at present by the use of ordinary prisous:
those securities being indispensable, pnsons of
some sort or other :must still be employed,
though corruption, instead of reformation,
be
the price paid for the advantage.
Some men
must be sent there, or the fear of being sent
there would not find its way into the bosoms
of the rest. Prisons are what they are, because
they ka~ been what they are: when prisons
were first built, not an idea of the system of
antiseptiCB here exhibited had ever presented
itself to view.
In process of time the whole system of imprisonment might be undertaken by the Company, to the universal advantage of all parties
interested.-Debtors
and delmquents from the
higher lines of life, are the only classes of prisoners who could not be accommodated to advantage in a proposed industry-house, without
additions for the purpose.
Precedent debts, due to creditors at large,
might as well be worked out upon the uifliberation plan, as debts due to the Company
for sickness-relief administered in advance."
Chap. IX. Domutio Moralit!! enforoed.-At
present, ualess the disease be violent indeed,
imprisonment, the only remedy, (besides being
mostly placed out of reach by the expenses,
natural and artificial, of procedure,) being but
an aggravation of the disease, domestic disorders, are, as it were, without remedy. A fit remedy would, for the first time, be brought into
existence by the proposed industry-houses.
I. Classes to whom an industry-house might
be of use in the capacity of a refomlation-/wvle
-1. Bad apprentices-at
the instance of the
master.-2.
Bad children-at
the instance of
the father or guardian.-S.
Bad wives-at
the
instance of the husband.-At
the instance of the
father, by the mere parental authority-in
the
other cases, by adjudication of one or two magistra.tes.
.. Not a debt paid by the hnmane and respectable society illlltituted for that purpose, but might
have been paid with still more advantage by the
debtor himself, in a proposed induatry-house.
In
two months the largest conrt of conscience debt
would be worked out, though the eharJ:e of maintenance were as high as 4d. a dar, and the earnings
no more than Is. Number relieved to 4th April,
1798, 15,827: average amount of debt, costs included, £2, lOs. ald. [Herald, 16th April, 1798.]
-Excellent
this! ~,how
much more excellent,
that he who owed his imprisonment to his own act,
should owe his deliverance to his own industry.
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II. Conversely, it might be httle less useful
in the capacity of an a.y[um against domestic
tyranny :-1. From the power of a bad master
-2. a bad father or guardian-So
or a bad
husband.-In
this latter case, adjudication,
it
should seem, would be scarcely necessary.
Without serious ill-treatment,
a wife would
hardly exchange matrimonial comforts, an independent abode, and the government of a family, for celibacy under inspection-in
company of her own sex only, and not of her own
choice. Spite, or a project of governing the
husband by fear of the privation would hardly
go such lengths :-neither
malice nor ambition
are to such a degree stronger than self-regard.
-Prefera.bleness
of such an asylum to a domestic one in the present case, though it were
under the protection of a parent, or elder relation of the same sex.-Elopement,
though it
were to the house of a natural guardian, is seldom exempt from danger, never from suspicion,
during the attractive age:
Infidelity, when it
was not the cause, being in such circumstances
but too natural an effect.
On reconciliation, the industry-honse,
like a
well-regulated
convent, but free from the objectious that attach on convents, would restore
the fugitive, without spot or suspicion, to the
marital &rIDs.t
There, as in a convent, conjugal infidelity,
become scandalous, might moreover receive Its
punishment. from a tribunal of magistratessittmg in private, unless publicity, with or
without the intervention
of the ecclesiastieal
court or a jury, be reclaimed by either of the

parties.f
Ill. Utility of the industry-house

regimen,
to drvers classes, comprised within the principal design of it, in the character of a oerlificate,
as well as of a pledge, of good behaviour, in
their respective spheres.
1.and 2. To out-ofplace domestio servants of the female sex, it
would be a preservation of chastity and of reputation of chastity:
80 of the habit of industry and regular obedience, in both sexes.
3.
and 4. To repentant prostitntes, and to friendUSB females, at the approach of the perilous
age, it wonld be an alglum for the benefit of
the lower classes, that is, the great bulk of
the community; doing, upon a universal scale,
and without expense, that sort of good which
is endeavoured to be done upon a minute scale,
but at no minute expense, by two magnificent
as.well as benevolent institutions-in
a style of
accommodation, congenial (as is but natural)
to the habits and sentiments-not
so much of
the classes into which they are to be returned,

t In this ease, as in many others, the legal remedy-dioorc" a mensa et toro proptu -uiamis rendered altogether inaccessible to the self-maintaining poor-that is, to the great bulk of the community-by the artificial e~ses
of procedure.
::: The exhibition of a Wife, sold like a beast
with a halter about her neck, in a public market,
would not then, as at present, offend the moral eye.
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as of'those higher classes to which they are
indebted for their support.
IV. Under the plan already traced, the Employment Gazette Itself (see Ch. i.) will be a
perpetual school of morality-an
inexhaustible
fund of unexpensive premiums for good behaviour.
The more points of good character a
man can muster, the better and speedier his
chance for employment,
and the better the
terms upon which he will be received.
The
inference is natural from theory; and there
will be the evidence of experrence.s=publlshed
experience,-to
show whether it be not just.
Let it not be imagined, that because the
place is the same, the treatment given in it may
not be infinitely diversified.
There is nothmg
either in relief or in correction, that should
render them incapable of being admimsteredadministered
to the pinnacle of perfecnon=within the compass of the same walls.
Even
now, the same chamber is witness to the caresses given to the dutiful, and the chastisement given to the froward child.
It is in
truth but through want of wisdom, not by any
law of nature, that the disparity has remained
hitherto so WIde between penal justice and
domestic discipline.
Good order is a condition
not less necessary to the delicacies of domestic
comfort, than to the utmost severines of public
justice.
The presence of the fostermg hand is
not less necessary to the infant, of the feeding
hand to the hungry, of the assisting hand to
the infirm, of the healing hand to the sick, of
the soothmg hand to the afflrcted, or of the
ministenng hand to the luxurious, than that of
the avenging hand to the crnninal who is to be
punished for his crimes.
The one thing needful was a perfect and general instrument
of
good order ;-an
instrument
not to be constructed without the aid of the inspection-architecture, The desideratum being found, good
order may be introduced
into any system of
management, and applied to all purposes that
end in utility, however wide of each other they
may appear to spread at the first stage.
Chap. X. National Force strengthened witk(Jut Ezpense.-Section
1. Land Force.-Another collateral
benefit, of a most important
nature, deducible from the proposed industryhouse system-without
effort-without
diS-j
bureement=-wnhout
expense to anybody j-a
nursery-a
supplement-and,
in part, a succedaneu.m-to
the existing system of national
defence.
One of the members of the official establishment a drill-serjeant
:-on Sundays to act as
such, in trammg the fencible part of the apprentice-stock, after an appropriate prayer:on week-days, in the capacity of a clerk.Arms for exercise, whatever have been condemned as unserviceable, as far as they will
go.-Age
oftraining, from fourteen, or earlier:
-age of requisition, from eighteen, seventeen,
or even sixteen :-numbers
to be expected, by
the time the accumulation of the apprenticestock has attained its maxunum (according to

LAW.
a basis of' calculation not now relied upon, but
to which the eventual number, if deficient,
might, by the means of extension hereinafter
suggested, beyond a doubt be raised) from sixteen to eighteen, 29,296 j from eighteen to
twenty-one, 42,841 j from sixteen to twentyone, 72,137.
The establishment of officers would be framed, of course, upon the existing constitutional
plan :-some of the inferior, the Crown might
perhaps find a convenience m selecting out of
the official establishments,
to whose authority
those privates will have been in the ha.bit of
paymg such unvarying obedience j-the supenor, from the landed strength of the country,
as at present.
Utility of a corps thus constituted, not only
agamst the rare and contmgent danger of invasion, but as an eligible and universally present succedaneum to the less popular assistance
of the regular force, against casual tumults,
the result of sudden and partial discontents.
Sequestered from the world at large, the intercourse, as between house and house, written
as well as personal, being altogether at the
Company's
command, (that is, through the
Company, at the command of Government,
and of that Public on wluch Government depends for its existence.) no exisnng body of
military force could be equally proof agamst
seductions
and combinations.
Completely
trained by so many years of exercise, at the
expiration of their apprenticeship,
and consequent diffusion into the mass of the population,
they would form an ample fund of disciplmed
force, ever ready in the hour of exigency.
Not the slightest idea of hardship could attach upon this gentle and self-executing institution.
Under the military conscripnons that
prevail in Russia, Austria, and Prussia, the
discipline is severe, the service constant and
frequently foreign, the danger frequent, and in
full prospect. Here the service is purely homeservice, the duties occasional only, the dangers
no other than what they WIll have been prepared
for from birth ; and those contingent, and, unless at a moment like the present, scarcely to
be looked upon as probable :-the whole concern, (instead of a terror,) an exercise, a pa8time, and a spectacle.-No
need of their lodging, any of them, anywhere out of an industryhouse, unless in case of an immediate approaching invasion.
Were even the service ever so
irksome, and the dangers ever so serious, there
are none, surely, on whom the lot could faU
WIth equal justice, as upon those who, indebted
to public chanty, all of them for maintenance
and education, many of them for life itself,
may literally be termed the fOlter-children of
the country.
Inconveniences attending the militia establishment, on its present footing.-The
obligation falling by lot on individuals, many of t~lem
ill-adapted to it by disposition, none of them
prepared for it by education :-married
mea
taken from their families, and the burden of
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maintaining
those families thrown upon the
public ;-a great and recent addition to the
burden of the poor-rates :-a11 of them exposed
to the influence of corruptive aggregation,
and
initiated (since such is the custom) mto habits
of idleness and dissipation :-all thrown out of
employment ;-a means of existence which, on
their return to their families and homes, many
of them may find it difficult to recover."
Section II. Naeo! Fo-rce.-The maritime
industry-houses
adjacent to the sea-coast, or
great rivers, would be a natural nursery for
the navy-private
as well as public.-A
suitable tum might be given to the education of
the apprentice-stock-Swimming
universal.t
-Here
they might be initiated, from the earhest age, in the exercise of the handicraft arts
pracnsed on ship-board.e=Examples-e-Oakumpickmg-rope-splicing-sail-making-netweaving--even
ship and boat-carpentry:
alternately with land trades, in peace tIme: practised exclusively, in war time.-(See
Book ii.
Ch. viii.)-Navigation,
the hterary part of It,
might be added here to whatever school-learning were taught on Sundays, on the principle
of the Sunday schoola==Mmds as well as bodies
being thus prepared for this branch of service,
by original destination,
education, example,
and habit, the male youth of the maritime induatry-houses would constitute a sort of naval
militia :-bnt
should, at the same time, be
trained to the land exercise, as well as those
of the inland houses.
In srtuations
where the fishing business
could be carried on at ordinary times WIthout
loss, upon occasion of a glut, instead of degrading thIS valuable food to a manure, the opportumty might be embraced of victualling the
circumjacent industry-houses
to a considerable
distance-c-inland
as well as coastwise.:::
Could any use be derived from the maritime
industry-houses
towards forming a chain of
signals!
The chain of maritime industry-houses might
form a valuable addition to the existing stock
of sources of relief against ship-distress and
shipwreck.
By means of an out-post or two,
bere and there, betwixt house and house, a
chain of telegraphic communication,embracing
the whole coast, might thus be kept up at a
comparatively
small expense.
Section III. Nosal. Timber.-By
Report
11th of the Commissioners for inquiring into the
Land Revenue, (printed in li92,) the stock of

* For the advantages of taking ihe earliest youth
for the period of mihtary service, see a very ingenious, judicious, and well-written paper, in Roederer's Journ&! d'Eeonomie politique.
t On board of king's ships, not half, seareely &.
third, (I have been assured.) can swim, FIve or
SIXhave been known to be drowned in the eourse
of a voyage.
::: At &. pouud a·day per head, (adults and nonadults together,) two carts, holdmg half a ton each,
with an ass to each. would carry, m a day, ada ...••
provision fro 111 one house to another.
•
•

ship-timber in the country is lessening and
growing precarious.-The
nature of the propnetorship, in the case of the proposed Company, would be peculiarly favourable to the
rearing and maintaming of a stock that can be
depended upon.
The landlord here would
neither be forced by necessity, nor so much as
have it in his power, to cut timber at a premature growth.-Elaewhere
it requires a numerous and uninterrupted
succession of frugal
and uninterruptedly
prosperous landlords, to
preserve an oak to its full size. Here the vegetable hopes of the nation would not be left
at the mercy of careless, malicious, or predatory tenants:
no persons having access to the
plantations but such as would be more under
command than either the neighbours
or the
inhabitants of a private estate, and incapable
of enjoying the frurt of depredation
WIthout
discovery. The preservation of the plantations
might be rendered the Joint interest and con'I cern of the Company and Government.
The
Company, at the same time, might lie under a
perpetual injunction as to the cutting of timber, otherwise than WIth the allowance of government;
and might be under an obhgatron
to keep a perpetual account of it, tree by tree:
-a sort of obligation to which ordinary proprietors cannot be subjected.
A periodical
state of the timber, verified by oath of proper
eye-witnesses, might be Included in the Company's periodical Reports.
The plan of bookkeeping would of course be extended to this
most valuable part of the stock.
The plantations delineated upon a, scale in which, from
the first, the number of plants within a given
square, and, after thinmug, the place of each
remammg plant might be marked, and the
plant denominated
by a number.-Annual
surveys, enumeratIons, and valua.tions.-Plantation book,-in
which every plant, as it dISappears, shall be marked off, and the cause,
or supposed cause, of its disappearance entered
under heads :-as, natural decay-biown
dOIrn
-destroyed
by aaimals-(naming
the animals,
when ascertainable, as hares, rabbits, &c.)Places for a plantation in every industry-house
demesne, where soil and SItuation permitted,
would be, 1. The icard-separation belt-2. The
e.derior-sequestration belt; viz. the belt planted
for the purpose of contributing to the general
design of sequestering
the apprentice-stock
from promiscuous association with individuals
at large.-(See
Book ii. Ch. ii, and iii.]
Chap. XI. Rats of Lnfau: Mortality diminu!.ed.- Under the head of CkUd-flumng,
(Book ii. Ch. ix.) together with what hears reIation to that subject, in the chapter on the
Principle. of .Management, (Ch, iv.) a. plan has
been sketched out, by which the rate of mortality, during the whole of the apprenticeperiod, but more particularly during the trying period of infancy, bids fair for being reduced to its lowest terms :-lower,
much lower
-fur what should hinder it!-in
this hitherto
neglected line of life, than in those higher
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lines,-the
highest not excepted,-which
command every attention that opulence can procure.
Under the head of Education,
including
what bears relation to that subject in the chapters on the Principles of Management, and on
Employment, a plan has been sketched out, by
which, under that important head, the condition of the Company's wards promises to be
placed upon a footing obvrously more eligible
than that of the children of the self-maintaining poor, even in the highest-paid
classes.*Condition in life IS better and better, in the ratio
of the stock of ways and means to that of wants.
Here the ratio is increased at both ends. The
stock of wants reduced to the lowest limits,
by bemg confined, from the beginning, within
the circle traced out by nature : the stock of
ways and means, on the other hand, augmented
by a multiplication of talents and employments,
and thence of securities for future hvelihood,
hitherto without example.
But should it appear, that the condition of
a Company's apprentice
is more eligible in
every point of view-probability
of life and
health, good conduct, and assurance of future
livelihood, than that of his fellows withoutdoors: and of this superiority, such part as is
demonstrable (which is the case with so much
as regards hfe and health) should stand continually demonstrated
to the eyes of all men,
upon the face of the Reports, natural affection,
would in many cases join with economy, in disposing a prudent parent to put his children in
possession of the same advantages.
An arrangement
of this kind would operate
to the unspeakable
advantage of all parties.
The causes of good management would be reacted upon and strengthened by this collateral
effect.
Good management
bestowed on the
indispensable
or free-school part of the r.onadult stock-the
bound apprentices-would
procure a stock of volunteers in the character
of boarders: and as the profits derivable to the
Company and its agents, from these boarders,
would operate when the time came, so would
the prospect of it operate, from the beginning,
as an incentive, calling forth and applying
their utmost exertions to the rendering the
condition of these their wards as advantageous,
in every respect, and as conspicuously and unquestionably 50, as possible. By the reduction
of infant mortality among the pauper stock,
the way would thus be paved to a similar reduction among the offspring of the self-maintaining stock ;. and the prospect of this latter
.reduction, and of the profit that might accompany it, would tend in the most powerful degree to promote and increase the original reduction, in the instance of the pauper stock.
Sow CGUU6, and you will reap ifect6.-Can
it
be wondered at, tha.t the crop of good effects
.. For a summary but detailed and comprehensive VIew of the advantage. peculiar to this and
other branches of the Company's population-stock,
see Book iv. PAUPER COMFORTS.

should in this field have hitherto been 50 scanty,
when the list of good causes sown is so mere
a blank!
By the defalcation of all factitious wants,by the reduction in the expense of inspection,
-(the
result of the inspection-architecture
principle, and of the advantage of operating
on a large scale,)--the
expense of rearing
youth, in the best manner, may not only, without the sma.llest prejudice in regard to probabilIty of life, health, or comfort, but with increased benefit in all those respects, be reduced to a pitch considerably below the amount
of what a sufficient allowance of the stock of
articles deemed neoessaries, according to the
customary mode of living a.mong the working
classes.could be a.fforded for in a private family
of the working class. The difference betwixt
the oustomary expense of maintenance,
and
the neoessary expense of maintenance, upon an
imprO'!led plan, would be found so great, as to
admit of the Company's reimbursing the amonnt
of the receipts upon as many of their boarders
as happen to die under their care, reserving
still a profit sufficient to afford to the Company, and its agents, an ample recompense for
every exertion they can bestow.+
Here, or hereabout, might be the maxilllltfn
rate of receipt and profit.-Under
this, the

t &ample

of the profit denroble to the Companll,
and, at the same time, of the 84'11"'9 obta.,.'&
by the parent, on a child tkus taken I'll to board,
-begtnmng at the first year of O{}e.
Per Week.
£ s. d.

Expense paid for a pauper
in some of the London
parishes.
.
•
Price to be charged by the
Company, say
.
Expense to the Company,
say
.
.
•
(Expense
at Glasgow,
among the self-maintaining poor, as per Ch. v.)
Deduct for deaths, ten per
cent.
.
•
•
Remains, neat profit, ninetr
per cent. upon the £0,
18s. 9d..
•
•

Per Year.
£ s. d.

0

3

6

9 2

0

2

8

6 18 8

4

3 9 4

0

0 0 6i

0

8 2

0 13 10.
2 15 5.

In Halley'S Breslau Table, the rate of mortality
withm that period In Breslau, the capital of Srlesia, is fourteen and a half per cant.-but
the proposed industry-houses are all in tbe country-and
the attention paid WIll be beyond what can be ~d,
even in the country, among the self-maintaining
poor.-If the children dying within the year, were
to die equally in all days of the year, it would come
to the same thing as if each had lived, and the expense upon it been contmued but half of the year:
but of those who die in the year, more than half
die within the first quarter, (See the Chester Table.
in Price on AnnUIties,) so that the deduction of
£10 per cent. is III truth too large.-RemaIll8 £90
per cent.- This for the first year of age: in the
subsequent years, up to the period of self-maintenanee, the neeessary expense Is not greater, and the
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terms might be accommodated to the circumstances of the parents, a.t the discretion of the
Company, in favour of the lowest-paid classes.
As to the state of those circumstances, in each
instance, the Company being master of its own
favours upon its own terms, there could be no
di1Iiculty about evidence. The existence of a
positive value, in the case of an average child
in this situation, for the period between birth
and twenty-one, being a point snpposed to be
established, the child would stand as a security for the expense of its board: on this condition, the terms of payment might be accommodated to the convenience of the child's
friends; except that if the score were not
cleared by the end of a certain time, (say a
twelvemonth,)thechildshouldbecomefoifeited,
i. e. considered as bound till twenty-one, in the
character of an apprentice. Regular payment
should be required, at any rate, for some of
the first weeks, lest a child supposed to be
likely to die should be brought to the Company,
for the purpose of its dying under their care:
a result by which (besides the expense of
burial, &c.) the reputation of the management,
in this respect, would be injured. At whatever age a boarder of this sort happens to die,
under the charge of the Company, the whole
of the money that has ever been paid with him
should be retnrned: though it then will, of
course, make the reduction greater and greater
the older the child is at the time of his death,
it will not, however, by the time of his arrival
at the age of self-maintenance, have reduced
the profit 80 low as to eighty per cent. For
the purpose of this eventual receipt, a testamentary guardian, appointed by the will of
the surviving parent, might stand in the parent's
place: in default of such appointment, the
money might lapse to the Company, and the
child remain to the Company on the footing of
1m apprentice. The older the child, when first
placed with the Company on this footing, the
greater, of course, the advantage to the Company; since so much more of the expense of
the unproductive period will have been defrayed, and 80 much more of the period of
greatest mortality will have been got through.
If a parent, able to pay in this way for a
child's board, chooses rather to bind him to
the Company on the footing of an apprentice,
the money that would otherwise have been
employed in paying for his board, would, if
invested in ille Frugality-Bank, have produced,
by the time of his arrival at twenty-one, a
very considerable sum, which at that time
might even serve as a capital to set him up in
business; or, in case of a female, would afford
her a marriage-portion :-without
interest,
£145 : 128.: with benefit of compound interest, at four per cent. about £219 :-at five
per cent. about £247.-On this plan, in the
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event of the death of the child before his arrival at full age, the parent would, in compensation for the wound suffered by his all'ections, find himself not only relieved in pocket,
but enriched.
Examples of classes of persons, in whose
circumstances it might be particularly eligible
to a man, to have his children taken care of,
from birth, or soon afterwards, for the first
years, (say the first two, three, four, five, six,
or more years,) according to circumstances ;
and who would naturally be disposed to profit
by the opportunity, could they have, and at
the same time be known to have, as full assurance of the child's being preserved in life,
health, strength, and good habits, as they could
have were it to be kept at their own homes, or
at any other private house.-1. Domestic servants--in whose case it would have the farther
good effect of removing an obstacle to marriage. 2. Widowers among the self-maintaining poor, left with small children. 3. More
especially widowers of the seafaring and other
classes, whose occupations carry them frequently to a wide distance from home. 4.
MarrIed men, with young children, and diseased, infirm, or ill-behaved wives. 5. Married men whose wives were engaged in business for themselves, or whose whole time was
wanted for the assistance of their husbands.
6. Fathers who, having young children, have
given them step-mothers.
In proportion as the success of the plan
came to be demonstrated, and the proposition
established, that a Child', probability of life is
greater in an indmtry-nOflBe than elseft!Mre,
parents even of the superior classes, who otherwise would have put their children out to
nurse, or to an early boarding-school upon the
ordinary footing, would see the advantage of
trusting them to the Company in preference;
at least up to that period at which a child begins to require, &8 supposed, a mode of treatment adapted, in point of society and instruction, to the rank and circumstances of the
circle in which it will afterward bave to mix :
and if averse to avail himself of the pecuniary
saving, a man might make wha.t further recompense he thought proper to the Company
or its agents, or give the whole, or any part
of it, to be applied in his own way, in augmentation of the fund for pauper extra-comforts.
-See Book iv.
Means of ascertaining the rate of mortality,
particularly at the first years of life, in the
community at large, to serve as 1m object of
comparison with that of the pauper eommunity, particularly at the same years of age,
under the Company's care, for the purposes
above proposed-The Company, by its agents,
at the respective industry-houses, to procure,
at stated periods, copies, or sufficient abstracts,
of the registers of the several parishes comrate of mortality much less: in Christ's Hospital, prised within the circuit of each industrythough in London. never morethan one and a half house. Such copies or abstracts, attested, in
each case, by the resident minister and parish
per cent.
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clerk, might be periodically
transmitted
by
the clerk to the chaplain of the house; each
parish being visited for that purpose by a pauper of the house, whose connexions lay that
way. *-(See
Ch. v.)-From
these returns,
tables to be made, under the care of the chaplain, exhibiting
the rates of mortality,
absolute and comparative,
for the several ages, as
between the population of the industry-house,
and the general population of the industryhouse circuit, in which it stands.
Of these
tables, regularly published at weekly or monthly intervals, the result might be read and exposed to view in the churches, (as proposed in
Ch. i.) and would thus be perpetually presenting itself to the eyes, as well as the ears, of
parents of all classes, the poorest not excepted.
Such are the documents necessary for demonstratron ; and for which, therefore, it would
be necessary for a parent to wait, if nothmg
less than demonstration
could satisfy him in
such a case.
Yet where the security is m itself so strong, and the appearance it affords of
attention, at least, so much beyond anything
that is to be had from any other quarter, the
number, to all appearance, would not be small,
to whom the prmciple Itself, Without waitmg
for the result, would appear a sufficient ground
for confidence.
The above securities for infant life not only
have hitherto lain altogether out of the reach
of parents, but are not so much as capable, in
their full extent, of being afforded on any
other than the plan here proposed.-RequiSItes, the concurr ..nce of WhICh IS necessary to
this purpose.
1. Capital for the maintenance
of a stock of children in sufflcient number to
fill up the whole time of a set of nurses, acting
as checks upon one another, several at a time,
and rehevmg one another in such manner as
to continue the attendance
without interruption, night as well as day. 2. Ditto, for the
maintenance and pay of the nurses themselves.
3. Ditto, for a sufficient stock of SUitable superintendence,
medical as well as economical,
constantly
present.
4. Ditto, for a building
adequate, in point of magnitude, to the above
purposes.
5. Ditto, for ditto, SUitable in point
of construction, i. e. constructed upon the central-inspection
plan. 6. System of book-keeping regular, SUitable, and all-comprehensive.
7. Means of exhibiting the relative rate of
infant mortality m the establishment,
as compared With the average rate without doors.Where children are taken in to nurse, on the
ordinary plan, the nurse having a house and
a family to manage besides, can spare but a
part of her time for attendance
on the children, and is therefore scarcely looked upon as

* Parishes and parish-like districts, about 15,000:
number of industry-houses, at the greatest, five
hundred: number of parishes, &c. to an mdustryhouse circuit, or district, on that supposition, about
thirty '-at the least, two hundred and fiftv: pa_
rishes, on that supposition, sixty.
.
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capable of taking care of so many as from six
to eight children at a time: what she receives
for these children must therefore, besides defraying the expense of their maintenauce, be
sufficient to defray the personal and house expenses of the nurse.
Not being secure of a.
sufficient number for a constancy, she could
not afford to take them upon the life-assurance
principle:
hence, when the preservation of infant life has been made a capital object, (as in
the Foundling Hopital,)
and the employment
of the duty-and-mterest-junction
principle recurred to as a means, the only modification of it
employed has been the giving extra pay, in the
way of a premium, in the instances where the
object has been accomplished :-that
IS, when
the child has been kept alive to a certain age.
Though the terms and place of boardrng
would be peculiar to the establishment,
the
method of treatment would, if crowned with
success, spread itself, of course, in the community at large, by means of the girls employed in the house as nurse/·J/-girls; who, when
out of their time, or, by the allowance of the
Company, before that period, would naturally
be sought after in private families.
Hence,
too, one sort of post-emancipation
provision
for thrs part of the apprentice-stock.
To exlnbit the rate of mortality, under this management, in private families, returns might be requrred to be made, by each nursery-girl,ofthe
result of her management
in every family she
served-stating
how long she served in each
-whether
she left the child dead or aliveIf alive, whether in good health, or under any,
and what infirmity, &c. From these returns,
it might be collected how much was owmg to
local situation, or mode of life observed III the
family, and how much to management-except
in as far as the plan of management learned in
the industry- house happened to be counteracted by the family.
For obtaining these returns, so long as a nursery-girl
contmued in
the service of the Company on the apprenticeship footmg, the authority
of the Company
would suffice; to insure the communication
after the expiration of the apprenticeship,
the
Company might be empowered to cause a bond
to be given by each girl, conditioned for her
making the proposed returns :-a
certificate
of good behaviour would, If customarily given
by the Company, come of course to be required
by each private mistress; upon this certificate
might be printed a memorandum of the bond,
With instructions
how to make the entries accordingly, and blanks for the making of them:
by this means a girl could never avail herself
of her certificate, without exhibiting to view
the obhgation imposed on her in that respect,
and showing how far she had fulfilled it.
Chap. XII.
Useful Kflowkdge
augment.d
and diueminated.-ObservatlOn
and experiment compose the basis ofall knowledge.
'I'lns
baSIS, in proportion as it spreads in extent,
swells in solidity and value.
Hitherto
the
stock of relative data, or known facts, the
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ma.terials of which this ba.sis is composed, has -the
dietetic branch, (a) as to what concerns
been in almost every line, and more especially
food.-Sources
of information-The
mess-booh,
in the most useful lmes, scanty, accidental,
as compared with the side-books and the proirregular,
incomplete,
both as to time and greu-bOOks-exhibiting
the effects of food upon
health and strength, under the diversities, in
place,-the
scattered fruit of the uncombined
exertions of unconnected individuals.
The in- point of quality and quantity, established for
stitution of the proposed Company would af- this purpose.
(b) Drink-result
of the total
ford the first opportunity
ever presented to abstinence from fermented liquors, in the inmankind, of enriching the treasury of useful
stance of at least the apprentice-stock,
and
knowledge
by contributions
furnished on a nelD-coming stock, of all ages: to which might
national scale, and on a regular and all-embe added, by way of contrast, the result of the
bracing plan; andwould thus form an epoch
indulgence that might be given in respect to
-not
only m political economy, but in many
the whole or a part of the old-staqers.-Source.
and many another branch of scieuce.
The SCI- of information as before.-(c)
Temperatureences which now await this epoch, for a degree
Some of the apartments
kept uniformly hotof improvement altogether unattainable by any ter, for this purpose-some
uniformly colderother means, would thus be raised to a pitch
others alternating.-Sources
of information as
of certainty,
to which neither example, nor, before: with the addition of the uninterrupted
till now, so much as conception, has perhaps
course of thermometrical observations;
also of
ever reached.
the entries in the houSfJ-u:arming, or fuel books.
The advancement of knowledge is performed
(d) Commencement of sexual intercourse.-Re-partly
m the way of extension or augmentasuit of the early marnages proposed to be pertion-partly
in the way of propagation or dis- nutted and encouraged in the apprentice-stock,
semination ·-in the way of extension, in pro- previous to the proposed respective periods of
portion as new lights are added to the old emancipation of the two sexes.-Sources
of instock; in the way of dissemmation, in propor- formation, the sick and aUlng books, and protion as the multitude of iudividuals, to whom gress books, as before.
3. and 4. _;Jlechanicsand Chemmry.-See
Doany part of the existmg stock of lights has
been communicated, IS increased.
mestic Economy, Technical Economy, andHtubandr»,
I. .Augmentation of useful Knou:ledge.-Examples of branches of science in respect of
5 . .Domestic Economy ·-in
relation to (a)
which the proposed institution ma,- be made food c=Sources of illforntation- The meu books,
productive
of this effect.
1. Medicine-the
as compared With the housekeeper's
tllaintetherapeutic
branch, surgery included.
The nance-consumption books in relation to the raw
collection of mk and ailing books of the in- ingredients, and thefuelbook.-(b)
Fuel, burnt
dustry-houses,
kept according to a universally
for heat.-Source.s
of 111formation- The fuel or
pre-established
plan, With proper abstracts,
house-u'a1'1ning books, as compared with that
part of the furniture inuntory, which contains
penodically
made and pubhshed=-exlubitmg,
a description of the stoves, &c.-the
house rein the instance of a multitude of individuals,
amountmg at the outset to (suppose) forty or
fifty thousand, and capable of being increased,
er, QT. from out-door to in-door. c. Abatement of
by the accumulation
of the apprentice-stock,
work, by defalcation from the ordinary number of
to a million and upwards--congregated
in working hours. d. DItto, by defalcation from the
from two hundred and fifty to eight hundred
quantrty of piece-work.c--t In the three last Inestablishments,
spread over the surface of the stances, It IS a case for the aUlng itst,H.
Precountry, at uniform distances."
2. Medicine
scription m regard to diet-s-a, Diminunon or increase of quantity. b. Change of quality. 5. Pre.. Heads for a book, of the elementaru class, (see scription m respect of medicine. 6. Esecution of
Book ii. Ch. x.) exhibiting the journal of an m- the preseription, in regard to employment, diet, and
divldusl, when put upon the szck-ltst.-B:; way of medicine, as above.c-Change of temperature, by
table, descnption of the person, III respect of name, clothing or fuel, pnttmg to bed, &c. may be consex, age, statIOn, &e. as per entrance-book, WIth the sidered as comprised under the head of medicme.)
day 01 the admission on the sick-hst, I First day -7. Subsequent symptoms during the. day-dI8of the disease.-Heads--1.
Supposed name of the tmguishmg such as appear to be the result of the
prescrlption.--II.
Second, and every subsequent
disease. 2. Symptoms, in a set of subordinate
columns, sufflcient for the reception of as many day, same heads repeated, muiailsmutandzs.--IIL
1. Cure
classes of symptoms as the human frame has been Last dav-d.fferent modes of termmation,
observed to be ordinarily susceptible of -[ A table complete, thence remstatement on the ordmaru or
of symptoms, aJready constructed for this purpose, healthy, and thence on the full-work hst, 2. Cure
with columns, sixteen In number, may be seen in partial, or approaching--thence transfer to the aila paper by Dr George Forduee, published in the Ing list. 3. Supervent.on of, or change to another
Traft8acil0n8 ofthe Medica; Soctdy--London, 1793 disorder, deemed not mcurable. 4. Ditto of, or to
--'Under th., title of '~n Attempt to Improve the ditto, deemed incurable. 5. Death.
An elementary admo-booi: Will (it appears aJEvide1lCtl of Medictne."-Printed
for Johnson: of
whom may be had "Blank &lteme.s (or talang ready) be a book of a compound form, comprismg
tbe heads of an elementary or individual's progressChses," according to the plan there exhIbIted.]book, or tcorlarlfJ-book,together WIth those of IUl
3. Prescription in respect of employment-viz.
elementary sick-book, as above exhibited.
o. Oeesatron from all work. b. Change of work:
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and meteorological iouNla1
for the temperature without doors." (c) Ditto,
burnt for light.-Source
of information-The
lunue-lighting book.1'-Soin regard to tne other
branches of maintenance-wmvmption
expenditure. (d) Child-management:-the
physical
branch-Sources of information-Child', pr0gress book': compared with the children's mess
books, distinguished according to sexes and
ages, and the children's division of the rick and
ailing books, distinguished in like manner.For the intellectual or didactic branch of childmanagement, see article Logic, farther on.
6. Technical Economy.-Under
this head
may be compared the management observed in
the several branches of manufacture carried
on in the system of industry-houses. Everything that concerns management in manufactures, belongs either to mechanics or to chemistry, or to both together. What comes under the department of mechanics, is in general
too well ascertained to afford much matter for
registration: but this is not the case with
what comes under the department of chemistry:-Examples:
Brick-making, lime-burning,
mortar and plaister-making, pigments or impregnations for wood, glass-making, pottery,
tanning, bleeching, paper-making, &c. &c., all
of them included in the system of pauper-employment, by the principle of self-supply. Appropriate details cannot be given without
plunging into the details of particular manufactures.-For analogous examples, see what
has been said in relation to the several branches
of domestic economy, as above.-Sources of informationThe several manufacturing progress
gister o/temperature,

" See this speciesof information exemplifiedin
the accountgiven by the Foundlmg Hospital ofthe
savingsby a kitchen on Count Rumford's plan, as
advertised in the newspapersof 1797.
t For the sake of experiment, the expenditure
under this head might be compared with the results of a pkotometei-, or instrument for mea.suring
the degree of illumination, invented and namedby
Count Rumford, and published in the Philosopbical Transactions.
:::Or Calendar of Hehe-so called by analogyto
the Calendar of Flora; a term used by botaniststo
express a journal of the progress of vegetation.(Hebe the goddess of youth, as Flora of flowers.)
-Example of heads for a Calendar of Hebe, arranged in two classes-I. Advances independent
of instruction:-First mdicanon of fear; smilIng;
recognising persons; indication of a preferencefor
a particular person; indication of dislike to a particularperson; attention to musical sounds; crowing; appearanceof first tooth; appearanceof each
of the successiveteeth; duration and degreeofpain
and illness in cuttmg teeth; giving food or toys to
others; attempt to Imitate sound; laughing; general progressin bodily or intellectual acquirements,
whether uniform, or by sudden degrees.-2. Advances dependent on mstructlon:---8tandlDgsupported by one arm; standmJI: supporting itself, by
resting the hands; token 01 obedienceto the will
of others; commandof natural evacuations; walking, supporting itself by ehairs ; standing alone;
walking alone; pomtmg out the seat of pain, &c.

books, as compared with the manufacturing001lBV711ptionbooks; to which may be added
such particular derivations, according to the
nature of the subject, as may come from time
to time to be minuted down by zealous and
intelligent superintendents in the di1ferent
branches, at the instance of the Company, or
of their own accord.
7. Husbandry-including
agriculture and
gardening.-Sources
of information-Husbandry-progress books, compared with the husbandry-stock books: also the meteorological jour-

nal, or register of the weather, as below.-The
framing a set of husbandry books, with instructions for the use of them, would be a.
noble field for the exertions of the Board of
Agriculture.§-- Abstracts of the results of these
books, when kept, to be periodically ma.dea.nd
published under the direction of the Board.Utility of an official relation between the
Company's Direction-Board and the Board of
Agriculture.-The Board of Agriculture, as a.
department of Government, to operate as a.
Board of Control over the Agricultural proceedings of the Company, so far as concerns
the reporting opinions to the King and Council, and to Parliament, as to the national consequences of any extensive measure, but without the power of directing or negativingbeing thus to the Company's agriculture, what
the Board of Trade is to trade in genen,l.Unexampled interest, as well as facility, which
the Company would possess, with regard to
the devising, ordering, and registering agricultural experiments, weighing the result, and
applying it upon the most extended scale, to
practice. The benefit and opportunity of extension being greater than what exists in the
instance of any individual landholder, or landowner, in the proportion of the number of indU$lry-house farms (from two hundred and
fifty to five hundred) to one.
8. Meteorology-a
branch of science, eonsisting chiefly in mere observation without
experiment, but subservient to medicine, domestio economy, technical, and other branches
of chemistry, and h?Ubandry, in a vanety of
ways. Sources of information-The
meteorological journal of the house, or register of the
weather-to
be kept by the medical curator,
with the privity of the chaplain; whose assent
to, dissent from, or absence, at the time of
each entry, might be noted in the book.]
§ For the importance, difficulty,and mrity, of
a good system of agricultural book-keepmg, see
ANNALSOF AGRICULTURE,
voL xxviii.-a paper
by the Editor. What pen so well able to cope
with the difficultIes,as that by which they have
been so well delineated?
IIA check upon carelessnesson the part of the
medical curator, who otherwise, to save himself
trouble, might make entries without due regard to
a.ccuracy.-If the meteorologicaljournal of a 8in¥le
spot be worth the placewhich it regularlyoccupies
in the Transaction« of the Royal Socieiy, howmilch
greater the value of II similar set of Journals,for a
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9. Book-1:eeping,inallits branches.-Sourcu
of iftjormation-The books of the Company
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house, non-adults,
and others, of &11 ages,
among the self-maintaining poor without doors,
compared with the benefit derived from them
might be admitted on these occasions, in quain practice, in respect of the goodness of the lity of auditors.
This, by mea.ns of the struomanagement,undereveryhea.d:
a result which,
ture of the building, (see the plate,) might
according to the plan of book-keeping pro- easily be a.rra.nged, without any infringement
posed, will be constantly apparent under every
on the separation-priuciple.
4. What was
head, upon the face of the Company's periodilearnt by the house poor, rather by habitual
cal accounts, as published in the Company's
practice than positive precept, might in some
Gazette.
instances be communicated
to those without
10. Logio-In
respect of a division of the doors, in the way of lesson, by courses of inbranch of it termed by Bacon ars traditiro,struction directed especially to that purpose.
the art of communicating ideas :-in the preIII • .DiIJSeminati.on of K nOVJledgecontinued.
sent instance, the art of communicating ideas
-Bra.nches
of knowledge, in relation to which
instruction might be given, in a. special degree,
to uninformed minds.-SourUl
of information
-School-progreu book: containing minutes of to visiters from without doors, beyond what
the course of instruction pursued m each in- came, of course, to be administered to the podustry-houee.Inrelanon
to the several branches
pulation of the house,
The art of madwine, (in the most extenin which instruction
is administered
to the
Don-adult class-regard
being had to age,sex,
sive sense of the word,) as applied to the sechoice and order of subject-matters
of instrucveral sorts of animals maintained for the use
tion, quantity of time employed, Dumber of of man.;:: The medical curator of the house,
scholars to a teacher, and mode of teaching
(if he has received that course of instruction,
observed in each instance, with the results in without which he ought not to be received into
point of success, absolute and comparative."
the house,) cannot be altogether a stranger to
II. Dissemination of K n01JJledge.-l. Whatthis important branch of science :-and a part
ever branches of instruction were expressly
of the qualification required of him, might be
the having given himself the benefit of the
tanght, or points of management
practised,
valuable course of instruction, which of late
with success in the above or any other ways,
of the metropolis,
in the system of industry-houses,
would, upon years the neighbourhood
the emancipation of the apprentice-stock,
be but of the metropolis only, has afforded in this
Opportunities,
more or less ample, of
disseminated,
along with them, through the line.
community at large.
2. They would in a less keeping up and enlarging his acquisitions in
direct and certain way be dissemmated, more
this way, will be afforded by the live stock of
the industry-house
farm.
These acqmsitions
or less, in the way of adoption and imitation,
it might be made part of his duty to commuthrough the bulk of the self-maintaining
poor;
and in both eases to a degree of extent, and nicate to visiters from without doors, in &
with a degree of rapidity, proportioned to the course of lectures, to be read on any day of
universal leisure, on the principle of the Sunnumber of central points (the industry-houses)
day schools
Pursuing the plan originally dewhich the light of instruction would thus have
vised by the learned and truly reverend Dr
to issue from.t
3. In the ease where lessons
Derham, the instruction, rendered not merely
were given in form to the apprentice-stock,
or any other branches of the population of the physical but physico-theological, might be impregnated by the spirit, and rendered subsernumber of from 250 to 500 spots, equally distri- vient to the sacred purpose of the day. Prebuted over the whole surface of the country?
vious attendance on divine servieeyin the chapel
* An elementary book of this kmd-(see the of the house, might be made an indispensable
chapter on Book-/reeping)-a Calendar of MlnertXl, condition :-a small fee, applicable to the augas it might he termed, would he a sequel, as well mentation of the stock of pauper eztra-romas in some measure a concomitant to the Child's- forts, (of which in the next book,) might be re~
book, or Calendar of Hebe above-menquired, or not, from visiters of the superior
tioned.
from
For examples of the success of the fellow-in- classes, and a ticket of recommendation
•truction principle, (employing children soon after the inferior classes .
A system of instruction being thus provided,
they have received any branch of instruction in the
ca~ity of learners, to communicate it to other and rendered universally accessible, the having
ehildren in the capacity of teachers,) see Dr Bell's partaken of the benefit of it might be rendered
acco\mt of the ckarity-scJwols at Madras-London,
a condition necessary to the faculty of prac1787--and a paper in the &pository, (a penodieal
tising anywhere in the character of a farrier.
collection in two volumes, published ten or twel ve This might be accomplished, in the instance of
years ago,) giving an account of the result of the this occupation, without private hardship, or
use maCle of that principle, in a charity-school of public expense; which, in regard to occupathe higher class, in the neighbourhood of Paris.
The mode of managing infants, as earned on
:::The fJ6lerinary art-the term commonly emby the usistanee of the nursery-girls, may aerve as
an example of the indirect dissemination of tha.t ployed on this occaaion-e:s:tends not, in its proper
signification, at least, heyond beasts of burden: it
branch of knowledge, in both these ways.-See
eaves out sheep, hogs, poultry, dogs, bees, &c.
Chap. xi.
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tions in general, has been so vainly aimed at, of families for a multitude of years: and the
and at the expense of such an enormous mass account, when obtained, at the end of a eerof hardship, by the statute of apprentioeships.
tain number of years, and at this expense,
Private zeal, sharpened, if necessary, by en- exists after all but in manuscript,
among the
couragement from the Company, would exert
rubbish of an office.-Under
the Company,
itself in bringing in, as occasion served, those
everything of this sort would find its place,
necessary materials, which in this, as m so of course, in the most diffused of all publicamany other instances, may be termed the food
tions, the Company's Gazette.
of science. A domestic animal, overtaken by
2. Another and very important
assistance
natural death, would, instead of bemg thrown
is by conveying, to the hands of the poor unby,oremployed
at once as carrion, be conveyed
der Its care, a very large mass of the fruits of
to the nearest industry-house,
that the seat private charity, which, though destined for the
and causes of the disease may be subjected to use of the burdensome poor, has, by a strange
examination, and the loss sustained by the in- though scarcely avoidable fatality, been interdividual compensated, in some degree, by the cepted by the whole body of the rich. Whataccession derived from it to the general stock
ever falls in from any casual fund, so much
of useful knowledge.
In this way the good the less comes to be drawn for upon the standwhich has been the object of so much exertiou,
ing fund: whatever
donation, therefore,
is
on the part of a respectable
society, as well meant for the poor in general, and unaccomas of parliamentary
encouragement,
bestowed I panied by the designation of the individuals
with so much judgment. though at the pubhc
who are to receive it, scarce ever fiuds its
expense, might, without further expense to the way. and mdeed on any other than the propublic, be multiplied from two hundred and posed plan, could scarcely ever find its way,
fifty to two hundred fold.
m any case, to the hands for which alone it
So much for the augmentation and dissemi- has been designed.
A sum in gross (say £50)
nation of useful knowledge.
On this collateis sunk til toto: an annual sum, given in anral topic, thus much must suffice at present.
nuities amounting to less per head than the
Were this application of the proposed industrynecessary
expense of pauper maintenance,
house system the only use, might it not even (suppose 40s.) sinks in the same manner: &
then be styled a polychrest-an instrument of sum about equal to that expense (say £5) promany uses? In this point of view, at least,
duces, where there is a poor-house, the diffeBacon, from whom the word is taken. would renee in point of comfort between home-mainnot have regarded it with indifFerence.-Would
tenance and community-maintenance
in the
the several uses in any respect impede-would
poor-house: the pecuniary benefit being shared
they not rather promote and fortify each other 1 in toto among the body of the rich. If (to supTo the several scientific societies-medical,
pose the most favourable case, but that a rare
philosophical,
and economical-this
sourceone) the amount of the annuity rises as high
this inexhaustible source of information, would
as to twice the necessary expense of maintebe a perpetual treasure.-Nor
is it in the na- I nance, (say to £10) then mdeed the poor, for
ture of SCIence to be ungrateful for the assis- 'I whom the whole was designed, do profit by it,
tanee she would thus receive. So many classes
viz. to the amount of half; the remainder, a.
of well-informed,
inquisitive, and cornmunicatax of £50 per cent. being levied upon tho
tive observers, to whom an iuterest would thus patrimony of the poor, for the usc and benefit
be given in the copiousness and accuracy of of the rich.
Where, m the view of guarding
the information
brought to ,iew,-so
many
against this rrusapplication,
the benefaction
unpaid and incorruptible inspectors-so
many
has been appropriated,
by the terms of it, to
discerning censors, and enhghtened applauders
poor persons not receidng pari{;/t allowance, the
-so many ready instructors and advisers-of
effect of the appropriation has still been rather
the varIOUS classes of persons from whom the nominal than real.
At the time of his bemg
information would have to come.
pitched upon for the benefaction, a man has not
Chap. XIII.
Voluntary Chrtrityas8istedand as yet become burdensome to the pansh ; yet,
4irected.-1. Officiating m the character of had it not been for the benefaction, he might
trustee, is one mode in which the Company may have become so, perhaps immediately.
afford an indisputable
and much wanted asUnder the proposed system, though scarcely
sistance to the purposes of private charity.
under any other, this grievance is capable of
What is every man's business bemg no man's
receiving, and may easily receive, an effectual
business, funds bestowed for this purpose are remedy.
Every circumstance,
by which the
universally and notoriously exposed to deprecondition of an individual can be influenced,
dation.
No adequate or comparable security
being remarked and inventoried,
nothing beis afforded by the existing order of things.
iug left to chance, caprice, or unguided disPrivate trustees render no account but to the I cretion, everything
being surveyed and set
Court of Chancery; nor to that, unless called
down III dimension, number, weight, and meaupon by some individual, who, for the chance I sure, a certain mass of comforts is marked out,
o~ obtaining that satisfaction, must begin with I under the name of comforts of COOTIe, as what
dividing between government and the profes- . shall be inseparably annexed to the lot of a
Ilion a sum sufficient to maintain a multitude'
pauper, under the Company's mangement, and
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served out by means of their efficient causes
sions. It is the observation of some particular
to all individuals without distinction, at the want-some
particular
instance of distressCompany's expense.
Other articles, which,
that gives birth to that pain of '!J'mpatky,
though of less necessary complexion, are not which can no otherwise obtain relief than by
incompatible with the plans and arrangements
the idea of the cessation of the suifering thus
of the Company, may in the instance of each witnessed or imagined.
To be assured, that
individua.l be added, or not, according as the not only the condition of the object will upon
amount of the expense necessary for the pro- the whole be meliorated by what is given, but
viding of them can be obtained from the vol un- meliorated in that particular way-mehorated
tary charity of individuals, or from any other
by the removal of that very distress, to the
of the sources of estra-comforts, the hst of idea of which the pam of commiseration a.nd
which will be exhibited
in its place.
The the consequent desire of aifording relief owed
ground being purposely and carefully prepared
its birth-e-such an assurance is not only the
for the reception of the superstructure,
what
most suitable, but the only perfect satisfaction
comes to be given with the view of Its being
which that desire can receive.
applied to the use of the poor, and of the poor
Even setting aside any particular distresses,
only, in augmentation
of the stock of ordmary
which m their intense degrees, a man may
and universally-imparted
comforts, may thus
have witnessed or Imagined on the part of
be certain of being conveyed to its destmation,
others, those which in an inferior degree he
without misdirection or loss.-Borne
aloft up- may have experienced in his own person, (an
on the platform of public charity, what private
experience which the most opulent are not exchanty gams thus in power, is like what the empt from occasionally partaking of,) will have
dwarf acquired in prospect, when mounted on a particular
tendency to summon the hand of
the giant's shoulders.
charity to their relief.
Chillinus will thus
In the arrangement of the proposed industrysuggest to charity the importance
of warm
house plan, special care is taken that each dIS- clotking.-Good appetite, or a love of good
tinct claim to extra comforts, whether on the cheer, will propose additions under the head
ground of special merit, or past pro.'l'erity, or of diet.-An experience of the discomforts of
pccuiiarlyajflictice in.lirmity, shall be held up to disagreeable SOCIety, WIll produce oblanons to
notice, in the view of receiving, though it were
the fund for augmeutmg the number of pecuat the Company's expense, the indulgence com- !tum huts, or out-lyinq cottages;-and
so on.
peteut to it. The existmg poor-houses know of Charity, in a word, will act WIth the utmost
no such distinctions ; they know of no such advantage possible, when thus enabled to adclaims, Everythmg Ires prostrate upon the same
dress herself to each mdividual by his partidead and dreary level : the virtuous and the cular experiences and sensibihtias."
VIcious, the habitual beggar and the man of
Even the propensity to censure may thus be
fallen fortunes, the healthy and the agomzmg-cproductive of useful frurt, and lend ItS aid to
all are confounded together, in the poor-bouse
the purposes of benevolence.
Be the scheme
as in the grave.
of provision ever so perfect, it is not in the
The above-promised
list of extra-comforts
nature either of man or things, that It should
will be of use to private charity-not
only by gIve satisfaction to every mdrvidual on every
serving to guide the application of voluntary
point.
To some, it will appear deficient in
donations, but even by swellmg the amount.
one article-to
others, m another.
Of the obEach article of comfort might have its re- serva.tion of any defect, a natural consequence
ceici7l'l-box appropriated to it : the boxes ranged
is-a wish to see it corrected.
Every such
by the side of one another, and over them an wish is, as it were, a handmaid in the traiu of
assurance, that whatsoever should be put into charity.-The
existing system chills in a vaeach should be faithfully and exclusively ap- I netyofwaysthespiritofbenevolence:-under
propria ted to the destined purpose.
Along I' the proposed system, it is kept to work, and
with these particular boxes a general one, to , preserved in its full vigour.
receive such donations,
the application
of
which shall have been trusted by the donors
* It is to the power which distress acquires over
to the discretion of the government
of the the sympathetic affections, by presenting Itself in
house.
a specific shape, that we are mdebted to the multiAccounts to be regularly published of the tude of specific chanties that have started up of
produce of each box, and of the application
late years. Chanty for the relief of ruptured pamade of it, that the charitably-dtsposed,
before I tients---ch~rity for the education of the deaJ and
they give in their eontributrons to any head of I dumb--phtlantltroplc societies for the education and
comfort, may see what degree of supply the
relief ofthe famihes 01 convicts and other malefacwant in question has received in comparison
tors-not to me~tlOn as!llums-smal.'-poz hospiia!. h
. h l~
-t_real hospltals-1'l'''fr1n hospitals, and duWIt the other arncles m t e 1St.
pensanes, without number.
To a second. glance, at least, the eif~c~ of
Who does not remember the subscription in the
the.5e specifleations may not appear so. trI~ng
hard winter, for the benefit of the soldiery servlDg
as It may be apt to do to a first.
PIty, like in Flanders? when flannel was bought for jackets,
other emotions, is never so strong as when
and ladles of quality turned tailors, and, instead
called forth and excited by particular impresof money or flannel, sent in the jackets ready-made..
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3. Lastly, a very great though indirect assistance will ha.ve been given to the fund a.pplica.ble to the purposes of priva.te cha.rity,
by the extirpa.tion of mendicity.
The money
which is now so much worse than thrown a.wa.y
on beggars, will then be left free to be a.pplied,
still under the orders of charity, to purposes
of pure and real use.
BOOK IV.

COlUORTB.

PAUPER COMFORTS.

Section 1. I ntroduction.- W e now stand
upon proud ground. Having elsewhere plucked
the mask from the visage of folie charity, the
arch enemy no less of comfort than of industry,
let us take up true charity and seat her on her
throne.
Eaonomy too shall have her day. But her
place is but in the second rank. Charity is the
end; economy but the tnealU.
Comforts destined for our pauper-community have already presented themselves as occasion served; comforts not despicable either
in weight or number.
With a few added
articles, let us here bind them up into a wreath
-an offering not to be disdained by the a.!tar
of Beneficence.
Reader, observe and judge, how little comfort depends on money, and how much on the
attention
and felicity with which it is bestowed.
Section II. COMFORTSOF COURSE,extended to all
Classes :-together with the seteral Pointe of
][anagernent from v:l.ich, as from their EFFICIENT CAUSES. tltey may reryectiuly be ex-

pected.
COMFORTS.

1. Extraordinary
security in respect
of health-the
first
of all blessings, and
without which all
others put together
are as nothing-bettersecuritynot
only
than IS to be found
in a poor-house under the existing order of things, but
than can ordinarily
be found within the
circle of a private
family, even in a
high sphere, not to
sa.y the highest.

EFFICIENT CAUSES.
1. Diet-Species
of it
regulated with an express
view to health. Goodness
of it, in its kind, secured
by official examination,
checked by right of complaint. Book ii. Ch. iv,
vi. and x.-No
fermented
liquors. Book iI.Ch.iv.-No ezcesse« of any kind:
qnantityoffood not stimuating enough to invite to
excess
Irregularities
of
the impure classexcluded
by the inspection-architecture, and the separation and aggregation principle. Book ii. Ch.ii. and
iii. - Ventilation
constant,and regulated upon
scientific principles. Book
ii. Ch. iii.-Temperature
regulated with a view to
comfort as well as health.
Book iii. Ch. xii.-Constant and universal cleanliness. See below.-'l'he
lltate of the whole eom-

I
2. Consciousness
ofa superior probability of long life
and health.

3.SeCUrityagainst}
want of every kind.
4. Consciousness
of security against
want.

EFFICIENT CAUSES.
mUnity,inthis respect, incessa.ntly exposed to the
view of the whole oflieia.l
establishment,
the manager, chaplain, medical curator, &c. as well as of
the visiters provided for
the inspection of their
management.-All
causes
of disease systematically
guarded
against.
Sickness provided against in
the way of prevention as
well as cure.-Every
attack from disease combated at its commencement.-No
unhealthy occupation,
no excessive
labour, prescribed, or 80
much as permitted.
The
healthiest of all employments, lJ9ricuitltre, the
principal
one; but the
violence of its exertions
tempered by a frequent
intermixture
of domestic
and slight-work employments.-No
disorder capable of happening, or at
least of continuing, for
want of attention,
the
state of health in every
house being regularly reported and made public.
2. Premiums
to the
amount of some thousands
a-year annually distributed among the medical
curators, &c. of such of
the industry-houses
(say
10) in which the degree
of vitality (all classes included) shall have been
highest, and the superiority evidently the result of attention and good
conduct bestowed on this
part of the management.
Book ii. Ch. iv.-Could
the idea of a regulation
such as this ever present
itself to the mind of a.
pauper, without producing a confidence in the
exertions of which it cannot but be productive for
his benefit, as well as gratitude towards the fountain from which theyflowt
3. and 4. Peculiar, as
compared with the eondition of the self-maintaining classes, though not in
general,as compared with
such of the burdensome

PAUPER

5. Constant cleanliness and tidiness.

6. Employment
favourabletchealth
and recreanon.

7. Nights
fortable.

MANAGEMENT.

EFFICIENT CAUSBS.

COMFORTS.

com-

poor as are maintained in
the way of communitymaintenance
in poorhouses.
S. Facility given to the
enforcing of regulations
to thrs purpose, by the
central position and omnipresence of the official
establishment,
the result
of the inspection-architecture principle. Book 11.
Ch.iii.-1nterest
given to
the governor, governess,
chaplain.and
medical curator, in the enforcing as
well as instituting regulations to this effect, by
the centrality
of their
position, and their omnipresence, as before: and
by the attention
in the
plan of management
to
promote a concourse of
visiters.
Book ii. Ch. iv.
and v.
6. No unhealthy occupations, no excessive labour, so much as permitted- Employmentsof different kinds,out-door
and
in-door, hard work and
slight work, sitting work,
and moving work, alternating-and
operating,
with reference
to each
other, in the way of recreation. Book ii. Ch. iv.
and viii.
7. Beds separate. Book
ii. Ch.vii. "-Temperature
regulated,
as beforeVermin, of course, extirpated.
See No.2. and 5.

Health and Cleanlineu.
8. Security against
annoyance, as from
fellow paupers.See below, under

.Apprentica.

9. Security against
oppression from officers.-See
below,
under .Apprentice..

8. Centrality
of position, and omnipresence of
the official establishment,
as before. Appropriate
aggregation,
as between
class and class among the
paupers themselves. Book
ii. Ch. ii. - Right and
facilityofcomplaint.
Book
ii. Ch. x. (p. 393.)
9. Centrality and omnipresence,as before. The
officers constantly in the
presence of each other-Incapacity on the part of

.. Not two, three, or even four, jammed together
in the same bed, as in some of the existmg poorhouses, in a manner equally repugnant to comfort
and decency
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each to exercise any act
of oppression without the
immediate knowledge of
the rest. RIght, facility,
and publicityof complaint
to the public at largefrom the institution ofthe
complaint-books. Bookiv.
Ch. x.-.Influence
of the
concourse
of travellers
and other visiters, and
the regular publication of
the conduct observed in
the management
under
every head.
10. Entertain10. Psalmody and other
suitable music. Concourse
of various
ment
kinds, a day ill a drawn by the music, phyweek.
sico-theological
lectures,
and other
exhibitions.
Book ii. Ch. iv. and xii.
Book iii. Ch. xii.
11. Seclusion from in11. A clear concentives to 8lD, and opSCIence, brightened
portunities
of sinnmg-sby religious hopes.
the result of the sobriety
of the regimen, the omnipresence of the rulers,and
the aggreganon and mIXture of the guardian
classes of the paupers
themselves with the susceptible classes.-Unmterrupted
benefit of divineservice.t
See below,
Section ii.
12. Consolidation
of
12. Occasional
the burden of maintefaculty of visiting
nance, and assessment of
and being visited
it on one fund :-thence
by friends and relathe local situation of the
tives wheresoever
situated, and how- pauper a matter of indifference in point of insoever dispersed.
terest to those on whom
the nomination
of his
place of residence
depends.
Book i. Sect. i.
ii.-System
of cheap conveyance attached to each
industry-house.
Book iii.
Ch. vii.-Equahty
of distance between industryhouse and industry-house.
Book. ii. Ch. iii.-Disposition to indulgence, in
relation to this comfort,
maintained
by II clause
in the director's oath of
office. Book i. Sect. xi.

t " Blessed are the poor," says the gospel, "for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. "-Of all descnptions of the I?oor, surely none that would possess a
more promising claim to the benefit of this beatitude.

POOR
COMFORTS.

13. Prospect
of
melioration of fare.

14. Tranquillity
-theresultofsecurity agamst that deterioration of condition, which, in the
existing
order of
things, is liable to
take place in all
manner of ways and
degrees, in consequence of changes
in the parochial government.
15. To those who
have remains of property, preservation
of the use of that
property
in kind,
where the nature
of it allows of its
admission into the
poor-house.

EFFICIENT CA.USES.

13. Prospect ofsuccess
from the undertakings for
catching and curing fish,
from the maritime industry-houses.
Book ii. Ch.
vi.,(p.388.)
Meat in additional quantity, in the
event of a certain degree
of profit resulting from
the agricultural
labour
of the pauper population
of the house.
14. Unity and permanence of the body possessing the government
in
chief, -Determinateness,
fixity, and consistency
of the fundamental principles of management.
Book vi. Ch. i. h.-In
this subordinate community, steadiness of management
will be what
security for property
IS
in the community
at

large."
15. Establishment
of
the all-employing
principle, and principle of sobriery. - Hence no fear
that persons possessed of
property will come to the
Company to be maintained In Idleness, as they
would be apt to do,
spending their property
in strong liquors, if the

.. The perpetual revolutions to which the affairs
of the pauper-commumty are subject, In the existing order of thmgs, are not among the least dIStressing features of It. Change of persons, incessant, periodical,
annual :-change of plans, and
measures, frequent-from the workmg system, to
the no-employment system-from the small establishment, or workhouse system, to the large estabhshment, or industry-house system-from the uninterested-management system, to the interestedmanagement, or farming system, and (unless m
the few places where the industry-house system is
established) back agam, with alterations contmually liable to be repeated. In these obscure and
partial, but always disastrous revolutions every
change brmgs suffering III its train: changes for
the worse, immediately; even changes for the better, remotely; the deterioration, that sooner or
later never fails to succeed It, being rendered in
the latter case the more bitter, by the contrast it
makes with the less uncomfortable state that went
before it.
One revolution the proposed system (it must be
confessed) supposes and proposes, and this too an
universal one. But it is meant at least to be, and
(may I not add) holds out a tolerably promising
prospect of proving, a final one: and it ensures the
community agamat annual, besides contingent one8.

LAW.
COMFORTS.

EFFICIENT CA.USES.

opposite rule were not established in the existing
poor-houses.jApPROPRIATE CoMFORTS; e.r:tmded
bY'Pecial Care to ClaB8eBordinarily bereft of

SectionIII.
them.

1. Feeble hands, incapable of selj-collTiiJyance.
COMFORTS.

1. Faculty of
partaking of the
benefits
service.

of divine

2. Opportunities
of air and exercise.

EFFICIENT

CA.USES.

1. Centrality

of the
chapel part-thence
the
paupers, In the several
divisions all round, within SIght and hearing of
themmisterwithout
quitting their seats.
Book
ri, Ch, iti.t
2. Faculty
of being
stationed for the purpose

t Nothing is in fact lost by this indulgence: since
the Company, were they to claim the money, would
never reap any ""hantage from their claim. A man
who, when the distress for subsistence came upon
him, had property, such as a cottage, or its furniture, or both, would sell it and spend the money,
before he came into the house. If his property
carne to him after hIS betakmg himself to the house,
he would go out, and live upon the money till It
was gone.
Past-prosperity hands will frequently be in po!seSSIOU of some little article or two, of ancient,
perhaps family property, the saleable value of
which, bears no proportion
to the value set upon
It by the propnetor; were it confiscated and sold,
the difference between the saleable value and tlns
relative v .. lue, this value of affictwn, would be so
much lost, As far as room could he spared, It
should be among the standing orders, to afford to a
pauper of this class houseroom for such articles, A
person of this descnption would naturally be indulged with the use of a peculnan abode of some
sort or other. In that case there would be a quantIty of room, such as in the common apartments
could not be spared.
Where property thus reserved as a peculium
happens to be In the shape of income, (the rentfor
example of a cottage,) there WIll be some who
would wish to hve upon It for a propornonable
part of the year, In the circle of their friends, This
mdulgence might hkewise be afiorded.-See farther
on, Extra-romforts.
t To those who, regarding the salvation of souls
as an object, regard the habrt of devotion as a
means, this smgle advan~e, unenjoyed under the
existing community-provision system, uncommunicable to the house-provision system, or to the selfmaintaming poor, not to mention the rich, should
seem enough to command their approbation and assistance.
A regulation one meets with in poor-houses having
chapels within themselves is, that all that are well
enough to quit their rooms shall pay attendance on
drvme service :-the benefit being thus sought to
be impa.rted to all-except those whose case stands
most In need of it, and among whom are likely to
be found thO/le who are moat desirous of it.
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of superintendence
in the
union among persons thus
moveable watch-houses,
circumstanced,especially
adding at night to the
in the case of the poor,
number of pecuiium. awhether charity-fed, or of
bodes.
Book ii. Ch. iii.
self-maintaining families,
-Opportumtles
of being
are thus removed.
sent on errands to the cireumjacent parishes, or in- Section IV. EXTRA.COMFORTS:-to beiml'artedto
dustry-houses,
by means
more or fewer, according to Claims, Meam,
of the system of cheap
and Opportunities.
conveyance. Book Iii. Ch.
Yli.-"Means
of air and
1. Peculium habitations-occupiable
at all
exercise, even in rainy
hours but working hours: -ciz. infirmary huts,
weather, iu the corridor.
when not occupied as such. Book ii. Ch. ill.
Book ii. Ch. iii.
- 2. Moveable inspection - houses, or field
3. Largeness
of the watch-houses-when
not occupied as such.3. Opportunities
of management,
I 3. Out-lymg
cottages.
Book ii. Ch. iu.-4.
of constant
occu- scale
Peculium garden-plots :-wlth
or without the
pation,
suited to thence faculty of finding
then remaming fa- suitable employment for i use of the huts or cottages.-5.
Power or
culties.
every remnant of ability, I choosing a partner for the peculium habitahowever circumstanced.
tions or garden-plot s. t-6. Faculty of bemg
Book ii. Ch. iv. Book vi. chosen as a fellow-occupant
of a peculium
Ch. i.
habitation
or garden-plot.-7.
Extra allowance III the way of clotlung.-8.
Bedding.-9.
II. Infirm and lick persons labouring under
Diet.-IO.
Pocket-money.-ll.
Holiday times,
in the manner
of school-holidays, for a temcases of peculiar difficult!!.
porary residence III the circle of a man's
COMFORTS.
EFFICIENT
CAUSES.
friends.
4. Superior chance
4. Publicity of the maThe number of out-lying cottages may come
of medical relief.
nagement in a medical as to be extended-and
that to an indefimte
well as all other points I amount-by
a demand created by persons able
of view-hence
the at-I and willing to pay an adequate rent.
The
tention and beneficence
industry-house
management
affording on the
for which the medical one hand employment to hands of all descripfaculty are so pecuharly
tions-to
many, who through one accident or
conspicuous, attracted to another, could no longer get employment, or
all such cases.
Book iii. at least adequate employment,
at their reCh. xii.* (p, 42i.)
spective homes-and,
on the other hand, affording maintenance cheaper than it can be obIII. and IV. Persons deaf and dtl1nh.-Pe,·- tamed in a private cottage, many persons so
would be disposed to settle
suns born blind, ontricken Itith blll1dness ulule circumstanced
under the wing of the Company, could they
umnarr"d.
enjoy the privileges of a separate abode.-So,
COMFORTS.
EFFICIE:.r CAt"SES.
of two near relations, one of them incapable,
the other capable of self-maintenance
out of
5. Facility in re5. Advantages of being
the house ; the self-mamtaming
one, rather
gard to obtaining
educated
or associated
the comforts of ma- With persons of the op- than part company, might be happy to accomposite sex, partakers
of
tnmony.
the same mfirmrty. Book
.
.
..
,t
Makmg the habitations to hold two persons,
11. Ch.
XI. - A v alue,
doubles the quantity of accommodation, WIth httle
scarce yieldmg to that : or no addition to the expen;e. Taking one of the
of ordinary ~abour, being
two for the principal person, and grvmg him the
moreover given to the
choice of ill' fellow-inmate, doubles the value of
labour of persons thus
the habrtation, besides the power it confers: an
circumstanced,
the diffi- article capable of constituting a valuable ;um in
culnes which stand in the catalogue of rewards: nammg each Without
the way of matrnnonial
consideration of the other, would be little less than
destructive of that value -An aged married couple
-a pair of sisters-c-an aunt and mace-might thus
* Cases of peculiar difficulty are apt to be cases find the prmcipal comforts of horne-mamtenance,
of peeuhar amictlOn. To obtain .. ccnsultation of transplanted for their benefit into the Company's
three or four physicrans, is regarded as no small demesnes.
effort among the most opulent, Among our poor,
The benefit of all this mass of comfort WIll far
cases of this descnpnon will naturally enJoy the outstretch the expense, Hope WIll multiply It.
Ioenefit of a sort of general consultation, callmg Each possession in hand "Ill draw a numeroua
Iorth the united powers of the whole faculty.
knot of expectancies in It, tram.

I
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pany the other to an industry-house,
where
the facnlty of self-maintenance,
coupled with
the comforts of a common residence, separate
from that of the multitude, might still be enjoyed by both.
Taking ten per cent. in the
way of rent for capital thus invested-taking
208. a-year, for instance, for a cottage that
cost £IO-the
Company would, in little more
than ten years, have reimbursed itself for the
expense:
at that period it could very well
afford to add one out of every two of these
rented cottages to the list of peculium habitations allowed rent-free.
The place of outhouse» being supplied by the industry-house
ltself, ten pounds would be sufficient for a cottage capable of lodging two persons witbout
inconvenience.
(See Book ii. Ch. iii.) This
is according to the London prices.
But where
brick and lime were to be had upon the spot,
or at no greater distance than that of one of
the immediately circumjacentindustry-houses,
and by means of a competent portion of the
apprentice strength of each house, bricklayers
and other building hands come to be had for
3d. or 4d. a-day, it may be conceived to what
an expanse this capital source of pauper-comforts may easily be extended.
Is not this
rather more eligible than the all-devouring
and everlastingly-increasing
and encroaching
system of pensioned idleness, in a private cottage t
By original property-by
savings-by
donations, or by earnings while in the house, a man
might, after the extinction of his capacity of
self- maintenance, possess an income sufficient
to maintain him out of the house for a part of
the year-for
so many weeks or for so many
months-though
not for the whole of it. Property being preserved to him, as above, a correspondent
portion of the summer, which
(besides being the pleasantest
time, and the
best adapted for travelling)
is the least expensive, might thus be enjoyed by him in the
bosom of his family: the winter part, which is
the most expensive, being the part spent by
preference in the industry-house.
Section V. Funds and Grounds of Title in

regard to Enro-eomforu.
Funds for the EJ."}'Jense Correspondent Grounds,
of Extra-comforts.
orefficient Causes of Title.
1. Remains
perty.

of pro-

1. Legal title, confirmed by the indulgence of the Company.
2. Legal title, created by the allowance
of the Company.

2. )loney earnt by
this or that individual
in the way of encouragement-money,
in the
nature of a per centage
on the value of work
done for the Company,
3. Poor's share in ~ GroundB of title, or
forfeitures, as by the
claifllll to the fund,
existing law.
3,4, 5, and 6.

LAW.
Funds for the ~nse
COI·respondentGrounds,or
of P.rdra-comf0rt6.
ejficwat causesofTdle.
4. Existing
founds- a. Palt pr<nperity'tions, and other beneespecially
if aefactions for the benefit
companied with,
of parish poor.
b. Decayed gentility.
5. Benefactions
by c. Infirmity partieuvisiters
admitted
on
larly severe.
Sundays and other ce- d.Extraordinaryage.
lebrities.*
Book ii. e. ExemplarycharacCh. iv. Book iii. Ch. xii.
ter before admisxiii.
sion.
6. Extra-establishf.Exemplary conduct
ment, instituted by the
since admission.
Company, at its own g. Seniority-claims
expense.
}
grounded as above
being satisfied, and
the general fund
not exhausted.t
* Necessary admission price very low, that the
number admitted may be the greater; but increasable, of course, at the pleasure of the guest.
t All these grounds of claim agree in this, viz.
in reducing the number cof the claimants, and thereby the expense. Elsewhere, gratuitous bounty
would operate, and does operate, and with irremediable efficacy, in relaxation of industry: persons
whose eases proved thus distinguished not being
excepted. Here, no such consequence can ensue.
Work, such as a man '8 facultietl are equal to and
suitable to, being secured by the regimen of the
house :-by the application of the all-en.ploying
and earnt-jir8t principles. Book. ii, Ch. iv.
In the cases of past prospenty and decayed gentility, (the latter an aggravated modification of the
fonner,) the demand for extm-allowance is the
greater, inasmuch as money, or money's worth, bestowed to equal amount on this class as on another,
would not be productive of equal comfort: opzmon
having here Joined with habii, in adding to the
mass of wants created by nature.
In the case of infirmity particularl!! Bever., the
demand stands upon a similar, and commoulya still
higher footing: the mass of comfort being more depressed by the infinmty, than, generally speaking,
it is even in the power of charity to raise It.
Etrtraordinary age, besides a title similar in
kind, though inferior in' degree, to what exists in
the t...o preceding cases, possesses this recommendation, that, being inde~ndent of human will, it
is not capable of being either counterfeited or fabricated , either by study or neglect.
In the case of e:xemplary conduct, whether before
or after admission, the operation of the bonnty i.
better than Simply mnocent: without doors, as well
as in the house, its direct tendency is, to increase
the stock of virtue. But to obviate injustice, and
the Imputation of injustice, and that the quality
promoted may not be idleness in the name of virtue, the description of the efficient cause of title in
this case should not ftoat in the air, if possible, but
ground itself in some specific act or habit: examples
of which ma;r be found in the transactions of some
of the societies expressly fonned for thIS amongst
other laudable purposes.
Where senwrit!! is the leading ground, goodness
of character should to a certam degree be combined
with it. In the instance of a man who stood first
in point of age, anythmg particularly objectionable
ill his character might be admitted as a ground for

PAUPER MANAGEMENT.
Fundsfor Ike E.rpeme OorrupondentGrounds,or
of Eztra-comffJrls.
t1Jicient Causes of Title.
7. Foundation in fa7. Donation, convour of this or that
firmed by the allowclass of paupers,
by anee of the Company.
private
benefactors.
Book iii. Ch, xiii,
8. Private
bounty
8. Ditto.
bestowed
on this or
that individual, in the
way of foundation, or
casual donation, by an
individual friend."

I

Necessaries, together with the stock of comforts of OOUTse, ingrafted on them, as It were,
by the system of management, being afforded
as above, to all without distinction, and provision made for the specific claims Just now
enumerated, these extra-comforts,
and whatever else is beyond necessaries-everything
that comes under the head of superfluity and
Iu;rury-howcver
mnocent, and how much 80ever the utmost possible extension of such
benefit. be to be wished-may
be left,it should
seem, not only With strict propriety, but with
very tolerable security, to rest upon no firmer
nor broader basis than that of contingent and
spontaneous beneficence.
Every indulgence a
man is witness to, will either m possession or
prospect be his own: and when the difference
between prospect and possession is the only
difference, inequality,
though It were much
greater than here, call scarcely be looked upon
a, a grievance.
The real grievance would be,
if here, as in other countries, existence itself
were to be left to the choice of others, and to
chance.
Section VI. Company's .Apprentices-their
ConditwlI in Point of Uomfort, The comforts
of course, which the apprentice class Will posIus IOSlllg hIS claim to the species of promotion

t In regard to all these particulars, the lot of the
Company's apprentIces will show to advantage, not
only when compared to the lot of a pauper youth
nnder the existing order of thmgs, but when compared to the lot of a youth of the same age among
the superior classes.
In a school, private or public, the quantity as
well 8.5 species of correction administered, depends
-not upon the real demand tor correcnon, but upon the habits and temper of the master and his subordinates. Even in a private family, the mildness
or harshness,

In

question, either altogether, or for a certain number
of turns. or even WIthout any specific assignable
objection, a man might be set aside in favour of
another, who, being in point of character decidedly
superior, should happen to stand next In age.
It might operate as an addinonal secunty for
quiet and respectful behaviour on the part of the
paupers towards the officers, mdivrduallv considered as well as collectively, if a rccomrncndauon from
an officer (the privilege to be shared by turns) were
to be received as a ground of appointment, to such
lots of extra-comfort as remained unoccupied by
the prior titles ahove-mentioned.
* The separate possession of one of the outlying
cottages, WIth or without the additiou of other artides in the list of estra-comforis, would, when
mounted, as it were, upon the ordmary plan of maintenance, form a comfortable provision for a man to
make for a sup"crannuated servant, or other dependant, in a simtlar line of life. Many a master and
mistress would at once be able and glad to do thus
much, who, now that tbere is no other alternative
than between the leaving a servant to share in the
undistingui8hing provision of a common poor-house,
andgivinghimacompletemaintenanee,doesuothing.
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sess in common with the rest of the population,
but to the value of which they cannot, for the
want of experience, be expected to be in every
instance equally sensible, may be passed over
almost without notiee.c-Of this kind are, 1.
Security in point of health.
2. Consciousness
of superior probability of long life and health.
3 and 4. Security against want of every kind,
and consciousness of that secunty. 5. Constant
cleanliness and tidiness.
6. System of employment favourable to health and recreation.
7.
Nights rendered comfortable by separation and
cleanliness. 8. Security against annoyance and
oppression from fellow-paupers,and
especially
from fellow-apprentices.
9. Security against
oppression from officers+
10. Sunday enter-

I

reasonahieness

or unreasonableness,

steadiness or unsteadmess, of the treatment gwen to
the child, depends m c,ery point on the temper and
humour of the parents, or those who stand III the
place of parents; on whose part every degree of
caprice and tyranny, so long as it keeps clear of mjUlleS threatemng danger to hfc and limb, may
vent itself WIthout control. And as to what depends upon tbe conduct of the youths themsel yes
towards one another, that IS, of the stronger towards
the weaker, even those great schools winch bear
the name of 1,ubltc school», are known, perhaps
without
exception, to enclose an enormous and
never-ceasing mass of unobserved and undivulged
oppressIOn one of the fl1-,;t lessons practised III
these senunaries bemg that of endnrmg tyranny-one of the last, that of mfhctmg It ;-both together
rom!nring to mstal mto the suscepnble mind an inscnsilnhty and mdiflerence to justice, Here no instance of any act of authority,or exercise of coercion,
on the part of anybody towards anybody, but what
WIll be immediately and universally known;therefore, humanly speaking, no possilnhty of abuse,
A. to punishments, no ad of that kind but will
he entered, 01 course, 111 the book called the PUIlIs/mu'n/-I,oal., (see Book ii. Ch. x, 11001.-lr'-epmp,)
and by that means forwarded to the cogmzanee of
the General Board. On eomparmg the books of
the several industry-houses, observatron will be
made which exhibits the greatest number of instances of punishment, which the least. Compare
theu the state of these two industry-houses III other
respects : observe which upon the whole exhibits
the fairest picture. If,m that which has afforded
the least punishment, the result should happen to
be fairer than in that which bas afforded the most
pumshment, th .. Circumstance alone, Wlthont further inquiry, would afford a strong ground for suspicion, that III this abundance of pumshment there
bas been more or less that might have been spared.
I speak of punishment, because punishment is, III
the existmg order of things, a thing of course. Here,
however, how can pumslnnent gam admiuance P-«
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tamments suitable to the day.
11. The comCOMFORTS.
fort of a. clear conscience, brightened by religions hopes, the result ofremoteness from temptation.
12. Prospect of melioration of fare.
13. Tranquillity
as against the apprehension
ofchange.*
Of the several articles classed under the
head of extra comforts, (unless perhaps it be
2. No sense of
such an article as that of a peculium ga.rden- privation:
none of
plot,) scarce any account need be taken m the the pains attendant
case of the present class; partly because they
on the emotions of
cannot be afforded; partly because, through
regret
discontent,
want of contrary experiences, they would be and envy on that
little relished;
partly because, for the same i score.
'
reason, they would be not at all desired.
The comforts of which a distmct mention
will be made under this head, accompanied
with an indication of their respective efficient
causes, as discoverable in the plan of management, are such the value of which, to render I
3. Reereation in
it particularly
apparent, requires a comparison I the way of bathing
to be made under the same heads between the (to both sexes.)
condinon of these children of the Company,
4. Secunty agamst
and that of their fellows In age, whether in danger of droWlling
their own, or in ever so much higher rank> -by
practice and
of life.
instruction
in the
art of swimming.
COMFORTS.
I:FFICIEl'T CAUSES.

I

1. Diet.-No deficiency-no
want
of the means of
health and strength
at the ages most apt
to be stmted m the
economy of the selfmaintaining
poor:
<rtz.
all the ages
pnor to the selfmaintaining age.

1. That part of the
system of management,
which proposes that the
allotments made of quantity according
to age,
should lean to the safe,
that is, to the superabundant side; and that which
proposes that allotments
differing from one another
in quantity.shall
be made
to different assemblages

EFFICIENT

ClUSES.

of children of the same
age, for the purpose of
ascertaining
by experimentthe most advantageous quantity for each age.
Book ii. Ch. vi.
2. Inexperience and ignorance of any fare more
palatable than what they
possess-the
result of that
part of the plan of management which prescribes
the separation of the apprentice-stock, especially
the indigenous, and quasiindigenous branches of it,
from the world at large.
Book ii, Ch. ii.
3 and 4. Bath proposed
to be made, if possible, in
the land attached to each
industry
house-secluded from the access of
strangers ; and, by being
allotted to the different
sexes at different times,
and by the constant presence of guardian elders of
the same sex, clear of objection on the score of deceney.fBook ii. Ch. ii.
iii. xu. Book iii. Ch. x.

t Swimming ISto most young people a most delightful as well as healthful exercise : whenever it
is m their power, they are in general ready enough
to avail themselves of It. But for the most part
they are debarred from it'-in
many instances by
the want of water ;-in other instances by the anxiety of parents on the score of danger ;--in others,
by the repugnance of the elder part of the comfor from what occasion can it arise? No cessation of mumty at large, on the score of decency.
Females are, by the latter consideration, univerinspection, no transgression
i-no transgression, DO
sally debarred from it ;-unless It be in very few
punishment,
If security against everything that savour. of instances indeed, among the most opulent classes,
tyranny he liberty, hberty, ill the instance of thrs in which the inducements happen to be strong
hitherto luckless class of human beings, can scarcely enough to counterbalance the expense of a retired
CHr have yet existed in anything ncar so perfect a or covered bath, WIth SUItable attendance.
Removed to a sufhcient distance from the house,
shape.
But liberty, m a favourite sense of it, means law- and secluded from view by proper fences, one bath,
[es« power: m this sense, It must be confessed, there
used at different times nnght serve for both the
Will not only be little hberty, but 111 plain truth sexes.
there Will be none.
The advantage of bathing, with comfort and con., In tbe instance of St James's, Westminster, a vernence, is among the attractions that draw the
pattern of such good management as IS compatible higher classes to "hat are called the watenngwith the exrstmg order of thmgs, observe the ex- places; and such is the activity of charity in this
pense of boarding the pauper children of the metro- country, that it has even found out a meansof displaypol" in the circumjacent
villages; 38. 3d. a-week, ing Itself bv facihtanng the access to these places m
besides contingeneies,
What does all this expense favour of the inferior classes. Agamst particular
term mate in '-what,
in the account that has been diseases, fresh-water bathing is not. It is true, lookpublished
by the instrtutors of this management,
ed upon as standing npon a par With sea bathing ;
is very Justly termed" a. dreadful period: "-" The yet even against diseases-to say nothmg of genetime when these children were to be brought home ral health and strength,-fresh-hatlung
1& not alto(SIX or seven years of age) was a dreadful period to
gether without Its use.
The existing charity gives sea-bathing to a few
the children, and to the feelingmind."-[ANNALS,
xxvin. l67.]-The
Company's children have no score perhaps m a year; the proposed charity gl\ es
such penod.
With them it is all eountry c=no fresh-water bathing to some hundreds of thousanda
of the pauper-commUllity all the year round; and
transition from rural liberty to town confinement.

PAUPER
EFFICIENT

COMFORTS.

5. Exemption from
intellectual
exertions of the most
painful kind.
6. Comforts
of
matrimony
allowed at the earliest
period compa.tible
With health."

MANAGEllENT.

CA.USES.

5. Exemption from the
obligation of learning languages (especially dead
languages) by grammatical rules.
6. Removal of all difficulties and uncertainties
with regard
to subsistence :-the result of the
frugalIty
of the plan

COMFORTS.
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CAUSES.

of maintenance,
con pled
with the certainty of giving to the labour of each
existing order of things, that the management of
his conduct will be in his own hands.

In regard to health. at what precise point the
line shall be drawn, will be matter of consideration.
-It bemg a point not capable of being determined
otherwise than by experunent, It ought to be-It
must be=-comrmtted to experiment. Nature shows
the commencement of the abihty-e-nature shows
for the benefit of the self-maintaining poor all round, the commencement of the desrre -How long must
every one of the two hundred and hfty industry- the ability continue useless? How long must the
houses may be a uxitcrmq-place;
desire be a source ot vexation, instead of enJoy.. The maximum of clear happiness is the object, ment ?--Questions,
snrely, not umnterestmgand the sole object, of every rational plan of con- surely, not undeserving ot solution l-To gwe th«
duct, public or private.
solution, I see but one course -to take the visible
In this line, as in every other-concomitant
and commencement of physical matunty in each indiconsequent inconveniences out of the question-e-the
vidual for the standard and basis of expenment·
maximum of enjoyment gives the maximum of from this starting-post to mark out penods of delay
clear happiness. But the longer the duratum of -three months=-six months-nme
months-and
any source of enjoyment, nothmg bemg lost m other so on, for a small-it surely need not be a largerespects, the greater the sum of enjoyment: and the number of years-twenty-one
m the male might be
duration IS the longer, nothing being lost in other the utmost. From thenceforward observe the conrespects, the earlier the commencement.
dition of the classe<;--see whether there be any and
Pecumary difficulties bemg removed (as they are what perceptible differences m point of health and
here) the mconveniences to be considered and strength, as between class and class.
guarded against are-I.
PhYSICal-the danger to
Fiat 1=, were the words of the Almighty:health and strength from a too early mdulgence, of Hat erperimentum, were the words of the bnghtest
which, amongst other ill consequences, premature
genIUs he ever made. 0 chemists l-much have
termmation nught be one ·-2.lIforal-such.ifany,
vour crucibles shown us of dead matter ;-but our
as may be to be apprehended from the entering into industry-house IS a crucible for men 1
a state of power, as well as independence, before the
" The Chinese (says Sir George Staunton, vol.
intellectual faculties have attained a growth com- ii. p. 194, 8vo.) are, perhaps, upon an average, betmensurate to that state. 'Whatever may be the ter able to support moderate labour, WIth little inpenod suggested by a due consideration
of the de- terrmssion, than many of the lower classes in
lay nece.sary to the avoidance of these inconvemEurope. They are bred m better and sounder
enees, thus much will not be liable to disputehabits, and continue longer under the direction of
VIZ.that every portion of time, which, without in- their parents. They are for the most part sober:
currmg them, nnght have been passed in the social
they marrv earlv . they are less exposed to the
state, and yet is suffered to pass away in celibacy, temptatrons of debauchery: they are less liable to
IS so much lost to happiness.
contract diseases which corrupt the SprlUgsof hfe :
In the world at large, what may be the ave~
their lives are more regular and uniform .,
amount of this loss, in the instance of the class m
And, 10 another place, (vol, n, p. 38.';,) "The
question, is one of the many interestmg objects ob- marrlages m China are. in fact, observed to be pr<>servable in the pohtical lme, of which no account, Iifie,"" well as early."
and scarcely so much as any notice, hath as yet
In France.c-when France was France,--among
been taken. A great comfort Is-that
owing to the first famihes 10 the nation, and in others, as far
causes sufficiently ObVIOUS,
and which are not to as economy was supposed to permit, regard to
the present purpose=-tlus loss IS not quite so hizh health as well as happiness hxed for the period of
in tlns lowest and most numerous. as in the hlgh'er matrimonial union the earliest age to whrch health,
class e S, Yet, even m this class. and in this coun - regarded In another pomt of view., was supposed to
try, the number of years thus lost, must, upon any gl\ e a permit for that purpose. Sixteen scarce an
calculation,
or rather WIthout any calculanon, leave earlv one ;-four!een not an uncommon one. 'What,
a blank much to be regretted in the book of hfe.
under the French monarchy, was the best privilege
In the proposed order of tlungs. among our ap- of the Prince, IS In our Utopia the universal lot of
prentJces-there need be no such loss at all. Re- the "hole community. And to "hat would they
"ard to health-this
one prudential consideration,
he indebted for this gentlest of all revolutlOns?and this alone, WIll, in this pnvileged situation,
To what but to economv P Which dreads no
draw the hne. In private life, considerations
of longer the mulnphcatron oj man. now that she has
the intellectual and moral kind conspire to keep shown by what secure and unperishable means Illback the period of social happiness, Facultres, fant man, a drug at present so much WOl'5ethan
moral as well as intellectual, must be ripe for the worthless, may be endowed with an mdubitable and
business of government :-the

business not of self-

government only, hut of farmly-government,
At
one-and-twenty, a vouth will be allowed to be, in
general, alike fit lor self-government and for the
government of the little family empire: and, whether married or single, it IS at this age, and not before, aeeording' to the proposed plan, &8 under the I

universal

value,

Turn now to the palace, and behold what a fund
it affords for pity, when confronted with our industry-house. Prmces unmatched, or late matched,
or unprosperously matched, ormcongruously matched.-Pnnce sses-hve remainmg-all
rIpe, but all
too high, for happmess.
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7. Ultenor prospects-cha.nce
of
rising to superior
stations, by the cultiva.tion of any natural talents that
may happen to dISplay themselveshence
hope
and
emulation.

C.\USES.

individual a value secured
against depreciation
and
want of employ, by the
principle of self-supply,
with a sufficient stock of
land for it to operate upon. Book i. Section 6.
Book ii. Ch. iii. iv. Book
v. Ch.ii.
Continuance of
the married apprentices
under equal subjection
before as after marriage,
until the age of emancipauon=-thence
removal'
of the difficulties attendant on self-government
at that early period. Right
possessed
by the nonadult parents of having
their children taken care
of in the same way they
themselves had been, and
at the same time in the
same house, and under
their own eyes.
7. Universal publicity
of the conduct of the whole
system.-General
concourse of strangers
expeered to each house.On the part of the officers
and their subordinates,
opportunities easy, perpetual, and universal, of remarking anything extraordinary that may present
itself in the way of natural talent on the part of
the apprentices.
Appropriate culture of extraordmary talents.should
it
be thought advisable: and
even a system of experiment, for the purpose of
bringing
latent talents
and capacities into light.
Book in, Ch. xii.

Comforu, or other Ad'Dantages, applyzng fTclurilJllly to the Female
Part oj the Apprentice
Stock.

Effu;ient Causes of

1. Security against seduction,and its attendant
misenes.c=Opportunities
of conversation with the
other sex, as in wellregulated
families. in a
safe manner, and at safe
times: the degree ofsafety
even superior to anything
which commonly is, or
easily can be, afforded in

1. Uninterrupted
presence of the governess and her subordinates;
also of
guardian
elders of
the proper sex-as
before.

•the seteral

Ad-

-r,mtages.
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Comforts, or other Adeontaqes, applying exdusilJllly to the Female
Part of the Apprentice
Stock.

Etrl-OMnt

C(!ffse!

of

-the se1Jll7"alAdeantaqe«.

the best regulated, and
even the highest families.
2 Proposed
re2. Preparation for the
of the
married state. Instruc- gulations
Manner in
tion and experience
in house.
which the populathe duties of the housetion of the house
maid, the kitchen-maid,
the nursery-maid.and
the is composed-comprising a numerous
sick-nurse,
by alternate
stock of infants, as
employment in the perwell as of the sick
formance of the family
and infirm of all
business of the house.and
in attendance on the in- descriptions.
fant part of the society,
and on the sick. Lessons
of economy
in every
branch of domestic msnagement - cooking warming - lighting clothing, &c., drawn from
the mosrapprovedsourcee
of instmction-digested
into general mles-and
illustrated and inculcated
by practice."
This important point duly attended to and
provided for (as It easily 'might, and, after
warning such as this, and suitable regulations
deduced from it, naturally would be) an inspection industry-house would add to Its hst of
collateral uses that of serving as a school of
domestic economy for the use of all classes but
more especially for that of the self-maintaining
poor.
Works are already in existence,amongwhich
Count Rumford's Essays relative to the Poor,
are entitled to a distinguished place, in which
these principles have been carried to a state
very.little, if anything, short of perfection, in
relation to some of the most important points:
-works,
and, what is more, practice according
to these works,t and these, in exhibiting the
. " Partly for want of subjects to practise uponsome measure, perhaps, from the want of the
species of forecast here insisted on-in Borne very
expensi ve retreats that have been prepared by prIvate munificence for female innocence, the condinon of these nurselings, in point of suitable acquirements, at the period of their emersion mto the
world at large, nas been observed (I have been assured) to exhibit but an indifferent result. Pampered, unexercised, and uninstructed in the arts assorted to their subsequent destinations and resources, they make (it is said) but indifferent
servants, nurses, or IDothers.-A female course of
education-a female apprenticeship, excluding from
i~ exercises the characteristic and appropnate functions of the sex, must be a sad education-e-a sad
apprenticeship indeed !
t See Reports of the Society for bettering the
Condinon of the Poor.
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improvements that have been devised, show
how great the room for improvementis under
the current practice.
Comparenow the lot of the Company's apprentices with that of any other class of the
same age, the very highest not excepted-snrvey it in its whole extent-probe it to the OOttom-and judge whether they are so much to
be pitied as to be envied.
Against pains of all sorts, better security
than is to be found in any existing situation,
without exception.
Desires not crossed, but prevented :-obstacles not moral, but physical ;-not terror,
but ignorance.
Amongenjoyments,the coarser,thoughmore
indispensable-( those which attend the satisfaction of the appetites of hunger and thirst}purified-I mean from pains: the moreexquisite-{for I speak of nothing that is not common to the species-notlung that is the peeu-
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liar fruit of extra culture in particular minds
being to the purpose here :}-the more exquisite, not only in like manner purified, but aceelerated :-increased at the earliest and best
stage,-at the stage at which their intensity is
at the highest :-increased in the only way in
which the mass of them is susceptible of being
increased.
In the article of diet, no unsatisfied longings, no repinings :-notlung within knowledge
that is not withm reach.-That he who has
been habituated to poignancy and variety of
diet, sufferson being reducedto simple and insipid fare, is not to be doubted; but that the
enjoyment of him who has never known any
sort but one, though it were the most insipid
sort, does not yield in anything to that of the
most luxurious feeder, seems equally out of
doubt :-m this way all the efforts of art are
but a vain struggle to pass the limits set to enjoyment by the hand of nature.

"" * In the original there is an intimation that the communicationsare "to be continued;"
but though the matter of Booksv. and vi. is unsupplied, there are no farther papers on the subject in the Annals of Agriculture b)' the author. The last of this unfinishedseries, containing
Section 6 of Book iv., as above, is m vol. xxxi. of the Annals, p. 273 to 288.-Ed.
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